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Introduction of the Amended Draft law 

How could the project begin? Where it will end? 

In the light of the latest constitutional amendments that 

opened the door to the project to select the electoral system that 

guarantees representing the political parties and women in the 

parliament and the political life, the project reviews the electoral 

law. The draft law has been issued by the United Group, 

Attorneys at law and Legal Advisors, in November 2006, entitled 

Save by the Bell.   

This review comes in the framework of three events 

witnessed by the Egyptian people. First, the constitutional 

amendments that allowed the legislator to use any suitable 

electoral law, either list or individual electoral systems, or even 

collecting the two systems together and guaranteeing reasonable 

representation of women. Second, Shura Council elections had 

represented a real test of the Supreme Committee for Elections 

and illustrated the defects of the experiment. Third, using the 

national ID in year 2007 and the ability to electronically register 

the voters after complaining against the paper registration, name 

repeating and major mistakes.  

These events have generated the necessity to review the 

issued draft law, concerning the suitable electoral law, list or 

individual candidate or a mixed electoral system collects the 

advantages of both list and individual candidate systems, in order 

to avid defects of the individual candidate system concerning 

representing women and political parties. The events generated 

necessity to review the previous proposal of forming a committee 

to control the electoral process. The door is now open for drafting 

a complete project on the electronic registration.  

"Modifying Egypt's Electoral System" project, 

implemented in cooperation of the united Group, Attorneys at 

Law and legal Advisors and the Political Research and Studies 



   

Center, faculty of Economics and Political Science, came as a 

modification of the last project. 

The project included three phases; the first started in 

February 2008 in Ein Sokhna City, Suez, with a consulting 

meeting for three days. A number of Egyptian and foreign experts 

were involved in the project to discuss their papers on elections, 

electronic registration and forming an expert committee for 

drafting the required amendments. 

The second phase witnessed the release of the draft law 

after modification in Aswan, Fayoum and Behaira. As, Fayoum 

workshop has been attended by political and popular leaders from 

both Fayoum and Bani Suef. Behair workshop has been 

participated by leaders from Behaira and Alexandria. 

The discussions aimed at benefiting the theoretical and 

practical experiences from different areas in Egypt. The last phase 

of the project featured the collection of the regional workshops' 

discussion summary to be submitted to the expert committee to 

draft the final draft of the law. 

The committee held more than 10 meetings in the last five 

months to insert the required amendments, from March to July,   

The committee members have been divided into three 

groups to draft the articles of the three approaches.  

First group: drafting the electoral system articles – Mr. 

Taher Al Misri and Mr. Negad Al Borai  

Second Group: drafting articles on the Supreme Committee 

for Elections – Mr. Abdel Ghaffar Shokr, Mr. Osama Kamel and 

Mr. Ali Fateh Al Bab 

Third group: drafting the articles of the voter registration – 

Dr. Abdel Moniem Al Mashat and Dr. Rabeh Rateb Basta 



   

The committee's points of view have been submitted to the 

political characters and political parties' leaders in different areas 

to be discussed, and the discussion trends came as following:  

The Suitable Electoral System 

         Some of the attendees opposed the idea of mixed electoral 

system and others welcomed the idea in the three workshops, as, 

some of them prefer the individual electoral system than the list, 

because the list contains many defects that can not be treated. 

Some of the attendees said that there is not an ideal electoral 

system to be followed worldwide; so it is better to collect the 

advantages of all the electoral systems in one applicable system; 

the proposed law is based on this point of view. 

Some of the participants opposed allocating a quota for 

women at the elected councils; they said that a step like this open 

the door to allocating quotas to other groups like Christians and 

Nubians, which raises the local discrimination of the Egyptian 

society. If it is necessary that women get involved in these 

councils, she should relay on her own efforts. One of the 

attendees supported the idea of allocating a quota for women 

saying that the constitution opened the door to this kind of women 

representation. If the political parties and political life went more 

active, there will be female political cadres who can reach the 

parliament without quota . 

The Higher Committee for Elections 

       Some of the participants supported the juridical supervision 

on elections confirming that the election processes could have 

succeeded if the police did not prohibited the voters from 

reaching the polling boxes. The majority of the participants in the 

three workshops supported the idea of having an independent 

committee for operating the electoral process, in order to enhance 

the electoral climate. Some of the participants opposed including 

the dean of the Faculty of Economics and Political Sciences in the 

committee and preferred dean of the Faculty of Law in addition to 

the representation of all the Egyptian syndicates. The committee 

holds its meetings in attendance of 12 members and takes 



   

decisions with the majority of 8. In special circumstances, the 

committee holds its meeting with all its members, 17, and issues 

its decisions with a majority of 9 . 

Voter Registration 

All the participants of the three workshops supported the 

necessity of applying the electronic voter registration. The idea 

provides more flexibility in the polling process and benefiting the 

national electronic information network in Egypt. Throughout this 

information network, we can easily obtain information about 

anybody using his national ID that can not be changed. It will 

make the citizen able to vote only one time in any place without 

having the red electoral card, but applying this system in the 

countrywide will take long time in addition to modifying the 

national ID date to eliminate those who are deprived against 

practicing their political rights. The update of the national ID 

should be inserted to the electoral lists automatically. 

According to the three workshops, the participants 

preferred the individual electoral system than the electoral list and 

that might happened because the citizens got used to this system 

and many of them can not realize the advantages of the list. And 

that requires great efforts in the governorates to illustrate the idea 

of electoral list and its benefits. 

There has been resistance of allocating a quota for women 

in the elected councils, even if it is temporary, until women can 

go on the electoral battle relaying on their own skills and abilities, 

which reflects the social culture that opposes the enhancement of 

the woman status. 

Although, some of the attendees supported the idea of the 

juridical supervision on elections, the majority of the participants 

in the three workshops supported the idea of giving the 

supervision on the electoral process to an independent committee. 

The formation of the committee and the method of making 

decisions have been reviewed according to the discussions. The 

idea of voter electronic registration has been accepted by all the 

participants, hoping it can be applied in Egypt in the near future.  



   

38 articles have been objected to amendments, out of 96 

articles, as following:
1
 

-One article in chapter one "political rights", article 3 

-Four articles in chapter two, Supreme Committee for 

Elections, articles 4, 5, 7 and 8 

-Five articles in chapter three "electoral list, articles 16, 17, 

18, 19 and 25 

-Three articles in chapter four "electoral system", articles 

28, 30 and 31 

-Six articles in fifth chapter "nomination", articles 33, 34, 

40, 41, 42 and 43 

-Eight articles in chapter six "operation of the electoral 

campaign", articles 44, 46, 48, 49, 50, 51, 52 and 53 

-Ten articles in chapter seven "Arranging Questionnaire 

and Election", articles 57, 58, 62, 70, 71, 72, 73, 74, 75 and 76 

-One article in chapter eight "electoral crimes", article 90 

The second section of this book includes the project's 

preparation works, papers, meetings and discussion workshops. 

By issuing this book the project will be ended. Although, 

the project activities have ended with the end of its period, the 

texts are not enough without human efforts to achieve the project 

goals. 

Disregarding the type of the electoral system, we can not 

affirm the existence of an ideal electoral system valid for 

application in any place and time. Selection of the type of 

electoral system is always based on a number of political and 

social considerations in addition to the administrative and 

organizational issues. 

                                                 
1
  The amended parts of the articles are written in bold shape  



   

We hope that project could provide a start point for serious 

discussion conducted by the political parties, parliament and 

decision making centers in Egypt, in order to have a new electoral 

law brings freedom and democracy to Egypt.  

Cairo, July 14
th

, 2008. 

Hoda Shahed  

Modifying Egypt's Electoral System Project's Coordinator 
United Group 

      

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



   

Introduction of the First Edition 

I would like to express my pleasure for having the 

opportunity to submit this project of a new law for 

political rights to both legal and parliamentary libraries. 

The project was a collaborative creation of a committee 

of the most significant experts of the electoral system in 

Egypt. A brain storming discussion was generated during 

a symposium held in cooperation with the Center for 

Political Studies at the Faculty of Economics and Political 

Science – University of Cairo. A side from the massive 

attendance of the legal and constitutional brains, there 

was a good number of the most distinguishable political 

activists in Egypt, who represented their parties and their 

effective political movements, their comments are written 

below next to their names. There are general comments 

brought up during the discussions and worthy to mention 

the following: 

1. The process of reforming the law of pursuing 

political rights has to be accompanied by: 

- Constitutional Reform. 

- Cancellation of the emergency law. 

-  Woman participation in elected concurs.  

2. The Indian pattern could be useful, in terms of the 

electoral   

Commission and the electoral fund. 

3. Everything should start and end by the president‘s 

approval, therefore it‘s necessary to review article 

(76/77), which is selecting the president and the 

presidential terms. 

4. Local councils are worthy to initiate reform. 

5. A supreme electoral commission could be no more 

used, as a complete judicial oversight is more than 

enough. 



   

According to a previous plan to hold three meetings in 

Alexandria, Gharbeya, and Assiout in order to discuss the 

project with the political elites in the fore mentioned areas 

before it‘s circulated. However, due to the Egyptian 

government‘s rush to issue this law, we had to rush into 

printing and distributing the proposed bill to members of 

the parliament and the press. Somehow it fortunately 

helped in curbing the government‘s growing inclination 

to elections rigging, especially after the amendment of 

article 88 and the cancellation of the complete judicial 

oversight to the election process. 

1. Project 

The goal of this project is  to establish a network of 

Egyptian  legal experts who comparatively examine different 

election systems, and then submit practical recommendations to 

modify and enhance the Egyptian electoral system, whether by 

amending one or more articles of the Constitution; or by 

modifying the system within the framework of existing 

legislation. These recommendations will then be submitted to the 

coming parliamentary session, via members of parliament; in 

addition to being presented to civil society for discussion and 

consideration, and will provide an alternative to the Bill currently 

being discussed by the Parliament on the same subject. 

The United Group has invited a number of experts, politicians, 

and legal advisors to join and form a Committee of Experts. The 

selection of the experts aimed to reflect different academic, 

intellectual, and political background. 

2. The duties of the Experts Committee 

Duties committee as agreed are:  

- Collect the data and the sources necessary in order to 

prepare the first illustrative paper. 

- Prepare for a preparatory workshop to discuss the draft 

law. 

- Prepare the initial draft law.   

- Select the approach to prepare the draft law. 



   

- Select and identify experts‘ names and members of the 

parliament participating in the final workshop. 

3. Sources of the committee’s research 

- International charters, conventions and treaties 

- Arab guide for free and fair elections which was issued by 

the Group for Democratic development (GDD). 

- Arab group for electoral laws, issued by International 

Foundation for Electoral Systems (IFES) and U.S. Agency 

for International Development (USAID). 

- In addition to the following books and laws: 

- Parliament Reform book 

- How to Rig an Election?- Book 

- Electoral propaganda – book 

- How to monitor elections? - book  

- Electoral systems of Egypt and the world – book 

- How do we understand electoral system in Egypt- 

Parliament‘s records 

- Rules of electing the president, deputy council, and local 

municipal councils (Tunisia) 

- Non-issued draft on the symposium of a competitive 

electoral system (Parliament program) 

- Law 120 of 1980 on the ―Shura council (Egypt) 

- Law 13 of 1995 on the elections (Palestine) 

- Law 40 of 1977 on the political parties and it‘s 

amendments (Egypt) 

- Law 174 of 2005 on presidential elections (Egypt) 

- Law 38 of 1972 on the ―People‘s‖ council (Egypt) 

- Law 173 of 2005, amendments of law 73 for 1956 

regulating pursuance of political rights (Egypt) 

- Law 13 of 2001 on general elections and referendum 

(Yemen) 



   

- Organic law on election systems (Algeria) 

-  2003 Electoral law of the parliament (Jordan) 

- Electoral system in Iraq 

4. The drat law and its components 

The draft law comprises of 95 articles along 8 chapters: 

Chapter one: Political Rights and pursuing it 

Chapter Two: Supreme Electoral commission and the 

electoral fund 

Chapter Three: electoral registers 

Chapter Four: Electoral System 

Chapter Five: Nomination 

Chapter Six: Managing electoral campaigns 

Chapter Seven: Organizing electoral and referendum 

processes 

Chapter Eight: Electoral crimes 

 

The main features of the draft law: 

- Implementation of the closed lists along with the 

proportional representation systems, and the right to 

form party-lists for each party. 

- Implementation of taking votes from top to bottom 

before the validation of the final results. 

- A complete definition of term peasant and worker, in 

order to decrease the negative political effects 

associated. 

- Each governorate is a electoral district. 

- Female participation there has to be at least a female 

candidate among the first 3 candidates per list, and 3 

female candidates among 6, etc… 

- Develop a system to make prisoners able to vote. 



   

- Forbid the utilization of any religious sayings from the 

Quran or the Bible, to propagate for the religious 

orientation of candidates. 

- Forbid grants and presents to voters. 

- Forbid maintenance of places of worship, such as 

mosques or churches, or social services centers during 

the electoral campaign. 

- Adequate role of media 

- Do not allow service projects launch during the electoral 

campaign unless it‘s part of the state‘s budget. 

- Keeping records of the electoral campaign funding is 

necessary 

- Refunds of the electoral propaganda in case the list 

received 5 % voters. 

- Supreme commission consisting of consultants 

according to their experience. 

- The commission boasts about its general considerable 

characteristic. 

- The commission is concerned about all that has to do 

with the electoral process. 

- The commission has the authority to penalize candidates 

of those who violate the rules. 

- The commission has a fixed location with branches in 

all governorates. 

- Commission duration 6 months 

- The supreme commission forms sub-commissions, as it 

can appoint administrative employees. 

- The right for civil organizations to monitor the electoral 

campaign as a whole, via TV cameras in the closed 

electoral districts. 

- The commission is authorized to have a say in electoral 

violations, aside from electoral crimes that remain with 



   

the general deputy- since the commission‘s resolutions 

are administrative it is still subject to appeal. 

-  Develop electoral fund where its public money, with a 

special bank account, where the budget remaining are 

not to be transferred to the public treasure. 

- Electoral appeals with short term aspects or with 

judgments are not allowed to suspend and must be 

executed. 

- Harden penalties on electoral crimes 

- General prosecution could be directed to the court in 

electoral crimes. 

- Penal and civil prosecutions are not to be dropped by 

age. 

- Fines are to be transferred to electoral funds.  

6. Workshop to discuss the draft law 

On Monday November 27, 2006, the United Group in 

collaboration with Centre for Political Studies at the faculty of 

Economics, Cairo University organized a workshop aiming to lay 

out the final details to the draft before inviting members of the 

parliament to a private meeting so they adopt the draft law and 

then submit it to the people‘s assembly. Through a one day 4 

sessions workshop, provisions of the proposed new law were 

discussed and the sessions were as the following: 

 Session one: the general basics of the draft law as well as 

forming the elections bureau and the new electoral system. 

 Session Two: the electoral campaigns system and the 

voting guarantees. 

 Session Three: Supervising Elections 

 Session Four: Electoral appeals 

The Center for Political research and studies at the faculty of 

Economics and political Science along with the United Group 

invited experts to improve the project; discussions were generated 

on the draft in diverse aspects. As a closure, comments and 

suggestions were added to the draft law; as the United Group sent 



   

letters to all participants so they could document their comments 

and contribute to the draft. Comments were enclosed to the draft 

and translated into English language. 

This project is for all those concerned about supporting the 

political reform in Egypt and who is also concerned about 

governance stability in the state, truly believing that the attempts 

to use fabricated majorities to pass the constitutional and legal 

amendments are definitely inappropriate, it only drives the society 

more desperate of the political reform and also encourage 

minorities and disturbances within the community, in a time that 

our country can not afford to pay the price of instability. 

Cairo, March 21
st
, 2007 

Negad Al-Borai 

Attorney at Law 

Scientific Consultant 

 

           
 



   

 

Section One: 

Draft Law 



   

This section includes the draft of the electoral law that was 

amended by a committee of experts included parliament 

members, legislators and academic professors. They modified 

the draft in the light of the ideas generated by Ein Sokhna 

conference in February 2008 and the regional discussion 

workshops in Aswan Fayoum and Behaira in April and May 

2008.  

The draft law includes 96 articles divided into eight 

chapters:  

-Chapter one "political rights", 3 articles, 1 - 3 

-Chapter two, Supreme Committee for Elections, 11 

articles, 4 - 14 

-Chapter three "Electoral List", 12 articles, 15 - 26 

-Chapter four "Electoral System", 5 articles, 27 - 31 

-Chapter five "Nomination", 12 articles, 33 - 43 

-Chapter six "Operation of the Electoral Campaign" 10 

articles 44 -53 

-Chapter seven "Arranging Questionnaire and Election", 23 

articles 54 - 76 

-Chapter eight "Electoral Crimes", 20 article, 77 – 96 

This section also includes the explanatory memorandum of 

the new draft law. 
     



   

 

Chapter one 

Political rights and their implementation 

  

Clause (1) 

Every Egyptian who is over 18 years of age is entitled to 
practice the following political rights: 

 (First) Expressing opinion in the following: 

1. Referendum to which he/she are called for in compliance 
with the provisions of the constitution. 

(Second) election of each of the following: 

1. The president of the republic 

2. The Parliament members. 

3. The Shura (Counseling) Council 

Clause (2) 

The following are abated from their political rights: 

1. Those who have been convicted with a felony or a crime 
that involves honor or status, unless they have been acquitted. 

2. Those who have been convicted with one of the electoral 
crimes enlisted in Chapter eight of this law. 

3. Workers who have been fired from public sector for 
reasons related to honor, unless five years have passed from the 
date of firing unless a reversal cancels the firing decision or 
compensates for it. 

Clause (3)
(1)

 

Political rights are not to be executed by the following 
categories:  

1. Those who are interdicted, during the period of their 
interdiction. 

2. Those who have mental problems. 

3. Those who announced their bankruptcy during a period 
of five years from the date of the announcement unless they have 
their status back.

(2)
  

                                                 
(1)

   Dr. Hamdy Abd El-Azim made a reservation on the police men participation during the 

elections. Moreover, if the police will be able to vote, then this right should be given to 

the military service members.     
(2)

  Dr. Ahmed Abd El-Hadi disagreed with two points: first: that there is no objection 

between someone‘s right to vote and his economic situation. Second: he also stated that 

the police men should not participate/vote during the elections. Also Mr. Mohamed 



   

4. Armed forces personnel, with their different branches, 

and the employees of the general intelligence agency, so long as 

they work there. 

5. Police officers and personnel
1
  

6. Juridical entities' members  

                                                                                                                             
Amer Helmy confronted with the idea of allowing the judges and police men to 

participate during the election. Mr. Mahmoud Amer has agreed with them.     
1
  Added  



   

 

Chapter two 

The supreme committee for elections 

 and the electoral fund 

 

Clause (4) 

A public authority under the name of the "Supreme Committee 

for Elections" is authorized to handle all general and local 

elections in Egypt. This entity is an independent neutral authority 

located in Cairo, which can not be expelled, and is constituted 

according to the provisions stipulated in this law.
(1)

  

The Supreme Committee for Elections is entitled to establish a 

branch in every governorate in Egypt, to practice the activities 

of the committee. The Supreme Committee of elections issues 

a decision to form the branch of juridical entities and identify 

its work.
2
 

An executive authority is associated with the Supreme 

Committee for Elections under the headship of a Secretary 

General, for which the Chairman of the Supreme Committee for 

Elections defines its constitution and duties. 

The Supreme Committee for Elections should acquire the 

public juridical status and is completely independent in practicing 

its capabilities. The Supreme Committee for Elections should also 

have a separate budget that is number one in priority in the 

general budget of the country. The Supreme Committee for 

Elections publishes the policies needed to organize its work the 

staffing and mandating of its employees. All the expenses of the 

Supreme Committee for Elections are free of all dues and taxes. 

Every year the Supreme Committee for Elections publishes its 

budget in at least two daily newspapers, and everyone is entitled 

                                                 
(1)

  Dr. Ahmed Abd Elhadi disagreed with the statement that make the election committee 

can not be displayed.  

Ibrahim Shahin is demanding an internal rule for the committee to identify the 

methods of punishment in case of making mistakes  
2
 Modified 



   

to obtain a copy of this budget whether a concerned one or not. 

The budget is shown at the parliament for approval
.(1)

 

Clause (5)
2
 

The Supreme Committee for Elections consists of 13 

members, such that: 

- Five State Council Councilors selected by the general 

assembly 

- One Councilor from each court of appeal, Cairo, 

Alexandria, Tanta and Assuit 

Each one is selected by the general assembly of the court 

- Representative of Bar Association and Journalist 

Syndicate  

- Representative of the National Council for Human Rights 

and the National Council for Women and the same number is 

selected as a back up for the committee 

One of the judges heads the committee followed by the next 

judge, based on seniority. 

The committee members can not have any state position or 

being a member of one of the representative councils for 3 

years after leaving the membership of the committee. 

A presidential decision is issued to form the committee as 

mentioned above.  

Clause (6) 

The duration of the Supreme Committee for Elections is 6 

years. 

                                                 
(1)

  Mr. Abu El-Ezz El-Hariri made a comment, that it is not possible to make a judiciary 

supervision without having one judge for each pullet. 

Awatif Kahek affirmed the necessity of forming branches of the committee in 

governorates with the same powers – Mohammed Ibrahim Ewis is demanding the 

complete juridical supervision  

Dr. Mohammed Belal opposed the idea of forming a Supreme Committee for Elections 

and placing a new law for elections and those who carry it out operate the elections 

– Makram Yakob is asking Who will punish the committee of it makes mistakes? 

Mohammed Abdel All opposes adding judges to the Committee and make the 

membership for law professors and lawyers – Dr. Mohammed Emara demanded 

joining policemen and local administration to the committee     
2
 Modified  



   

Clause (7) 

The Supreme Committee for Elections gathers upon the 

summoning of its Chairman and this gathering is not valid unless 

a minimum of seven members are present.  A majority of six 

votes are essential for the validation of the resolutions of the 

Supreme Committee for Elections.  

Clause (8)
1
 

The Committee handles the following jurisdictions: 

1. Dividing the republic into electoral constituencies 

according to specified criteria determined by the Supreme 

Committee for Elections, treating all constituencies equally 

according to population in each constituency and in view of 

the administrative organization of the state as much as 

possible. The Supreme Committee for Elections has to 

reconsider this organization regularly to make sure the equal 

representation of the population is respected. 

2. Preparation of the electoral lists according to the 

national number –with the knowledge of the Civil Registry- 

defining their content, as well as checking, filtrating, and 

modernizing these lists. The Supreme Committee for 

Elections also forms sub-committees to handle the above-

mentioned tasks and other committees for moderating the 

objections against the lists
.
 

3. Scheduling the phases of the electoral process. 

4. Setting the general criteria for the electoral publicity 

campaigns and the rules controlling them, as well as following 

up on their fulfillment.  

5. Determining adequate administrative penalties on the 

candidates who breach the administrative resolutions and 

obligations issued by the Supreme Committee for Elections 

with regards to the rules and obligations of electoral 

campaigns. 

                                                 
1
  Modified  



   

6. Establishing committees for the receipt of application 

forms and specialized committees for examining appeal 

requests regarding nominations and setting their locations.  

7. Publicizing the finalized lists of candidates as well as 

explaining the criteria of selecting electoral symbols for the 

candidates.  

8. Forming general and subsidiary committees for 

monitoring elections and setting their locations as well as 

determining the voting location for detainees and provisional 

prisoners. 

9. Establishing the voting rules and criteria as well as 

the valid guarantees for the integrity of the electoral process 

for the Egyptians living out of Egypt.  

10. Printing the electoral cards, preparing balloting 

boxes and setting the rules that guarantee their safe arrival to 

the subsidiary committees before the elections with due time.  

11. Setting the rules for the distribution of Television and 

Radio broadcasting within the official media entities based on 

utter equality among list and individual candidates and 

electoral lists, with the consent of the Minister of Information. 

12. Keeping both the electoral and categorization 

processes organized. 

13. Organizing awareness campaigns of electoral rules 

and their implementation.  

14. Training political parties' representatives and 

candidates to monitor elections. 

15. Training the executive authority's staff, of the 

Supreme Committee for Elections and its branches  

16. Preparation of covenants for elections and its 

following up 

17. Setting the rules and criteria that organize the 

participation of civil society and media organizations in the 

monitoring process inside and outside the balloting and 

categorization spots. 



   

18. Setting the rules and criteria that organize the media 

coverage of elections inside and outside the polling centers  

19. Publicizing the final results of elections and 

referenda. 

20. Proposing draft laws related to elections and 

expression of opinions on these issues. 

Clause (9) 

The decisions of the Supreme Committee for Elections are 

classified as administrative decisions. The appeals directed 

against the Committee's decisions go under the provisions of the 

law number 47 for the year 1972 of the State Council, except if 

otherwise this law stipulated different provisions on the appealing 

procedures, dates and specialized authorities
(1)

. 

Clause (10) 

State authorities are expected to help the Supreme Committee 

for Elections in carrying out its specializations and in the 

implementation of its decisions, as well as supplying it with all 

the required data or information related to these specializations, 

and the Supreme Committee for Elections can seek the help of 

any authority in carrying out its tasks. The refusal of any public 

employee to abide by the stipulations of the Supreme Committee 

for Elections is considered refusal to abide by the law in general, 

which makes him/her deserving of the punishment stipulated in 

clause 123 in the penal law; the employee can not base his refusal 

on the pretext of obeying his/her superiors.  

Clause (11) 

Prior to the commencement of the elections with due time, the 

Minister of Interiors, upon the request of the Chairman of the 

Supreme Committee for Elections, gives an order to delegate the 

required number of police force to work under the supervision of 

the Supreme Committee for Elections. The police officers receive 

their orders from the Chairman of the Supreme Committee for 

Elections or his/her Deputy, or from any of the chairmen of the 

                                                 
(1)

   Dr. Ahmed Abd El-Hadi said, the election committee is the judge and the applicant at 

the same time, and judges also can play a dual role.  



   

general or subsidiary committees for the purpose of organizing 

the electoral process in all its stages.
1
 

Clause (12) 

The "Elections Supporting Fund" is established upon a 

resolution of the Supreme Committee for Elections. The Supreme 

Committee for Elections is the one entity that regulates its 

purposes and expenditures. The money of the fund is considered 

public money and all its employees or beneficiaries are 

considered public section employees obeying the penal law, and 

they are under the jurisdiction of the National Committee for 

Elections. 

The fund is treated like a private account; hence the excess is 

not automatically transferred from its annual budget to the 

General Treasury, but is transferred to the following fiscal year.
2
 

Clause (13) 

The fund constitutes of the money granted by the state for the 

electoral process and from the public budget for the Superior 

Committee for Monitoring Elections, in addition to the fines, 

contributions and unconditional donations approved by the 

Supreme Committee for Elections, beside the dues paid by the 

nominees. The Supreme Committee for Elections sets the rules 

and procedures for spending the money from the fund. 

Clause (14) 

The Supreme Committee for Elections publishes the closing 

account of the fund three months subsequent to publicizing the 

results of the elections in at least two daily newspapers, and 

everyone should be entitled to obtain a copy of the budget, free of 

charge and to present it to the Parliament for authentication.  

 

 

                                                 
(1 ( 

 Dr. Mohamed Hussian, there should be a security forces which are independent from the 

ministry of interior. Dr. Mahmoud Amer also agreed with him. 
(2)

  Dr. Abd El-Ghafar shokr said: all disputes that rise according to the election, it should 

be dealt by the high election committee. 

Mahmoud Doir opposes that the committee receives any donations even if they are 

non-conditional  



   

 

Chapter three 

The balloting schedules 

 

Clause (15) 

The electoral board consists of the citizens who are entitled to 

vote. Everyone entitled to implement his/her political rights can 

be registered in the electoral schedules as per the stipulations of 

this law, except for those who have acquired the Egyptian 

nationality by nationalization, unless five years at least have 

passed since the date of acquiring it.  

Clause (16)
1
 

A date base will be formed to be based on the national ID 

database in order to be the only document recognized for 

registration in voter lists. The ID is the code to recognize the 

citizen inside the electoral database.  

Clause (17)
2
 

The current electoral lists are to be cancelled. They will be 

replaced by new lists according to the data of the civil 

register, for all citizens who reached the electoral age. 

The voter can apply to the Supreme Committee for 

Elections in two weeks after publishing the electoral lists for 

correction, with applying the supporting documents and the 

committee issues its decision in a week. In case the committee 

agrees the modification is carried out immediately and the 

voter will be given a new voting card, in case of rejection, the 

reason has to be mentioned. The applicator can file an 

objection in 15 days after the notification date, in front of the 

specialized court.     

  

Clause (18)
3
 

                                                 
1
  Amended  

2
 Amended  

3
 This clause is added  



   

The national ID database is the initial data collection point 

that indicates the change of the electoral status, mentioning 

military service, security or juridical status. 

Clause (19)
1
 

The Ministries of Justice, Manpower and Immigration, 

Interior, Exterior and Defense are committed to provide the 

national ID database with the data indicates any change in the 

electoral status of the citizen and his right for voting or non-

voting. 

Clause (20)     

The Supreme Committee for Elections is specialized in 

preparing the electoral lists and determining the entity responsible 

for the registration process, provided that everything is done 

under its supervision and responsibility. The lists are edited 

alphabetically with a serial number for each letter. The lists 

include the voter's first name, his/her middle and last names, 

nickname, occupation, age at the time of registering, place of 

residence, address, and the date of registering in the electoral lists, 

in addition to a photo of the voter that is placed beside his/her 

name in the electoral list. 

Clause (21) 

The members of the committee which prepares the electoral 

lists have to sign at the end of each list and document the date of 

finishing it. 

Clause (22) 

Everyone who has registered his/her name in the electoral lists 

is given an electoral card with the voter's name, date of birth, 

electoral registry number and the electoral location in which 

he/she votes, as well as a photo of the voter. The electoral card is 

then sent to his/her registered address by registered post. 

Clause (23) 

The Supreme Committee for Elections has to publish the 

electoral lists in four daily newspapers during the period from the 

1
st
 of January to the 31

st
 of March every year, and a compact disc 

                                                 
1
 This clause is added  



   

containing the lists should be available for everyone in return to 

symbolic dues decided by the committee. 

The Supreme Committee for Elections also has to publish the 

lists continuously on a website established for this purpose on the 

internet, and should advertise this website periodically in 

newspapers. 

Clause (24) 

The electoral lists must not be altered or modified at least 60 

days prior to the actual elections, as the lists are then considered 

accurate and a reference for the included information and data.
1
 

 

Clause (25)
2
 

Any Egyptian whether ordinary or incorporeal has the right to 

appeal regarding the inclusion or exclusion of the name of a voter 

in the electoral registries subsequent to filing an application 

explaining the reasons and evidence for the appeal to the Supreme 

Committee for Elections or any of its subsidiary offices. The 

Supreme Committee for Elections, in turn, gives its decision. 

Appealing the decisions of the Supreme Committee for Elections 

is only valid within 15 days from the uttering of the verdict. The 

appeal is then submitted before the specialized administrative 

court accompanied by a detailed reasoning of the appeal. The 

final decision is subsequently taken within one week from the 

date of appeal.
(3)

 

Clause (26) 

Imprisoned and provisional detainees are registered in special 

lists. The electoral process is done in their detention facilities 

under the supervision and monitoring of the Committee with the 

                                                 
(1  (

 Dr. Ahmed Abd El-Hadi made a question: what if we found mistakes in the electoral 

lists, what should we do? 
2
  Amended  

(3)
 Mr. Husain Abd El-Razeq the secretary general of Al-Tagamou party said: any 

recommendation should be abolished in terms of the presidential election. Also 

regarding the insurance that should be paid from each candidate, he said that the amount 

of 3000 L.E is too much, given that if a party will nominate a number of 444 candidates 

then the party will have to pay more than one million L.E. and of course this is two 

much for many political parties in Egypt.     



   

agreement of the District Attorney and the Minister of Interiors, 

who, in turn, set the regulating rules and criteria for this issue. 



   

Chapter four 

The electoral system 

 

Clause (27) 

The provisions of this chapter and the following ones are not 

applicable for the presidential elections or the constitution-based 

referenda, as they have their own organizing rules and stipulations 

in separate specialized laws.  

Clause (28)
1
 

Members of the parliament, Shura Council and the local 

councils are chosen by electoral lists with relative 

representation, and the selection process is done by direct, 

private and confidential voting. 

A. At least half of the lists are laborers and peasants. 

B. A name of one woman at least must be among the 

first four candidates, two women must be among the first 

eight. 

C. Seats of parliament and local councils are 

distributed as 50% for list winners and 50% for individual 

winners. 

D. Laborers and peasants' membership continues as 

long as they keep the same characteristic for which they were 

selected, if they do not keep it the next candidate take the 

council's membership according to the number of voters.  

E. The selected candidates must keep their political 

parties involvements to continue as members in the councils 

and if any one of them changed his political party, the 

membership will be cancelled and the next candidate takes 

the council's membership according to the number of voters 

and the same procedure will be taken against the list 

candidate who leaves his political belonging list.  

Clause (29) 

                                                 
1
 This clause has been amended 

  



   

The laborers according to this law are those who earn their 

living from their jobs without depending on any other sources of 

income, and the peasants are those who earn their living through 

any form of agriculture.
(1)

  

Clause (30)
2
 

One electoral constituency includes a number of police 

stations or administrative areas near to each other on basis of 

population number equality. A governorate of one electoral 

constituency should take four seats for list and individual 

systems 

Clause (31)
3
 

The formula for the distribution of the elected representative 

councils seats, among the lists, is then accredited and the 

Supreme Committee for Elections then issues a resolution 

regarding calculating the necessary votes for winning the seats.  

                                                 
(1)

  Dr. Hamdy abd El-Azim, we should not broaden the definition of peasants and workers, 

since this can affect the equality principle.   

Dr. Zohdi El-Shami also agreed with the same point since it can affect the 50% that is 

stated. 
2
  Amended  

3
 Amended  



   

 

Chapter five 

On candidature 

 

Clause (32) 

Candidates for the Parliament, Shura Council or local councils 

are required to meet the following criteria: 

1. To be Egyptian. 

2. To register his/her name in the electoral lists. 

3. To be 25 years of age as a minimum by the day of 

candidature to the parliament, to be 35 years of age as a minimum 

by the day of candidature to Shura Council, and to be 21 years of 

age as a minimum by the day of candidature to the people's local 

councils.
1
 

4. To have completed at least his/her elementary education. 

5. To complete his compulsory conscription or to be 

pardoned according to the law. 

6. Not to have had his/her membership cancelled in the 

council he/she was nominated for because of a credibility 

problem or because of noncompliance with membership duties in 

conformity with the provisions of article 96 of the constitution, 

yet he/she is still allowed to re-nominate in the following two 

cases: 

a. When the legislative act which cancelled the 

membership in the first place is terminated.  

b. When the council which has cancelled his/her 

membership issues a resolution regarding the revocation of the 

reason(s) that caused the membership cancellation based on the 

member's lack of compliance to his/her duties, and the resolution 

is issued in this case based on the consensus of the majority of the 

council as per a proposal submitted by 30 members, which occurs 

                                                 
(1 (  

 Mr. Adel Abbas, the candidate should be 30 years old for the parliamentary council, 40 

years old for the for Shura council, 25 years old for local councils, and 40 years old for 

presidential election. 

Amera Al Khamari said that the candidate must have a medium educational certificate 

at least.   



   

following the conventional phase in which the member was 

expelled.  

c. When the council which has cancelled his/her 

membership issues a resolution regarding the revocation of the 

reason(s) that have caused the membership cancellation, and the 

resolution is issued in this case based on the consensus of the 

majority of the council based on a proposal submitted by 30 

members, which occurs following the conventional phase in 

which the member was expelled.
(1)

 

Clause (33)
2
 

Political parties or the ordinary people can submit to the 

Supreme Authority for Elections a list with the names of the 

candidates for the Parliament, Shura council or the local councils 

with their different types as long as the named candidates in the 

list meet the legal requirements related to candidature, the 

applicants appoint one of the political party's list as a manager 

for the list, after which they give the list a name of their choice 

provided that the name is not indicative of any religious or racist 

reference, the Supreme Committee for Elections is allowed to 

reject registering the list or individual candidates based on a 

detailed decision that permits appeals before the first constituency 

of the specialized  administrative court within one week from 

the date of issuance, the appealer has to enclose a detailed memo 

and the documents supporting his case with his appeal, the court 

issues its decision regarding the appeal within one week from the 

date of the appeal submission after the hearing of the appealer and 

the Supreme Committee for Elections.
3
 

Clause (34)
4
 

The list manager has to enclose with the list a 

recommendation; such that every candidate attains 200 votes 

certifying their signatures, in the meantime, the voter is not 

allowed to recommend more than one candidate in one list.
(5)

 

                                                 
(1)

 Dr. Zohdy El-Shami, only those who hold the Egyptian nationality can be nominated. 
2
 Amended  

(3)
  Dr. Mustafa Sabri, the lists of independents are important and should not be eliminated 

from people assembly. Also there is no problem in using the religious slogans/symbols 

in the campaign     
4
 Amended  

(5) 
 Dr. Zohdi, he confronted with the idea of recommendation with signature, since this is 

very difficult in the Egyptian reality.  



   

The manager of the list and the individual candidate also 

deposits an amount of 2,000 EGP
 (1)

 to cover the costs of 

candidature. The Supreme Committee for Elections issues a 

receipt to document the deposited amount, also the list manager 

has to attach with the list or individual candidate applications 

documents determined by the Supreme Committee for Elections 

to prove validity of the conditions required for candidature. 

The status of being a worker or a peasant is validated through 

a statement submitted by the manager of the list or the individual 

candidate enclosed with the supporting documents. The 

documents submitted by the manager of the list are considered as 

official documents in the application of the provisions of the 

Penal Law.
(2)

  

Clause (35) 

The manager of this list determines the order of the candidates 

in the list, the seats are distributed alphabetically, and no changes 

are allowed to take place in the list or its order following the 

organizational dates determined by the Supreme Committee for 

Elections. 

Clause (36) 

The number of registered members in the list should not 

exceed the number of seats designated for the constituency to 

which they apply, and the same number of members as 

substitutes. Also the number of registered members should not be 

less than half the number of seats designated for the constituency, 

in case the number of seats is an odd number, a seat has to be 

broken so that it becomes a whole seat, the Supreme Committee 

for Elections is the entity that determines the organizing rules for 

this. 

Clause (37) 

Seats are distributed upon candidates in the council according 

to their order in the lists and the manager of the list is not allowed 

to withdraw a seat from a candidate in his/her council. 

Clause (38) 

                                                 
1
  Dr. Mohamed El-Dakrory said, all those who are under arrest or preventive detention 

should be eliminated from the electoral lists. 
(2)

  Dr. Hamdy Abd El-Azim, there should be a condition of resignation, when any minister 

wants to nominate himself. 



   

It is not allowed for a candidate to nominate himself/herself in 

more than one list. In case this happens, the candidate is 

considered to be in the first list that he/she has registered his/her 

name first, and his/her name is automatically eliminated from the 

other list/lists and is substituted by the following member in the 

order of the list. 

Clause (39) 

If a name of a candidate is removed, the following candidate 

takes his/her place, so if all the original candidates are removed, 

they are replaced by the substitute candidates in order, if the list 

became empty with no original candidates or substitutes, the seat 

is given to the first candidate in order in the least voted for list(s), 

and so on, the Supreme Committee for Elections sets the 

organizing rules for this substitution process. 

Clause (40)
1
 

The Supreme Committee for Elections manages the 

announcement of the primary names of the lists and individual 

candidates that match the set-criteria by declaring the names 

twice (successively) in at least four daily newspapers within three 

days from the deadline of submitting the lists. The lists are 

arranged alphabetically. 

Every individual candidate or list manager, whose list has 

not been declared, has the right to ask the Supreme Committee 

for Elections to insert his/her list within three days from the 

announcement of the lists, the Supreme Committee for Elections 

tells its decision within three days from the date of application, in 

case the Supreme Committee for Elections refuses, the candidate 

or the list manager is allowed to appeal the decision within 48 

hours from the date of the decision in a paper submitted to 

the specialized  administrative court enclosed with an 

explanatory note and the supporting documents, the court issues 

its judgment in the appeal within one week from the date of the 

appeal. 

Clause (41)
2
 

Every candidate has the right to object to the inclusion or 

exclusion of any name from the individual candidates or in 

the lists or to an incorrect averment of his/her status or another's 

                                                 
1
 Amended  

2
 Amended  



   

one status in one of the lists. This could be done within three days 

from the date of announcing the lists; the Supreme Committee for 

Elections then issues its resolution within three days from the date 

of application. In case the Supreme Committee for Elections 

decision was negative, the candidate or the list manager has 

the right to appeal the decision within 48 hours from the date of 

issuance in a paper submitted to the first constituency of the 

specialized administrative court, accompanied with an 

explanatory note and the supporting documents. The Court, then, 

issues its decision about the appeal within one week from the date 

of application. 

Clause (42)
1
 

Finalized candidates names and lists are then published 

anyway after a week from the date of endorsement by the 

Supreme Committee for Elections, after which it is considered 

as an evidential document with the data it includes. 

Clause (43)
2
 

The Supreme Committee for Elections sets the symbols 

designated for the electoral individual candidates and lists; the 

symbols are then distributed upon the candidates and lists 
according to the precedence of candidature. 

                                                 
1
 Amended  

2
  Amended  



   

 

Chapter Six 

Monitoring electoral campaigns 

 

Clause (44)
1
 

Every electoral candidate or list has the right to prepare 

and execute electoral campaign to address the voters in every 

possible way. Distinguishing between individual candidates, 

lists or candidates in the lists is not allowed by any means, and 

nothing is allowed to hinder electoral meetings and campaigns, 

even during emergency situations. The Supreme Committee for 

Elections sets the organizing rules for this. 

Clause (45) 

The Supreme Committee for Elections sets the rules for 

monitoring the electoral campaigns and the limit for spending on 

them, the ways to control them, and the allowed procedures and 

penalties that must be taken in cases of lack of commitment.
2
 

Clause (46)
3
 

Non-Egyptians, whether ordinary or juridical, are not allowed 

to participate or help by any means in the electoral campaign 

costs for any individual candidate or a list, the Supreme 

Committee for Elections cancels the list or individual 

candidate that is proved to have taken financial or moral funds 

from any non-Egyptian entity. The Supreme Committee for 

Elections issues its decision upon hearing from the candidate or 

the list manager or his/her substitute. Appealing is allowed 

before the specialized administrative court, submitted in a 

paper supported with an explanatory note and other supporting 

documents; the court issues its decision, whether approval or 

rejection, within three days from the date of appealing. 

Clause (47) 

                                                 
1
 Amended  

(2 ( 
 Dr. Gamal Zahran, there is a real problem in handling and control the election campaign, 

as it is difficult to put a stable roles for it.  
3
 Amended  



   

The electoral campaign cannot be less than thirty days, and 

finishes 24 hours prior to the commencement of the voting 

process. During the voting process, no kind of electoral publicity 

or propaganda is tolerated, whether inside the voting committees 

or outside them.
1
  

Clause (48)
2
 

All the individual candidates or those who are in the lists 
are entitled to use all available advertising and publicity facilities, 

according to the rules and regulations set by the Supreme 

Committee for Elections. Nevertheless, publicity pictures are 

prohibited in public facilities and religious places, in the same 

time religious slogans are prohibited during electoral campaigns.
3
 

Religious slogans include quoting verses from the Holy Books or 

Prophetical sayings, or indicating, in any manner, to the religious 

identity of the list members. Religious symbols include as well 

having a certain religious agenda at the heart of the campaign, or 

distributing gifts with religious emblems, even if used indirectly 

during the electoral campaign. The individual or list candidates 

and their supporters are also prohibited from giving any kinds of 

donations or gifts to the voters, or providing financial aid to build 

worship places or maintaining them, or any other form of gifts or 

grants even if it is not meant to affect the free will of the voters.  

The Supreme Committee for Elections is entitled –upon 

request or even without- to demand a fine from the individual 

candidate or the list that offered donations and gifts that can 

amount to a 50,000 Egyptian pounds fine, or the value of the 

donations, whichever is bigger, as well as disposing of all the 

emblems that were used by the candidates in the process on 

his/her own expense. The decision is issued supported with details 

and causes, upon the hearing of the list manager or his/her deputy. 

The decision is also open for appeal before the specialized 

                                                 
(1)

  Dr. Zahran, the election campaign during the voting process and inside the committee 

should be forbidden.    
2
 Amended  

(3 ( 
 Dr. Ahmed El-Zohiri, why we consider any religious symbolic or religious phrases is 

prohibited during the election campaign, since this is the adopted discourse by the 

government.  

Mr. Taimor Abd El-Ghani, he confirmed that the religious symbolic is very important 

since the Islam is part of the politics. The brotherhood, is using such symbolic, then 

why we cannot be able to use them.     



   

administrative court supported by explanatory documents and 

memos. The Court issues its verdict, whether with refusal or 

approval, within three days from the date of submission. In case it 

is proven that the candidate granted donations and gifts to the 

public, or built worship places or service centers, the penalty 

would be discharging provided the consent of two thirds of the 

members of the Supreme Committee for Elections.
(1)

   

Clause (49)
2
 

All the electoral individual candidates or lists are entitled 

to equally use audio-visual, and audio state-owned media 

facilities, such that the candidate submits an application 

demanding a certain quota of broadcasting time to the Chairman 

of the Supreme Committee for Elections in a registered envelope 

signed and certified by the candidate or the list manager within 

a maximum of three days subsequent to the date of commencing 

elections. The timing and duration of broadcasting is determined 

through a poll done by the Supreme Committee for Elections with 

the presence of the Minister of Information, or his/her deputy on 

an equal basis for all lists. List managers or their deputies are also 

present during the polls.  

However, any broadcasting instigating hate or violence, 

promoting racism or religious emblems, or disrespecting 

competitors are totally prohibited. The Supreme Committee for 

Elections, upon request or without, is entitled to determine a fine 

of 50,000 Egyptian pounds against every individual candidate 

or candidates in every list who breach this provision, as well as 

prohibiting him/her from broadcasting his/her electoral 

advertisement. The causes of the decision are detailed later upon 

the hearing of the candidate or the list manager or his/her 

deputy. The decision is open for appeals before the specialized 

administrative court, supported by explanatory memos and 

documents. The court has to issue its verdict, whether with the 

approval or rejection, within three days of submitting it. The 

                                                 
(1)

  Dr. Zahran, it is difficult to hinder candidates from giving donation to voters; this is 

because the elections time is being considered as an advantage season.   

Mr. Ahemd Zohary confirmed that there are more than 5000 villages have no any social 

services except during the election time.   
2
 Amended  



   

penalty would be discharging provided the consent of two thirds 

of the members of the Supreme Committee for Elections.
1
   

Clause (50)
2
 

Candidates are prohibited from using public facilities or public 

money for their electoral publicity and campaigns. The Supreme 

Committee for Elections is entitled to impose financial penalties 

within the limit of 50,000 Egyptian pounds against each of 

candidates or the lists in breach. The decision is open for appeals 

before the specialized administrative court, supported by 

explanatory memos and documents. The court has to issue its 

verdict, whether with the approval or rejection, within three days 

from the date of appeal. 

The Supreme Committee for Elections may also submit the 

issue to the specialized Public Prosecution to investigate the 

matter with the personnel in charge. The penalty would be 

discharging provided the consent of two thirds of the Supreme 

Committee for Elections members.
(3)

   

Clause (51)
4
 

Public employees are prohibited from contributing in any 

manner to the electoral campaigns for any individual candidate 

or electoral list, including inaugurating service-based projects in 

the electoral constituency during the period of the electoral 

campaign, unless such projects were enlisted within the state's 

general plan. Contributing also includes attending meetings of 

candidates or inviting such individual or list candidates to 

attend the inauguration events of certain service-based projects 

enlisted in the state general plan, or issuing decisions to pardon a 

certain sector of society –even beyond the electoral constituency- 

from paying any certain dues or fines, or providing licenses, 

                                                 
(1 ( 

 Dr. Zahran stated: the free election campaign is being provided to all by the government, 

but what about the non free campaign. Also there is another different kind of campaign 

which is the negative campaign. Also one can company any minister to open or do 

launch anew project or factory for instance.     
2
 Amended  

(3)
  Dr. Hamdy Abd El-Azim, what if the court did not publish its decision during the defined 

period. Here we have to state a penalty for delay.  

  
4
 Amended  



   

provided that all of the above-mentioned are against the 

stipulations of the law.  

The Supreme Committee for Elections is entitled to impose 

financial penalties within the limit of 50,000 Egyptian pounds on 

the individual or list candidates in breach, and can refer the 

matter to the administrative entity which the public employee 

follows for investigation and punishing him/her accordingly. The 

penalty would be discharging the individual or list candidate, 

provided the consent of two thirds of the Supreme Committee for 

Elections members.   

Clause (52)
1
 

Every individual candidate or list has to keep a record of the 

donors funding its electoral campaign, which the list manager 

should submit to the National Committee for Elections within one 

month from the date of announcing the elections results. The 

records should be accompanied with a detailed document on the 

expenditures of the electoral campaign. The non-members of the 

National Committee for Elections are not allowed to view these 

records.  

The National Committee for Elections is entitled to impose 

financial penalties within the limit of 50,000 Egyptian pounds on 

the individual or list candidates that does not keep the above-

mentioned records, in addition to the initial penalty encrypted in 

the law. The decision of the committee is open for appeal before 

the specialized administrative court, supported by explanatory 

memos and documents. The court has to issue its verdict, whether 

with the approval or rejection, within one week from the date of 

appeal. 

Clause (53)
2
 

The expenditures of the electoral campaign for each 

individual candidate or list are refunded for every list manager 

accordingly if the list attains a minimum of 5% of whole votes 

over the electoral constituency. The Supreme Committee for 

Elections sets the rules and procedures regulating the refunding 
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process. The individual candidates or lists that do not keep 

regular financial records are deprived of this right and do not get 

refunded for the expenditures they spent on the electoral 

campaigns.
(1)

  

                                                 
(1 ( 

 Dr. Gamal Zahran, any political party can reimbursed all expenses that being done for the 

election, this only if they got a certain percentage. Also the political party can get fund 

and support according to its seats that have be gotten. 



   

 

Chapter seven 

Regulating the electoral  

and referendum processes 

 

Clause (54) 

The dates of the general and supplementary elections are set 

according to a decision by the Supreme Committee for Elections, 

and the call has to be done at least four months prior to the date of 

elections.  

Clause (55) 

The call to the voters to perform their electoral duties is to be 

published in the official newspaper and in other two daily 

newspapers.  

Clause (56) 

The Supreme Committee for Elections decides the number of 

general and subsidiary committees and their locations where the 

elections and referenda take place.  

Clause (57)
1
 

The polling process takes only one day under the 

supervision of the Supreme Committee of Elections that forms 

committees for handling electoral and sorting processes, 

supervised by general committees in each electoral 

constituency. The Supreme Committee is including juridical 

members.    

       The Supreme Committee for Elections identifies the 

location and tasks of these committees in coordination with 

the specialized authorities. The Supreme Committee appoints 

juridical members in each electoral center to supervise the 

polling process at the branch committees; the Supreme 

Committee's decision includes the name of the person who 

replaces the general committees' heads if they are absent. 

       Arresting any of the members of the general or branch 

committees is not allowed without having a permission from 

the head of the Supreme Committee for Elections.     
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Clause (58)
1
 

Every individual candidate or list is entitled to mandate a 

member from the voters to represent it in the subsidiary 

committee and a member of the voters to represent the them in the 

general committee as per a special authorization on the day prior 

to the date of elections certified by the Chairman of the General 

Committee for Elections in the constituency or his/her deputy, 

such that if half an hour from the time designated for 

commencing the electoral process passed and there aren‘t two 

mandates present yet, the chairman then is entitled to choose –

through a poll- the needed number from the present voters, 

provided they are literate and enlisted in the subsidiary 

committee. 

In case the number exceeds six mandates and there was a 

difficulty in reaching consensus among candidates, the chairman 

of the committee will be required to appoint the mandates from 

the present voters through a poll.  

In all cases, the individual candidates or list managers 

determine a substitute member for each of the main members, in 

case the latter is absent for whatever reason. This substitute is 

entitled to enter the electoral board during the electoral process 

and to ask the chairman to make an official note of whatever 

observation he/she might have, otherwise he/she is not entitled to 

enter the electoral hall. The mandate cannot as well be a mayor or 

a Sheikh, even if he/she is not on duty.  

Clause (59) 

 If a member of a committee or a secretary general were 

temporarily absent, the chairman has the right to appoint a 

substitute from the present voters, provided these substitutes are 

literate.  

 Clause (60) 

 The electoral board is the building where the electoral or 

balloting halls are located, as well as the space around them. This 

space is determined by the chairman of the committee prior to the 

commencement of the electoral process and is required to control 
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it. The order-maintenance forces should take their orders directly 

from the chairman of the committee during the electoral process 

with regards to securing this surrounding space.  

Clause (61) 

 Inside the electoral board, order is maintained by the 

chairman of the committee who is entitled to command a 

mandated police force for this purpose during the elections. 

However, this police force is not entitled to enter the balloting 

halls without the consent of the chairman of the committee.  

Clause (62)
1
 

The electoral board is only restricted to voters, provided they 

are unarmed. Also, the individual and list candidates, their 

chairmen and candidates' representatives are allowed to enter 

the electoral halls at all times.  

Clause (63) 

 The referendum or election procedures are to be pursued 

from 8 o'clock in the morning until 7 o'clock in the evening, 

however, if the committee finds subsequent to 7 o'clock in the 

evening that there are still voters who have not been able to vote 

all day, the voting process should go on, and a list of these voters' 

names should be enlisted until they perform their electoral duties.  

Clause (64) 

 Voting in elections or referenda is done by ticking on the 

designated cards, which the chairman of the committee gives to 

every voter. The card is an open one with the stamp of the 

committee encrypted on its back, as well as the date of election or 

referendum, and the signature of the committee chairman. The 

voter steps aside in the election hall and subsequent to registering 

his/her vote on the electoral card returns it folded to the 

committee chairman to verify the encrypted information on the 

back of the card and then places it in the balloting box. The voter, 

then, dips his/her finger in long-lasting ink that cannot be washed 

except 24 hours after voting and signs or prints his/her name or 

fingerprint respectively in the electoral list, then leaves.  

The Supreme Committee for Elections displays to the voters 

the shape of the electoral card, its contents and the way of 
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encrypting votes on it, noting that the pencil or the ink pen as 

tools for encrypting votes are completely prohibited.
1
   

Clause (65) 

As an exception to the aforementioned provisions, blind 

people and others who have special needs, who would find it 

difficult to vote properly on the electoral or referendum cards, are 

entitled to vote verbally so that the members of the committee –

alone- would hear them clearly. The secretary general of the 

committee would then register the vote on the voter's card, to be 

certified and signed by the chairman of the committee. This 

category of voters is also entitled to authorize someone to 

accompany them before the committee, take the card from the 

chairman of the committee and write down the vote in their place. 

This authorization would be recorded officially and in all cases, 

the voter dips his/her finger in long-lasting ink that cannot be 

washed except 24 hours after voting and signs or prints his/her 

name or fingerprint respectively in the electoral list, then leaves.
2
 

Clause (66) 

The voter is not allowed to vote more than once in the same 

election. 

Clause (67) 

Every voter has to submit his/her electoral card that shows 

his/her name registry in the electoral list and his/her personal 

identity card to the Supreme Committee for Elections on the 

voting process. Voting is not valid without one of the two cards 

even if his/her name was registered in one of the lists. 

Clause (68) 

All conditional votes, or those who vote for more or less than 

the required number per in every list, as well as the votes that 

were given on a different card from the one that the Supreme 

Committee for Elections gave out and the votes that have the 

voters' signature or any other sign, are invalid. 

Clause (69)
3
 

                                                 
(1)

  Dr. Khaled Ibrahim, we should use the IT in voting process, especially that its expenses 

is not much when it is highly protect any cheeting in the results.  
(2)

  Dr. Khaled Ibrahim, we have to consider a special and appropriate way for disabled 

persons to vote. 
3
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The manager of the subsidiary committee announces the 

closure of the voting process on time, the boxes containing papers 

related to elections or referendum are being opened and the 

separation process begins immediately and a record signed by the 

manager and the secretary of the subsidiary committee and is 

written about separation of the subsidiary committee box, a copy 

of the record that includes the results is submitted to the 

candidates' representatives, the separation process is shown to the 

public outside the building of the separation using closed 

television circuits. 

Clause (70)
1
 

The candidates who have the highest numbers of votes are 

announced winners on basis of allocating 50% of seats for 

laborers and peasants without repeating the electoral process.  

If two candidates or more have the same number of votes 

the General Electoral Committee has to draw lots to 

announce the winner.  

Clause (71)
2
 

Every individual or list candidate is allowed to authorize 

someone to attend collecting the categorization results in his/her 

constituency. The categorization committee has to finish its task 

within the following day at most. 

The categorization committee issues a general record 

containing all the procedures of categorizing all the boxes and 

announcing the final results. The record is signed by the 

chairman, the secretary general and the members of the 

categorization committee. 

Clause (72)
3
 

The categorization records, the balloting papers as well as 

the results are all sent to the Supreme Committee for 

Elections for announcing the final collected results. 

Clause (73)
4
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The Supreme Committee for Elections -with all its formation 

and with a majority of two thirds of its members- decides on all 

appeal cases related to the electoral process, categorization, 

verification of votes, etc. For the appeal to be valid, the candidate 

or the list manager has to prove his/her objection before the 

general or the subsidiary committee during the categorization 

process, and to submit the appeal within one week from the date 

of announcing the elementary results, with all the supporting 

documents. The committee, then, publicly issues its decision 

within one week from the date of appeal with an absolute 

majority. In case the votes inside the committee were equal, the 

side that has the support of the chairman prevails. Appealing 

against the decisions of the committee is allowed within one week 

before the first constituency of the Supreme Administrative Court 

which would then be obliged to issue its verdict –whether with 

the approval or rejection of the appeal- within one week from the 

date of appeal. In case the court approves of the appeal, the 

verdict has to include the details of the procedures that have to be 

taken by the applicant and the verdict has to be announced to the 

Supreme Committee for Elections for implementation.
1
  

Clause (74)
2
 

The final results have to be published in at least two daily 

newspapers and in the official newspaper, in two weeks after 

announcing the initial results of the elections or the ending of 

appeals.   

Clause (75)
3
 

Non-governmental organizations and civil society 

associations are not allowed to monitor elections from inside 

or outside the polling or sorting locations. 

NGOs should not be prohibited from monitoring the electoral 

process in all its phases, as well as monitoring and following up 

on the categorization process, as well as announcing the results, in 

accordance with the regulations determined by the Supreme 

Committee for Elections to facilitate the tasks of these 
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  Ms. Gomhorya Abd El-Reheem, what about the election appeals before and after the 

result. 
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organizations. These organizations, associations and interest 

groups are entitled to appeal against any of the decisions of the 

Supreme Committee for Elections or in the accuracy of the 

results. For the purpose of appealing, these groups are treated 

with their juridical personalities.   

Clause (76)
1
 

The verdicts of the administrative courts in any matter related 

to the electoral process or its procedures should not be distrusted 

before any kind of juridical entity and whatever results may occur 

in consequence are not valid. The person, or entity, distrusting the 

decisions of the court will be fined a sum of 100,000 Egyptian 

pounds, in addition to other dues and expenses. 

The concerned entities are committed to follow this text   
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Chapter Eight 

Electoral crimes 

Clause (77) 

Unless there is not a severer punishment in any other law, the 

punishment is applied for the forthcoming acts with the 

determined punishments in the following clauses. 

Clause (78) 

Those who have registered their names in the electoral lists 

and missed the voting or referendum processes with no excuse are 

to be punished with a fine that does not exceed 100 Egyptian 

pounds. 

Clause (79) 

Those who use force or violence with the chairman or any of 

the members of the electoral or referendum committees in order 

to hinder them from performing their electoral duty or forcing 

them to do it in a special way. The punishment in this case is 

sentencing the accused with 5 years of imprisonment at most. 

However, if the accused has caused somebody a permanent 

deformity, this is considered a severer crime that deserves a 

harsher punishment. If the violence led to the death of someone, 

the punishment could amount to a lifetime imprisonment. 

Clause (78) 

Those who threaten the chairman or any of the members of the 

electoral or referendum committee in order to hinder them from 

performing their duties are sentenced with a jail period that does 

not exceed two years, the punishment becomes stricter if the 

threatening led to the wrongful performance of their tasks. 

Clause (81) 

Those who insult the chairman or one of the members of the 

electoral or referendum committee while on duty because of it are 

to be punished with a sentence that does not exceed two years and 

a fine ranging between 2000 and 5000 Egyptian pounds. 

 

Clause (82) 



   

Those who use terrorism so as to delay the procedures of 

elections or referendum processes and did not reach their targets 

are punished with a sentence not less than two years. In case they 

fulfill their targets, the punishment increases to become a 

sentence between two and five years. 

Clause (83) 

Those who ruin something in the buildings or institutions used 

or equipped for elections or referendum in order to obstacle these 

processes are punished with a sentence not less than a year and a 

fine that ranges between 1000 and 3000 Egyptian pounds, in 

addition to paying for the damages.  

Clause (84) 

Those who scrounge, hide or ruin one of the electoral lists or 

cards for elections referendum or any other document related to 

the elections or referendum processes in order to change the 

results or attempt to delay or repeat the elections or referendum, 

are punished with a sentence that is not less than two years. 

Clause (85) 

Those who meant to register their names in the electoral lists 

themselves or using someone illegally, are punished with a 

sentence that is not less than one month and a fine that ranges 

between 500 and 3000 Egyptian pounds or one of the two 

penalties. 

Clause (86) 

The following are punished with a fine that is not less than 

10,000 Egyptian pounds and does not exceed 25,000 Egyptian 

pounds: 

First: Those who use power or threatening to prevent 

someone from telling his/her opinion in the elections or 

referendum or to force him/her to change his opinion. 

Second: Those who attempt to bribe someone to force him/her 

not to express his/her opinion or expressing it in a different 

manner. 

Third: Those who request or accept bribery for themselves or 

for others. 



   

Fourth: Those who announce or spread rumors or wrongful 

news about elections and referenda or about the morals of one of 

the candidates in order to affect the results of the elections or 

referendum. The punishment is doubled when these rumors 

spread in a time when the electors can not tell the truth.
(1)

 

Clause (87) 

The following are punished with a sentence that is not less 

than two years and a fine that ranges between 500 and 1000 

Egyptian pounds: 

First: Those who vote in the elections or referendum although 

they know that their names were registered illegally in the lists. 

Second: Those who vote under fake names. 

Third: Those who vote in the same election or referendum 

more than once. 

Clause (88) 

Those who steal, spoil, change or mess with the cards of the 

referendum or election boxes are punished with a sentence that is 

not less than two years. 

Clause (89) 

Those who use religious symbols in their electoral campaigns 

or exceed the allowed limit in the electoral propaganda, or do not 

clarify the registries that show the resources of the electoral 

campaign, or hide data or mess with it, are punished with a 

sentence that is not less than two years and a fine of 25,000 

Egyptian pounds.
(2)

 

Clause (90)
3
 

A sentence of five years and discharging is applied to every 

official employee who uses his/her authorities to threaten or 

assault the voters or prevent them from going to the electoral 

location, or mess with the results of the elections, or when any 
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  Mr. Negad El-Borai, the main intension here is too vague and this should be more 

clarified. 
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  Mr. Mahmoud Saleh, we should leave the election campaign to be open and the final 

decision for the public after all.  
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cheating, incomplete, or incorrect data is proven in any document 

used in the electoral process in order to facilitate having the 

majority for a certain candidate or list or to block some electoral 

votes from reaching another list, or spoiling the electoral process 

anyhow, the criminal is not pardoned even if he/she was doing 

these acts in compliance with his/her superior(s).  

Clause (91) 

Intending to commit a certain crime according to this law is 

legally treated as committing the whole crime. 

Clause (92) 

The chairman of the electoral or referendum committee has the 

same authorities as the juridical control commander in the issues 

related to crimes that occur inside the committee sphere.  

Clause (93) 

Criminal or civil claims related to stated crimes in this law do 

not drop in time. 

Clause (94) 

As an Exception to the stipulations of the Penal Law and the 

Criminal Procedural Law, filing lawsuits is allowed against any 

public employee or any of the controlling employees or others 

with regards to crimes stated in this law, whether they are crimes 

or felonies, and the lawsuits are filed directly before the 

competent court, and the district attorney is the entity that issues 

the verdict in this case. All the lawsuits are free of charge. 

Clause (95) 

All the stated fines in this law are entirely referred to the 

Electoral fund box.  

Clause (96) 

Any other provision in another law that contradicts the 

stipulations of this law is not annulled. 



   

Explanatory Memorandum 

Modifying Egypt's Electoral System 
 

The project includes a number of chapters, the first features the political 

rights. It does not come with new texts on the political rights practicing and 

prohibition. 

The second chapter features the Supreme Committee for Elections and 

the Electoral Support Fund. This chapter includes the core of the 

amendment; an independent committee, which can not be discharged, is 

authorized to operate the elections. The law mentioned its formation, 

jurisdictions, commitment of entities and powers to respond its demands to 

carry out the required tasks. 

The third chapter covered the electoral list. The project considered the 

national ID as the accepted document to modify any data in the electoral lists 

or registration. The electoral lists are prepared according to the data 

submitted to the Department of Civil Registry for having a national ID. The 

Supreme Committee for Elections prepares the electoral lists according to 

the rules.  

The fourth chapter covers the electoral system. The draft proposed a 

system collects both closed list and individual candidate systems, keeping 

50% of seats for laborers and peasants and each list is committed to have a 

woman name from among the first four, to activate the woman participation 

in the political process.  

The fifth chapter features nomination. As, article 31 of the draft law has 

placed the requirements of candidates for parliament and popular councils. 

Article 32 permitted the political parties to submit candidate lists including a 

name of a woman, keeping the percentage of laborers and peasants and 

objection methods for candidate lists. 

The sixth chapter featured the operation of electoral campaigns. Lists 

and political parties are not allowed to spread religious or racial ideas or 

using the public facilities in the electoral campaigns. The public officials are 

not allowed to participate in the electoral campaigns. Lists are committed to 

hold a register for the fund resources and the expenditures. 

The seventh chapter featured the organization of questionnaire and 

electoral process. 

The eighth chapter discussed the electoral crimes and their punishments. 

This project is considered as a response to the result of the constitutional 

questionnaire and the people's will.         

  

 

 



   

Section Two: 

Preparations 



   

This section includes two parts. The first includes five papers 

from among six of the project, prepared by specialized experts. 

The papers were discussed in a seminar in Ein Sokhna in 

February 2008, in attendance of 26 experts, political analysts and 

representatives of different political parties.
1
 Two papers were 

prepared in English, by foreign experts and the other papers were 

written in Arabic by Egyptian experts. Three papers were 

translated into English under the sponsorship of the Political 

Researches and Studies Center, Faculty of Economics and 

Political Science. The fourth paper, prepared by Mr. Osama 

Kamel, Electoral Systems' Expert, "Electoral Systems and Quota" 

is not translated.  

The second part includes discussions of Ein Sokhna seminar, 

written and translated into English under the sponsorship of the 

Political Researches and Studies Center, Faculty of Economics 

and Political Science.  It also includes summary of the regional 

workshops' discussion, names of participants of the seminar and 

workshops.  

                                                 
1
  A list of participants' names and positions is attached with the seminar discussions.  



   

 

Part One: 

Background Papers 



   

Election systems: 

 Individual Representation or Proportional 

Representation
 

By 

Prof. Abdel-Mena’m Al-mashat & Dr. Amr Al-Shobky

 

The CPRS with the United Group has already organized a 

conference in 2006 on proposing laws in regard to ―political 

rights, election laws, and the higher committee of elections‖; the 

following discussion is a continuation of cooperation in this 

regard.  

Electoral systems: a comparative outlook 

In established democracies there are more than one way 

followed in terms of electoral systems, this variety reflect 

different preferences and choosing a certain system indicates the 

principle of  suitability with the relevant society, not excluding 

the merits of other alternatives.  

In modern democracies, people choose their representatives 

through public elections to represent their interest. All 

democracies today are representative democracies rather than 

being direct democracies as it used to be in Greek Athens; this 

transformation took place thanks to population increase and the 

difficulties related to gathering all eligible voters.  

Nevertheless, there are many forms of elections; we can 

distinguish between competitive and non- competitive elections: 

the first implies the acceptance of plurality within the society; in 

this regard we use the term in its more comprehensive sense 

(candidates, political parties, programs, ideas as well as solutions 

for different problems). While the latter, non-competitive 

elections solely works for the purpose of verification of the voters 

or their submission to one candidate or one list. 

                                                 

  This summary was fabricated in English through CPRS, FEPS, Cairo- 

University. 

 Political Science Professor & Director of CPRS.  

Expert, Ahram Center for Political and Strategic Studies. 
 



   

Another type is direct election and the indirect election; direct 

election means that voters choose their representatives or their 

president directly in one level election, while indirect election 

refers to two level elections in which the voters elect ―the 

electoral college‖ and the latter is the one who choose members 

of the parliament and\or the president.  

A modern and important example on indirect election is the 

election of the American president; each state chooses its deputies 

in the Electoral College, known as presidential voters, who in turn 

give their votes to the candidate who gets the majority of popular 

vote in their respective state. In this sense we have also the 

election of French Senate; they are elected by members of 

National Assembly and members of local councils who are 

elected originally by the people. 

There are two main methods to elect members of the 

legislative body (parliament, National Assembly, National 

Council….etc) 

First method: Which is based on electoral constituency, or 

better known as ―the winner -takes- all‖; it depends on the 

philosophy of getting the majority of voters. Second method: 

Proportional Representation and it is mostly followed in Europe 

and most countries around the world.  

There are multi forms of these two methods. As for the first 

method, the country is divided into counties or electoral districts, 

in each one a number of candidates compete and the one able to 

get the highest votes gets to represent that district in the 

legislative body (i.e. he gets 51% or 31% as long as the second 

candidate gets a less percentage), hence all other votes are cast 

out and not represented in the legislative body. This method 

reflects an important value in western democracy; i.e. majority 

(50%+1). We find application of the system in USA, UK, Canada, 

Australia, France, India and Philippines. 

The system provides a very good opportunity to the voters in 

facilitating the process of choice; he\she has to choose one 

candidate out of a limited number of candidates, thus it is much 

easier for him\her to differentiate between them. But on the other 

hand the system has its own deficiencies. In developing countries 



   

the issue of election turns into a personal conflict, where money 

becomes the upper hand with the increasing tendency to use 

violence, Thus representatives in the legislative body might not be 

the best options available.  The small size of the electoral district 

makes the representative more attached to his own constituency 

and that in the last analysis conflict with principle of representing 

the nation. A lot of researches had been done on the relationship 

between this system and financial corruption especially in regard 

to financing electoral campaign.   

As for proportional representation, the whole country is 

considered as one electoral district as in Holland and Israel, or 

many electoral districts as in a number of states in Europe and 

Latin America. In both cases each electoral district has more than 

one representative, instead of one in the first case, and the 

distribution of the legislative body corresponds to the number of 

votes the party is able to collect. Thus if the party gets 30% of the 

votes it gets 30% of the seats.. Etc. 

Yet there are other applications of proportional 

representation; one is when the voters vote for a certain party list, 

the winners are counted among the first on the list which has to 

correspond to the percentage of votes the party was able to 

collect. In other cases the voters are able to choose their preferred 

candidates of the list which is called ―open List‖. Both 

Newzeland and Japan had shifted to this system recently.  

Generally speaking we can say that this system encourages the 

representative to pay more attention to public issues as well as 

liberating him from submitting to the wills of the voters. On the 

level of the voters, the system allows them to choose more than 

one representative and this would emphasize more involvement in 

public affairs. Third the system empowers and strengthens 

political parties while down playing the individuality of 

candidates. And lastly the system limits the impact of racial, 

religious, and tribal prejudices.   

At this point, we need to distinguish between different 

methods in calculating results in terms of proportional 

representation and majority list representation. 

In the former system; if the system adopts absolute majority, 

thus the winning list (50%+1) gets all the seats of the district. But 



   

if the system depends of simple majority, therefore the list with 

the highest votes, regardless of the percentage of votes, gets all 

the seats. A main problem of this system is that it only represents 

the votes given to the winning list and ignores the rest of votes 

given to other lists, and this turn harms small parties as they do 

not get seats corresponding to the small percentage they got in the 

election.  

The later system (proportional representation system) means 

distributing the seats among winning lists in a way correspondent 

to their percentages which ensures representing all trends and it 

preserve the rights of minorities.  

In addition to the abovementioned systems there is another, 

yet more complicated one, the systems that combines between the 

two; where part of the legislative elections is secured by 

proportional representation and the rest is secured with the 

majority technique. We have to note that the complexity of the 

system affects the chances of its usage on a large scale, yet it is 

considered as a transitional step on the way to full implementation 

of proportional representation.   

Number of important questions needs to be addressed now: 

first about electoral system based on a specific list. For instance 

does the voter have the right to eliminate some of the names on 

the list? Can he add some names or mix between different part 

lists? Can he re-order the names on the list?  

Second, freedom to vote which include the right of the voters 

not to go to ballots, his right to choose whoever he wants, and his 

right to have a blank paper inside the ballot box. We have to take 

into consideration that in developed competitive system the voter 

makes his choice based on multi variables (the personality of the 

candidate, the electoral program, and party affiliation).  

Third question is about the relationship between political 

reform and reforming the electoral system; can we separate 

between the two or is it necessary to bind them together? In 

reality we can say that there is no chance of   real political reform 

without a concrete electoral reform. As the latter can not be 

completed without a minimum level of the former, in other words 



   

we can not say either political reform or electoral reform, yet 

which one should we start with and which should follow is the 

important issue to tackle?. 

In political science, there are two schools in this respect: 

First school: thinks that there is no hope in comprehensive 

reform without reforming the electoral system, this reform is 

inapplicable without abolishing the current constitution and 

modifying the system in the sense of legislations, institutions and 

mechanisms of the system as a whole, providing all necessary 

conditions for free elections with no interference by any one, the 

state or the competitors, to support freedom; public freedoms, 

freedom of associations.. etc.  

Second school: thinks that electoral reform is indispensable 

step, it has to be supported and sustained, yet they think that 

reforming the electoral system is not enough and other areas in 

the political system need different forms of reform.     

Conclusion 

Egyptian voters have been exposed twice to elections based 

on party list system (1984 and 1987), yet this was an exception 

for the main election system that is based on individual 

representation. Generally speaking we can say that the political 

culture of the Egyptians had been more enthusiastic towards 

individual representation with support of party list system of 10% 

maximum of voters. This system is easy to comprehend, suitable 

for the general political conditions with the weak political parties, 

but in the mean time it opens potentials for improving their 

political performance and organizational capacities. The system 

also gives independent candidates chances to run in the elections, 

taking into consideration that the Egyptian constitution had 

deprived the independent candidates from this right when it 

emphasized the party nominations, thus taking a natural and 

fundamental right away from the people interested in running for 

legislative elections.  

On the other hand it is very dangerous to depend on an 

election system based completely on proportional representation; 

as it might give the chance to weak parties‘ leaders which suffer 



   

from individualism and lack of internal democracy, to have 

complete control over the process  of candidacy or selecting 

personnel who are not efficient enough or they are close to the 

leadership of this political parties without having the required 

capacities, this fear is even strengthened looking at the Egyptian 

political scene with the deep and rooted problems of Egyptian 

political parties. 

Therefore, the most appropriate system seems to be a 

combination between individual system and proportional 

representation; as it will activate political parties and their roles 

especially if the election is conducted in a free and impartial 

manner.  

The main problem that needs to be addressed is how to 

respond to minorities‘ representation (women, Copts, farmers and 

workers), hence mixing the two system might be the most suitable 

one as it will orient political parties to the necessity of including 

minorities when preparing their lists for the election. Also we 

need to address the rights of Egyptians living abroad to vote and 

to run for election, thus the mixture system might be able to fulfill 

these needs.  

To conclude we need to emphasize the importance of a 

political regime that accepts the results of a Ballot box, give the 

chance to civil political powers to monitor the electoral process 

from the starting point of registering the voters, voting, counting 

votes, and announcing the results; transparency should be the 

ruling value throughout the whole electoral process. Without this 

transparency there is no need for election where blood, values, 

and money are shed in vain, especially that neither the citizen nor 

the state will benefit out of it. It is quite known that electoral 

process depending of the power of money and influence would 

only lead to creation of powerful groups negatively influencing 

the liberties of the individuals, influencing the performance of 

institutions connected to those powerful groups and in the last 

analysis would take the whole election process away from its 

original purpose; building a democratic political system capable 

of enduring the process of development in different fields.  



   

The Higher Committee  

For Legislative Elections in Egypt 

By  

Prof. Shadia Fatthi & Mr.Negad Al-Borai

 

Free and fair elections represent a universal human right that 

has been emphasized in the Charter of the United Nations. The 

importance of these two dimensions (being free and fair) derives 

from the fact that they are considered the most elementary 

indicators for the democratic nature of the political system.  

Freedom of elections means giving the citizen, the voter, the 

ability to choose one alternative out of many freely and away 

from any coercion.  (Coercion here means limiting the choices to 

only one and banning all others). 

The fairness of elections means the existence of full equality 

among all groups and categories running in the elections.  The 

contrary to elections fairness would be not allowing equal 

chances for the equal people during the electoral process.   

The responsibility of guaranteeing freedom and fairness of 

elections lies on the entity that administrates the elections, 

whether it is a governmental or an independent one, because such 

entity must be characterized by neutrality, transparency and 

efficiency. 

One of the positive trends witnessed in many systems 

recently was the shift towards democratization since the 1990s.  

This was culminated by the establishment of independent 

electoral committees that are in charge of administrating the 

electoral process so as to enhance the voters' trust in the electoral 

system and hence emphasize the legitimacy of the régime. 

We cannot talk about one unified pattern governing the 

higher committees for election, neither regarding its composition 

nor its powers, functions, or their legal framework.  Yet in 
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general, three main principles should be met in order to form a 

positive cognition image about such committees.  These are: 

 

Regarding the principle of neutrality: It is a very basic and 

elementary principle for any committee administrating elections.  

There should be a considerable deal of credibility for the 

neutrality of this committee among the citizens as well as the 

political competitors so as the committee could win their trust. 

Regarding the principle of transparency: It entails that all 

stages of the electoral process should be completely transparent 

starting with the electoral laws and passing through the voting 

process and ending by investigating any legal dispute following 

the voting process and the declaration of results.  The principle of 

transparency is emphasized by allowing local and international 

monitoring over the electoral process. 

Regarding the technical capability or efficiency: It is 

definitely considered as a main guarantee for the neutrality and 

fairness of elections.  This committee should have the necessary 

technical capabilities to perform its function starting with 

sufficient funding that is forwarded in its due time and ending 

with providing the executive entity required for administrating the 

elections. 

In this context, this research paper is aiming at defining and 

investigating the nature of the Higher Committee for Legislative 

Elections in Egypt to examine how far the criteria of 

independence, transparency and efficiency are met in it.  The 

focal point for the research will be tackling the following points:  

First: The higher committees for elections in the context of 

international expertise. 

Second: The legal framework for the Higher Committee for 

Legislative Elections. 

Third: Evaluating the performance of the Higher Committee 

for Elections in the half-seat renewal of the Shura Council 

membership in 2007. 

Fourth: Where does the Higher Committee for Elections in 

Egypt compared to other international experiences. 

Fifth: Suggestions and proposals to develop the performance 

of the Higher Committee for Elections. 

- Neutrality - Transparency -Technical capability (Efficiency) 



   

First: The Higher Committees for Elections in the 

Framework of International Expertise 

The patterns of the electoral committees vary in the 

international experiences.  We can note three main indicators to 

distinguish between the various electoral committees.  These 

indicators are: independence, sustainability and centrality.  Built 

on these indicators we can distinguish the electoral committees in 

the international experiences in the following pattern: 

1. Based on the independence indicator, we can distinguish 

the difference between the governmental committees and the 

independent ones. 

The independent committees are composed basically of non-

governmental members and thus assuring its independence from 

the State authorities and State apparatus.  Such committees would 

have an independent budget, not a governmental one, and they 

could have their own executive body through which they 

supervise and monitor the administration of the electoral process.  

In democratic countries, 57% of elections committees are 

independent, and therefore they protect and guarantee the 

democratic values and they assure the efficiency of the electoral 

process.  Some countries adopt such system including India, 

South Africa, Indonesia, Canada and Georgia. 

On another level, some independent elections committees 

supervise the electoral process through the governmental bodies 

and departments.  This means the committee is administrating the 

elections while the Ministry of Interior is executing it.  Such 

system is present in 27% of democratic countries where the use of 

the existing governmental bodies and structures is seen to be a 

more efficient methodology regarding its costs, but not as a part 

of the elections.  Following such model is more accepted in case 

of a democratic trusted government that has the willing to allow 

the opposition a fair competition.  The more democratic the 

régime is, the more the shift towards a fully independent model in 

administrating the elections and the more the possibility of the 

existence of a fully independent committee that has its own 

executive body to administrate the elections. 

Regarding the governmental committees, they are present in a 

limited number of countries that does not exceed 15%.  They are 

usually present in the framework of régimes that are not deeply 



   

democratized or the ones that are undergoing a state of 

transformation and democratization. 

2. Regarding the indicator of sustainability: We can 

distinguish between permanent committees and the temporary 

ones.  The permanent committees do not relate their activities to 

the electoral process only, yet they have vast authorization and 

specialization that they carry out during the phases between one 

election and the other.  They are in charge of the missions of 

political education and training the public on how to administrate 

elections.  The temporary committees are the ones that function 

only during the elections times.  Therefore, they work only during 

the voting phase of the elections. 

3. Regarding the indicator of centrality: We can distinguish 

between the countries that adopt the one central committee 

system that would have a number of branches on the local level 

and other forms.  The one central committee system is usually 

present in the simple unified states, while there are other countries 

that use the decentralized pattern as in the Federal States where 

there is more focus on the independent committees that work 

separately at the regional states level (e.g. USA, Canada and 

Australia). 

Therefore, we can conclude that there is more than one 

indicator that can be used to differentiate and categorize the 

patterns of electoral committees. Yet in general the three afore-

mentioned principles should be present in any elections 

committee so as to assure free and fair elections.  These 

principles are independence, transparency and efficiency 

(technical capability).  The question is, to which extent these 

criteria are available for the Higher Committee for Elections in 

Egypt? Another question would be: where would that committee 

stand compared to other elections committees in the international 

experiences?  To answer all these questions, we should mention 

some comparative cases that can be compared one way or the 

other to the Egyptian case. Therefore, the paper would review 

four international experiences for the higher committees of 

elections in India, South Korea, Mexico and South Africa: 

The General Committee for Elections in India 



   

India is the largest democracy in the world, and it is a pioneer 

country in the third world.  The importance of the Indian 

democracy arises from the fact that it can manage to overcome 

many problems and crises that are usually witnessed in the 

developing countries.  Despite that, the adoption of the 

democratic system in India was an internal choice and it has not 

been imposed by any foreign or external power. The General 

Committee for Elections in India was established in January 25, 

1950 according to article 324 of Indian Constitution.  The 

activities of this committee are regulated by the two laws 

regulating the representation of the public that were issued in 

1951. The committee is composed of three individuals that are 

appointed by the President from the former executive officials.  

The committee enjoys an independent budget and it appoints a 

person to be in charge of the elections in each Indian province 

who would usually be a civil administration employee. Another 

official is appointed in every district as well as another person 

who would be in charge of administrating the elections with a 

group of assistants to him.  Moreover, monitors for following the 

elections are appointed and they file reports directly to the 

committee.  Anyone who works in administrating the election 

process in India belongs to the civil service body. 

 Generally, the General Committee for Elections enjoys full 

authorization of parliamentary elections in India according to the 

Indian Constitution, both on the national level and on the 

province level. They also administrate the election of the 

President and the Vice-President. Therefore, this committee has 

got the power to administrate, supervise and direct all aspects of 

the electoral process.  It is a national committee whose president 

has got the same authorities of the Head of the Higher Court.  The 

purpose of this committee is to establish an independent 

institution or entity that is away from the intervention of the 

executive power and the political parties, while supervising the 

elections.  It is quite noted that the process of administrating and 

supervising the elections in a huge country like India is not an 

easy task because of the vast land it covers and the huge number 

of population.  The committee is in charge of establishing 

thousands of polling stations and assigning the ones responsible 

for it as well as deciding and regulating the electoral districts in 



   

the urban and rural areas.  Usually, the re-organization of 

electoral districts takes place shortly before the general elections.  

It is usually done to cope with the population changes that could 

have developed in the various electoral circles.  In addition to 

that, the committee prints the election papers and documents and 

prepares the polling boxes as well as the records and lists of 

voters.  It is also assigned to select the electoral symbols and 

notify the recognized political parties on the national and local 

levels.  Granting this political party recognition is based on two 

sets of criteria: the existence of the Party and its participation in 

the political life for at least five years or obtaining a minimum of 

3% of total votes in the province.  Any candidate belonging to a 

non-recognized party is officially registered as an independent 

candidate.  Later on, the committee decides the date for holding 

the elections and announces that to the public.  It works on 

monitoring the electoral campaign of candidates to make sure that 

there is no exceeding of the determined financial amounts of 

money spent for electoral campaigns.  The committee is also in 

charge of counting the votes and declaring the results as well as 

investigating any violations or illegal practices during the 

electoral process.  Definitely the committee enjoys 

comprehensive immunity and various guarantees that would 

enable it to perform its mission to the outmost level and thus it 

can assure its neutrality so as it is not affected by political or 

ethnic considerations.  The Indian Constitution stipulates that the 

Head of the Electoral Committee "cannot be sacked unless the 

same rules are followed regarding the judges of the Supreme 

Court". 

The Indian Elections Committee manages to administrate the 

largest elections process in the world through this comprehensive 

authorization it has with a great deal of freedom and fairness.  

The reason for that can be stated as follows: 

- The committee enjoys absolute independence from the 

administrative body, though the President of the Republic is the 

one who assigns the Head of the Committee or the General 

Commissioner, yet India is a Parliamentary democratic system.  

Therefore, the President has nothing to do with the régime 

functions unless in rare exceptional cases where the emergency 

law is implemented according to article 356 of the Constitution. 



   

- The abundant resources available for the committee 

because 300 employees are permanently working in its General 

Secretariat and the total number of employees and workers 

supervised by the committee during the electoral process reach 

five millions, who all participate in the voting and elections 

process. 

- The absolute transparency through which the electoral 

process is administrated before, during and after the elections. 

In the stage before the elections, the committee prepares and 

updates the electoral tables and lists and supervises the 

registration of candidates as well as the political parties that 

would participate in addition to monitoring the electoral 

campaigns and their funding.  The committee publishes its 

instructions and directions regarding the duties of candidates and 

the tools for fair electoral competition. 

During the elections stage, the committee supervises all State 

and government apparatus including controlling all the semi-

military forces and the police in order to guarantee the fairness of 

the elections.  Since 1993, the committee has been nationally 

generalizing the application of an electronic electoral card that 

has a picture for every Indian voter in addition to his or her data 

and electoral number.  This has been done as an attempt to 

improve accuracy in voters' lists and prevent manipulation.  In 

1998, the committee issued a decree to shift all the Indian voters' 

lists into an electronic form where all the data are stored on 

computers and reproduced on other electronic saving devices.  

This has managed to end any sort of manipulation during the 

voting and controlling the voters' lists as well as making them 

available with full transparency to anybody who would request 

reviewing them. 

After the elections process is concluded, the committee acts 

as a judicial device regarding the electoral disputes, despite the 

fact that the Indian Constitution does not immunize this 

committee against judicial protest. 

Discussions in the conference emphasized the suitability of 

the Indian example to Egyptian realities. Different lessons can be 

driven out of this experience in terms of legal framework of the 



   

committee, its jurisdiction over the whole electoral process from 

preparing the tables to solve disputes related to results. 

The National Committee for Elections in South Korea 

South Korea is still undergoing a stage of democratic 

transition and it is facing huge challenges in this respect for more 

than twenty years now.  Despite the enormous economic and 

political progress achieved in this country, it has not yet reached 

the level of deepening and strongly rooting the democratic system 

in it.  The Korean elections system is still dominated by the 

regional influences as well as an abundant phenomenon of buying 

votes and government authorities' intervention. Therefore, the 

National Election Commission is playing an elementary role in 

guaranteeing the freedom and fairness of elections.   

According to the South Korean Constitution, the National 

Election Commission (NEC) is an independent entity in charge of 

supervising a fair administration of elections and regulating the 

various affairs of political parties.  The NEC is composed of four 

levels and it comprises 17 central cities and provinces.  It also has 

16,761 voting stations.  The Commission's term is six years and 

the Commission's members cannot take part in any political 

activity or become affiliated to any political party. 

The number of the members of the Commission is 9, three of 

them are appointed by the President of the Republic, three are 

appointed by the Legislative Authority (The National Assembly), 

and the remaining three are appointed by the Minister of Justice.  

The Head of the Commission is elected and usually a judge from 

the Supreme Constitutional Court is elected to become the Head 

of the NEC. 

No member of the Commission can be sacked of his post 

unless he is accused of treason or sentenced for imprisonment or 

any other serious penalty according to the law.  

The Election Commission has the authority to hold its 

meetings with the attendance of only half the members and the 

decisions and resolutions are passed by simple majority, and the 

Head of the Commission also has the right to vote. 

The main tasks and missions of the NEC are the following: 



   

Administrating the local and national elections according to 

the Constitution, and therefore, the NEC is in charge of 

administrating the Presidential elections, the legislative ones and 

the local elections in the provinces. 

 In addition, the Commission administrates the referendums 

concerned with amending any Constitutional article or those 

attached to any other initiatives regarding defense or national 

unification. 

 Administrating the elections usually entails training the 

NEC employees on a regular basis at various levels including the 

civil servants and those working with political parties. 

 The NEC regulates various visits to numerous 

organizations as well as to schools and universities to give 

lectures and speeches about the importance of elections.   

 The NEC also trains the new voters on the activities of fair 

elections.  It also focuses its efforts on implementing the rules of 

fair voting and fair count of votes.  The NEC is also in charge of 

making sure that the electoral campaigns are free from illegal 

practices by the candidates and their political parties. 

 The NEC is also in charge of administrating and 

distributing the political funds for candidates and parties. 

 The NEC is the authority that presents the various 

legislations and laws concerned with elections, referendums and 

political parties to the legislative power. It is also in charge of 

reviewing these legislations after they are issued. 

The Federal Elections Institution in Mexico 

It is a public independent organization that enjoys a 

permanent independent title regarding its resolutions and the 

modes of its action.  It operates according to the Federal law on 

institutions and the electoral procedures which was issued in 

October 11, 1990 after a series of Constitutional amendments that 

were approved in 1989.  The Federal Elections Institution relies 

on three levels of devices in its operation: 

1- The directing devices (the General councils) 

2- The executive technical devices. 

3- The monitoring devices. 



   

Regarding the directing devices (the councils), they are 

composed of the General Council, the Local Councils and the 

Province Councils. 

 1-The General Council 

The General Council is the main directing device in the 

Federal Electoral Institution in Mexico.  It is composed of nine 

member who have the right to vote and share in discussions as 

well as 12 members (according to 2006 elections) who have the 

right to participate in the elections but cannot vote. 

Regarding the nine members of the General Council who 

have the right to vote and participate, they are the Head Advisor 

and eight electoral advisors who are elected for seven years by 

two-thirds of the members of the Parliament according to the 

nominations proposed by the Parliamentary groups of the Council 

itself.  It is stipulated that those members should not have 

occupied any directing and supervising posts before, neither on 

the national, local or party level in the previous five years before 

taking this new post.  It is also stipulated that none of them would 

be less than thirty years old regarding the members who have the 

right to participate in discussions and vote.  Their total number is 

12 members representing national political parties and coalitions 

as well as other advisors chosen by each Parliamentary group 

with a political affiliation in either of the two councils of the 

Parliament.  The group also involves an executive secretary for 

the Federal Elections Institution who is appointed by a two-thirds 

majority of the General Council after being nominated by the 

Head Advisor to work as a secretary for the Council. 

During the non-electoral phases, the General Council meets 

in a regular session every three months while it meets once a 

month during elections time.   

The Council has the right to form the necessary committees 

that would assist the Council in fulfilling its missions.  There are 

five permanent committees in the Council whose membership is 

restricted to the eight electoral advisors.  These committees are: 

 The committee on monitoring the resources of political 

parties and groups. 

 The committee on electoral training and national education. 



   

 The committee on specialized electoral service. 

 The committee on electoral organization. 

 

The local councils and the provinces councils 

These are decentralized councils with a total number of 32 

representing the 32 states in Mexico.  There are also 300 district 

councils (one for every electoral district represented by one 

member). 

The local councils and constituency councils are currently 

composed of 20 members for each of them where seven members 

have the right to participate in discussions and vote, while 13 

have the right to participate in discussions but cannot vote. 

2- The Executive Technical Devices 

These are permanent devices that are in charge of all 

technical and administrative affairs related to the electoral 

process.  Such devices rely on its permanent employees and 

specialists who are being trained and whose skills are developed 

all the time.   

The decentralized structure of this type of devices involves 

32 local executive councils (one for each Federal entity).  It also 

involves 300 executive councils for the electoral constituencies. 

3- The Monitoring Devices 

The monitoring committees are general associations that 

assist establishing the electoral records and updating them.  The 

National Monitoring Committee is the highest authority 

supervising all monitoring devices.  There is a local monitoring 

committee in each province (i.e. 32 committees) and there is a 

monitoring committee for each constituency (i.e. 300 

committees). 

Generally, the Federal Elections Institution in Mexico is 

directly in charge of all activities and affairs concerned with 

preparing and executing the federal electoral processes.  The 

mandate of the Federal Institution includes the following: 

 Determining and specifying the geographical extension of 

electoral constituencies and revising them regularly. 



   

 Developing the records of voters and updating them as well 

as issuing the photographic voting cards. 

 Registering the political parties and groups and protecting 

their rights and privileges. 

 Setting a ceiling for the amount of money expenditure for 

electoral campaigns. 

 Regulating the electoral monitoring, the opinion polls and 

the voting. 

 Sorting the results of the elections. 

 Declaring the validity of membership of members of 

Parliament and Senate. 

 Designing the permanent national political education 

programs and implementing them.  

 Despite the vast authorizations for the Federal Electoral 

Institution in Mexico, the issue of reviewing the electoral disputes 

and implementing the electoral justice as well as deciding about 

electoral campaigns is extended to the electoral court, which is 

the body, assigned for such mission and it is affiliated to the 

judicial authority of the State.  Among the principle advantages of 

the Federal Electoral Institution in Mexico is this multi-layer 

structure it enjoys, which arises from the federal nature of this 

country. 

The Independent Electoral Committee in South Africa 

The first pluralist non-racial elections took place in South 

Africa in April 1994 and it was a historical turning point in the 

history of this country.  In order to guarantee the freedom of 

elections, it was agreed to establish an independent electoral 

committee that would be in charge of executing and supervising 

the electoral process, whether on the national or regional levels.  

The committee started its works in December 1993.  It comprised 

11 commissioners from South Africa in addition to five 

international ones who have the right to vote.  Before holding the 

elections, there have been extensive negotiations among political 

parties as well as many training programs held to educate the 

South African citizens about issues of election.  Moreover, 

national peacekeeping forces were established to maintain 



   

security and law and order during elections time, and media were 

put under the supervision of an independent committee at that 

time. 

 It was quite clear that the electoral process in South Africa 

has witnessed many problems and obstacles starting from the 

registration of voters till the declaration of the final results.  Such 

problems can be enumerated as follows: 

- The problem of registering the black voters because many 

of them never had birth certificates.  There was also a large 

number of militant freedom fighters who participated in the 

armed struggle against the apartheid system who were outside the 

country at that time, and therefore when those militant people 

returned to South Africa the problem of determining who is the 

citizen arose explicitly. 

- The problem of security forces because this was relevant to 

the issue of credibility of elections and being free from security 

interference. 

- The problem of the media outlets in granting the various 

political parties equal opportunities to use the media. 

- The problem of the local and international supervision and 

monitoring over these elections. 

The characteristic element for the South African experiment 

is that the multi-layer negotiations among the political parties that 

preceded holding the elections tackled in detail all issues and 

reached at the end written agreements about them.  The 

certificates of the African churches were accepted, as these 

churches were recording the people visiting them.  There were 

also numerous training programs to educate the South African 

citizens about the electoral process. Many non-governmental 

American organizations participated in such programs and 

trainings.  In addition, national peacekeeping forces were 

established to maintain security and order and the media devices 

were put under the supervision of an independent committee. 

The democratic elections started in South Africa on April 26, 

1994 on both the regional and national levels.  Some 23 million 

voters participated, and the elections were supervised by some 

11,000 local monitors registered by the independent elections 



   

committee as well as another 20,000 foreign monitors under the 

supervision of United Nations.  These elections were the 

beginning for a huge transition in South Africa towards a 

democratic pluralist society based on sharing power instead of the 

previous pattern of exclusion.  The African National Conference 

Party got only two-thirds of votes, and therefore it did not have 

the sole authority of setting the permanent constitution of the 

country.  The National Party gained 21.4% of total votes, which 

exceeds the total population of the white minority in South 

Africa, and this in itself has been another positive indicator for 

establishing a democratic pluralist society in post-apartheid South 

Africa. 

Second: The Legal Framework for the Legislative 

Elections Committee in Egypt 

Since the introduction of direct public voting for the first time 

in 1924 according to 1923 Constitution, Egypt has been using the 

system that assigns the government to administrate the elections 

which is basically done by the Ministry of Interior.  The concept 

of the Elections Committee was first introduced to the Egyptian 

political life in 2005 where article 76 of 1971 Constitution was 

amended in the way that made it state that "the requests for 

candidacy for elections is to be presented to a committee titled the 

Presidential Elections Committee which enjoys full independence 

and is composed of the Head of the Supreme Constitutional Court 

as head, and the membership of the Head of Cairo Appeal Court 

and the eldest Deputy to the Head of the Supreme Constitutional 

Court as well as the eldest Deputy to the Head of Court of 

Cassation and the eldest Deputy to the Head of the State Council 

as well as five public figures known for their neutrality, three of 

them are chosen by the Peoples' Assembly, and the other two are 

chosen by the Shura Council based on the proposal of the bureaus 

of councils.  The committee members remain in their posts for 

five years and the law regulates who replaces the Head of the 

Committee or any of its members in case any of them cannot 

serve in the assigned post. 

The Committee, and no other entity, has the following 

authorization: 



   

- Declaring opening the room for candidacy application and 

observing the candidacy measures as well as announcing the 

final list of candidates. 

- The general supervision over the polling and sorting 

procedures. 

- Declaration of the result of the elections. 

- Deciding on all appeals and complaints and the other 

matters related to them including the conflict of specialization. 

- Setting the charter regulating the works of the committee 

and how to protect its specialization. 

The Committee makes its decisions and resolutions with a 

majority of seven members at least.  The decisions are final and 

abiding, and they cannot be appealed by any means before any 

entity.  The decisions of the Committee cannot be halted or re-

interpreted in any way.  The law regulating the Presidential 

elections specifies the other specifications and specializations of 

the Committee. 

Therefore, the Egyptian experience regarding the Elections 

Committee was bound from the beginning by the establishment of 

a Higher Committee for Presidential Elections in 2005. 

Also in December 2006, President Mubarak made his 

initiative to amend 34 articles in the Egyptian Constitution of 

1971 including article 88 that stipulated before its amendment 

that the polling in elections should be under the supervision of 

members of judicial entity.  The interpretation of this article for 

nearly three decades since the issuance of 1971 Constitution 

stated that the judicial supervision should be in the process of 

sorting and counting votes in the general committees only, while 

the sub-committees and branch committees (whose number 

amounts to 50,000) are counted and sorted by local administration 

employees.  This situation led to vast complaints about the 

integrity and fairness of the elections and the neutrality of the 

ones supervising the peripheral or branch committees.  The Court 

of Cassations issued many opinions deciding about the invalidity 

of Peoples' Assembly (Parliament) elections because of lack of 

thorough applications of the rules and procedures stated by the 

law.  Some people filed law suits asking for an interpretation of 

the constitution regarding this matter. 



   

The verdict of the Supreme Constitutional Court that explains 

this article stated that the Constitutional article stipulates full 

judicial supervision over the voting process as well as sorting and 

counting the votes involved in the general and peripheral 

committees.  The verdict by the Constitutional Court was the 

crowning of a long struggle of a political movement in Egypt 

calling for holding free and fair elections. 

The Constitutional elections were held in 2000 and in 2005 

under full judicial supervision.  Therefore, the excessive numbers 

of political participation in voting or in voting for a certain 

candidate vanished and more reasonable and realistic members 

were proposed.  In the year 2000 elections, the official list of the 

ruling National Democratic Party (NDP) managed to win only 

38.9% of seats.  The percentage of NDP was reduced even to 

33.5% in 2005 elections, reflecting the important and crucial role 

of judicial supervision over elections that led to inducing a 

transformation in the Egyptian political system when the elections 

were free and fair. 

In the message of President Mubarak to the Head of Peoples' 

Assembly and Head of Shura Council regarding the 

Constitutional amendments, the President said that justification 

for amendment of article 88 is due to the fact that "we are all keen 

for the freedom, fairness and efficiency of the elections, and we 

are all working to set guarantees that would ensure appropriate 

expression of the political will of the public in choosing their 

representatives and enable as many voters as possible to cast their 

votes, as well as serving all considerations that would lead to 

independent and neutral supervision over the electoral posts".  For 

this reason, I, the President of the Republic, demand the 

introduction of an amendment to this article (article 88 of the 

Constitution) that allows facing the growing increase of the 

number of voters and the burden it represents as well as the 

increase in the number of voting and sorting stations.  In addition 

to providing a better technique for supervising the elections that 

would ensure its integrity and efficiency and allow the members 

of the judicial entities a certain scope to perform their work of 

supervising the electoral process and assuring holding the 

elections in one day to avoid the extension of voting for longer 



   

days which will have negative impact as seen on the society in 

light of the past experiences. 

Within this context, article 88, after its amendment, came to 

state that "the law specifies the conditions that should be met 

regarding the members of the Peoples' Assembly and the law 

points the provisions of elections and referendums and holding 

the voting within one day.  A Higher committee that enjoys 

neutrality and independence is to be in charge of supervising the 

elections in the way regulated by the law.  The law would also 

point the specializations of this committee and the way it is 

formed as well as the guarantees for its members.  The members 

of the committee should be from the current and former members 

of judicial authorities.  The committee is assigned to formulate 

the general committees that would supervise the elections at the 

level of the electoral circles as well as the ones that would 

regulate the voting and sorting process.  The general committees 

are to be comprised of members of judicial authorities and the 

sorting of votes should be under the supervision of the general 

committees". 

Most of the independent and Party political forces in Egypt 

objected to the amendment of this article to this new text, yet they 

received no listening ears from the government side which 

ignored all demands of keeping the article the way it was.  In fact, 

article 88 was amended as mentioned before, and the government 

introduced another quick amendment to some provisions of law 

no. 73 for the year 1956 regarding practicing the political rights 

(the elections law) in order to regulate the work of the Higher 

Committee for Legislative Elections.  Therefore, article 18 for the 

year 2007 was issued, which states the formation of the Higher 

Elections Committee and its specializations as well as its funding. 

To list the objections to this committee we can state the 

following:  

1. Objection to the formation of the Higher Committee for 

Elections: According to article 3'A of law 18 for the year 2007, 

the Committee is composed of the Head of the Cairo Appeal 

Court as Head of the Committee as well as the membership of the 

Head of the Alexandria Appeal Court, and one of the Deputies of 

the Head of Court of Cassation to be chosen by the Supreme 



   

Judicial Council, as well as another reserve member.  The 

Committee also involves in its membership one of the Deputies of 

the Head of State Council chosen by the Council on 

Administrative Affairs in both chambers of Parliament and 

another reserve member.  It also involves seven other members, 

three of them are from the former members of the judicial entities, 

and four public figures who are known to be neutral and not 

belonging to any political party, where the Peoples' Assembly 

chooses four of them with the condition that two are from former 

judicial entities; and the Shura Council is to choose the other 

three from former judicial entities members.  In addition, both 

chambers of Parliament are to choose two reserve members, one 

from the former judicial entities.  All those members are based on 

the nomination of the General Committee of each chamber of the 

Parliament, i.e. the Peoples' Assembly and the Shura Council. 

It is clear that the judicial nature is very much dominated 

in the composition of this committee on the expense of the 

administrative one because the public figures that are chosen 

by the Peoples' Assembly and the Shura Council are seven 

members compared to other four seated judges.  It is no secret 

that the Peoples' Assembly and Shura Council are highly 

dominated by the ruling National Democratic Party which makes 

the issue of neutrality of this committee a matter of question. And 

this same remark was emphasized during discussion in addition to 

questioning the affiliation of former judges to the judicial branch. 

Some participants believed that when a judge leaves office he 

becomes a public figure and he has nothing to do with the 

standing branch, while others disagreed and believed that the 

judge remains so even after he leaves office. The impact on the 

overall structure of the committee is composed of public figures 

in majority not judges.   

2. Regarding the membership and immunity of the 

committees' members.  According to article 3'c of the law, the 

duration of membership of this committee is three years for the 

members who are not currently part of the judicial entities 

because the duration of the membership of those people is 

governed by occupying the post itself which might change 

according to the rules of posts and judicial degrees.  According to 

article 3'e, no criminal procedures whatsoever can be made 



   

against any member appointed to this committee from the non-

judges unless there is a previous approval from the committee to 

do that, in the cases that person is not caught red-handed.  We 

must notice here that article 3'e has been preceded by the 

following phrase: "The committee undertakes its authorization 

and fulfills its mission with independence and neutrality".  This 

text talks about the committee when it is doing its job, but not the 

members of the committee.  Therefore, we can deduce that the 

committee would not be independent till it starts doing its mission 

and function, and still the law did not state that the members of 

the committee are themselves independent which by far would 

weaken the idea of the independence of this committee as a 

whole. 

3. The authorization and specializations of the committee.  

The specializations of the committee were limited only to setting 

the rules for preparing the electoral tables without allowing the 

committee to prepare the tables themselves.  It is very well known 

that the confused electoral tables and lists of voters is a principle 

problem regarding elections in Egypt.  This issue is handled by 

the Ministry of Interior in all cases.  Therefore we can conclude 

that the authorization of the committee is limited only to the 

voting day and the process of sorting the votes and declaring the 

result.  This is a very limited authorization because the committee 

is supposed to extend its mandate to involve preparing the lists of 

voters and control the electoral process as a whole.
1
  

The upcoming table clarifies a comparison between the 

Elections Committee as proposed by the project presented by the 
                                                 

1
  Among the principle specializations carried out by this committee according to 

article 3'f are the following: 
 Formation of the general committees for election and the voting and sorting 

committees. 
 Setting the rules about preparing the elections voters tables, their contents, the 

way they are revised, updating and purifying them and so forth. 
 Proposing the rules for deciding the electoral circles. 
 Contributing to the efforts of awareness and education regarding elections. 
 Monitoring the commitment of various parties to the ethical codes related to 

elections. 
 Making an opinion about the draft laws concerning the elections. 
 Setting and implementing the system for electoral symbol for candidates in the 

Peoples' Assembly and Shura Council elections. 
 Setting rules and procedures for the participation of the Egyptian civil society 

institutions in monitoring the voting and sorting processes. 



   

United Group (which is an independent NGO) where a large 

number of experts and political activists participated in setting 

and discussing this proposal compared to law no. 18 for the year 

2007 which is passed and approved regarding the establishment 

of the current Egyptian Higher Committee for Elections. 

The Higher Committee for Elections 

and the Fund for supporting the 

elections according to the proposed 

project prepared by the United Group 

The Higher Committee for Legislative 

Elections according to Law 18 for the 

year 2007 amending some provisions 

of law no. 73 for the year 1956 

regarding practicing the political 

rights (the elections law) 

 Article 3'  

The Presidential and the legislative 

elections are to be executed in only one 

day under the supervision of The Higher 

Committee for Legislative Elections 

according to article 88 of the 

constitution 

Chapter Two 

Article (4): 

The administration of Presidential 

general (Legislative) and local elections 

in the Arab Republic of Egypt is to be 

carried out by a public entity titled "The 

Higher Committee for Elections" which 

is an independent neutral entity that 

cannot be sacked out of its position.  The 

committee is to be formed according to 

this law, taking the city of Cairo as the 

headquarters. 

The committee has the right to establish 

one or more branches in each 

governorate of those of Egypt, and the 

scope of action for these branches is 

decided through a decree by the Head of 

the committee. 

An executive body headed by a secretary 

general is attached to the committee, 

which would be formed and assigned to 

its duties by a decree from the Head of 

the Supreme Council for Elections. 

The Supreme Council for Elections 

would have a public morale persona 

enjoying its independence practicing its 

specializations and functions.  It would 

have a private budget that would be 

listed as one figure in the State public 

 



   

budget.  The Higher Committee is to 

issue the necessary charters and decrees 

to regulate its work including the 

appointment of the people affiliated to it.  

The Committee is exempted of all kinds 

of taxes, tariffs and fees. 

The Committee is to publish annually its 

budget in two daily newspapers at least, 

while any natural or moral person has 

the right to receive a copy of the budget 

of the committee without any charges 

(for free).  The budget of the committee 

could be presented to the Parliament to 

be approved. 

Article (5): 

The Higher Committee for Elections is 

to be composed of nine members.  They 

are: 

The Head of the Court of Cassation as 

President of the Committee, the eldest 

Deputy to the Head of State Council to 

be the Vice-President of the Committee, 

as well as six counselors from the Court 

of Cassation chosen by the General 

Assembly of the Court.  Three of them 

would be the original members while the 

other three would be reserve, in addition 

to six counselors from State Council 

chosen by the State Council General 

Assembly, three of them would be the 

original and three would be reserve.  In 

addition to two members from the 

Councils of the Supreme Constitutional 

Court also chosen by the General 

Assembly of this Court, one of them is 

an original member and the other is 

reserve.   

 

The members of the committee are 

prohibited from taking any State posts 

no matter what, and they are also 

forbidden from running as candidates to 

any of the representative councils, the 

Peoples' Assembly or the Shura Council, 

for two years after the end of their 

membership in the Higher Committee 

for Elections or after five years after 

their resignation, which is longer.  A 

decree by the President is issued to 

formulate this committee.  

Article 3' A 

The Higher Committee for Elections is 

to be composed and its head would be 

the Head of the Cairo Appeal Court as 

well as the membership of: 

The Head of the Alexandria Appeal 

Court 

One of the Deputies of the Head of 

Court of Cassation to be chosen by the 

Supreme Judicial Council, as well as 

another reserve member. 

One of the Deputies of the Head of State 

Council chosen by the Council on 

Administrative Affairs and another 

reserve member.   

Seven other members, three of them are 

from the former members of the judicial 

entities, and four public figures who are 

known to be neutral and not belonging 

to any political party, where the Peoples' 

Assembly chooses four of them with the 

condition that two are from former 

judicial entities; and the Shura Council 

is to choose the other three from former 

judicial entities members.  In addition, 

both chambers of Parliament are to 

choose two reserve members, one from 

the former judicial entities.  All those 

members are based on the nomination of 

the General Committee of each camera 

of the Parliament, i.e. the Peoples' 

Assembly and the Shura Council. 

 

The Higher Committee for Elections is 

to be considered a moral persona 

(entity) having the city of Cairo as its 



   

headquarters and it is represented by its 

head. 

 Article 3' B 

The speaker of the People‘s Assembly 

and that of the Shoura Council are to 

notify the President of the Republic of 

the names of the people chosen by the 

two parliament councils to become 

members in the Higher Committee for 

Elections. 

Also, the head of the higher Judicial 

Council and the head of State Council 

are to notify the Minister of Justice of 

the names of the people chosen by the 

two councils to become members in the 

Higher Committee for Elections so as 

the minister would notify the President 

of the Republic. 

The composition of the Higher 

Committee for Elections is made 

through a decree by the President of the 

Republic. Hence, the Higher Committee 

for Elections members are to make this 

oath before commencing their works: 

“I swear by Allah Almighty to perform 

my works with honesty, integrity and 

neutrality, and to respects the 

constitution and the law”. 

 Article 3' C 

The duration of membership of this 

committee is three years - for the 

members who are not currently part of 

the judicial entities - starting from the 

date of issuing the presidential decree 

that launches this committee. In case the 

head of the Higher Committee for 

Elections cannot perform his duty, he is 

to be replaced by the eldest head of a 

Court of Appeal. Also, in case any 

member of the Higher Committee for 

Elections cannot perform his duty, he is 

to be replaced by the assigned reserve 

member.  

In all cases, the replacement is valid as 

long as the head or the member cannot 

perform his duty. If the inability is 

permanent, the replacement is 

permanent. 

 

Article (7) Article 3' D 



   

The Committee is to convene under an 

invitation from its head and the meeting 

is not valid unless at least seven 

members attend and the resolutions are 

made by the majority of six members. 

The Higher Committee for Elections is 

to convene under an invitation from its 

head and the meeting is not valid unless 

the head of the committee and at least 

seven members attend. The 

deliberations of the committee are secret 

and the resolutions are made by the 

majority of eight members.  

The Higher Committee for Elections is 

to set the necessary rules and 

regulations that would facilitate its 

functions and the performance of its 

role. The rules and regulations of the 

committee are to be published in the 

Egyptian legal gazette and a summary 

of that is to be published at least in two 

widely circulated daily newspapers.  

 Article 3' E  

The Higher Committee for Elections is 

to perform its duties with independence 

and neutrality. No criminal procedures 

whatsoever can be made against any 

member appointed to this committee 

from the judicial former officials and 

the public figures unless there is a 

previous approval from the committee 

to do that, in the cases where that person 

is not caught red-handed.  

The committee undertakes the 

authorization of setting the rules and 

regulations for requesting that 

permission (to take measures against 

one of its members), investigating it and 

deciding abut it.  

Article (8) 

The Higher Committee for Elections is 

to undertake the following 

specializations: 

1. Dividing the Arab Republic of 

Egypt into circles according to specific 

rules set by the committee, bearing in 

mind the equality among the circles 

regarding the population and putting into 

consideration the administrative 

arrangement of the State as far as 

possible.  The committee might revise 

this division regularly to assure not 

harming or violating the principle of 

equal representation of population. 

2. Supervising the preparation of the 

Article 3' F 

The specializations carried out by the 

Higher Committee for Elections 

according to article 3' F are the 

following: 

 Formation of the general 

committees for election and the voting 

and sorting committees. 

 Setting the rules about preparing the 

elections voters tables, their contents, 

the way they are revised, updating and 

purifying them and so forth. 

 Proposing the rules for deciding the 

electoral circles. 

 Setting the rules regulating the 

electoral campaigns in accordance to 



   

voters tables and lists according to the 

national number of ID of each citizen as 

well as defining the contents of such 

tables and lists and the way they are 

revised, purified and updated.  The 

committee is also to form the committee 

that would be in charge of this mission 

as well as the one that deals with 

objections to the tables and lists. 

3. Setting the timeline for the various 

stages of the electoral process. 

4. Setting the general rules for 

electoral campaign and the control 

governing them and monitoring abiding 

with them by the various parties. 

5. Administrating the necessary 

administrative penalties over the 

candidates who would violate the 

administrative rules and decrees issued 

by the committee regarding the control 

imposed by the electoral campaigns. 

6. Forming committees for receiving 

the candidacy request as well as forming 

the committees concerned with 

reviewing the complaints and appeals 

regarding the candidacy and specifying 

the headquarters of these committees. 

7. Declaring the final lists of 

candidates for the elections and the rules 

for distributing the electoral symbols to 

the candidates. 

8. Forming the general committees and 

the branch ones that would supervise the 

voting process and would specify their 

headquarters, as well as specifying the 

sites of the polling stations for the 

detainees and people under 

precautionary imprisonment. 

9. Setting the rules for the voting 

participation of the Egyptians abroad and 

ensuring the soundness of the electoral 

process for them. 

10. Printing the electoral cards and 

preparing the voting boxes as well as 

setting the rules that would guarantee the 

arrival of the cards and boxes to the 

branch committees early enough before 

the voting starts. 

11. Specifying the rules for distributing 

the TV and radio free air time on equal 

provisions of Article 5 of the 

constitution and article 11 of Law no. 38 

for the year 1972 regarding the People‘s 

Assembly. These rules would include 

banning the use of any slogan or 

symbols or any activities in the electoral 

campaign that has any religious nature 

or connotation or that is based on 

discrimination on basis of sex or ethnic 

origin. 

 Setting and implementing the rules 

for distributing the electoral symbols to 

the political parties‘ candidates and the 

independent ones in any elections. 

 Contributing to the efforts of 

awareness and education regarding 

elections. 

 Monitoring the commitment of 

various parties to the ethical codes 

related to elections. 

 Declaring the final results for 

elections and referendums.  

 Making an opinion about the draft 

laws concerning the elections. 

 Setting rules and procedures for the 

participation of the Egyptian Civil 

Society institutions in monitoring the 

voting and sorting processes. 

 



   

footing for all candidates and electoral 

lists in coordination with the Minister of 

Information. 

12. Supervising and keeping order 

during the voting process and during the 

sorting of votes. 

13. Organizing awareness campaigns on 

the rules of the electoral process and the 

way to perform the voting action. 

14. Editing the honorary charters related 

to elections and monitoring abiding with 

them. 

15. Determining and specifying the 

rules regulating the civil society and 

media monitoring of election inside and 

outside the voting and sorting stations. 

16. Declaring the final result for the 

elections and the referendums. 

17. Making an opinion about the 

proposed draft laws concerned with 

elections. 

Article (9): 

The resolutions and decisions of the 

Higher Committee for Elections are 

considered as administrative resolutions, 

and the various forms of appeal apply 

these resolutions to the provisions of law 

no. 47 for the year 1972 regulating State 

Council with the exception of other 

forms for protest and appeal stated in the 

law through other specific measures or 

through other entities. 

 

 Article 3' F 

The head of the Higher Committee for 

elections is to form a General 

Secretariat for the Committee, which is 

headed by the Assistant Minister of 

Justice for Judicial Inspection Affairs, 

and the members include one of the 

assistants to the Minister of Interior 

chosen by the Minister.   

Article (12): 

The "Fund for Supporting Elections" is 

to be established with a decree from the 

Higher Committee for Elections.  The 

committee is to specify the purposes and 

the ways of expenditure for this Fund.  

The finances of the Fund are considered 

as public money and therefore the ones 

regulating the use of such finance are 

 



   

considered as public servants, and they 

are subjected to the various provisions of 

the penal code and they are under the 

disposal of the National Committee for 

Elections.  

The Fund would have a special private 

account and the surplus of the annual 

budget of this Fund is not to be handed 

over to the National Treasury, but to be 

kept for the next financial year. 

Article (13): 

The amount of money gained in the 

Fund from the support presented by the 

State for the electoral process and the 

public budget allocated for the Supreme 

Council for Monitoring Elections, as 

well as the revenues from the penalties, 

fees and donations and other 

unconditioned gifts approved by the 

committee, in addition to the fees paid 

by the candidates would all be kept 

together as resources for the Fund and 

the committee.  The committee will set 

the rules and procedures for spending 

these revenues collected in the Fund. 

 

Article (14): 

The committee is to publish the final 

banking statement of the Fund three 

months at maximum after the declaration 

of the results of the elections in two 

prominent dailies at least.  Any normal 

or moral person has the right to receive a 

copy of the budget of the Fund without 

paying any charges (for free).  The 

concluding account is to be reviewed by 

the Parliament for ratification. 

 

Article (10): 

The State devices and the State 

apparatus are committed to assist the 

committee in fulfilling its role and 

implementing its decrees and resolutions 

in addition to providing it with all the 

needed data or information regarding its 

mission and mandate.  The committee 

has the right to ask for the assistance of 

any body or entity to fulfill its job.  The 

decline of any public service to 

undertake any requests or orders made 

by the committee would be considered 

as preventing the implementation of the 

The State devices and the State 

apparatus are committed to assist the 

committee in fulfilling its role and 

implementing its decrees and 

resolutions in addition to providing it 

with all the needed data or information 

regarding its mission and mandate.  The 

committee has the right to ask for the 

assistance of any body or entity to fulfill 

its job.  The decline of any public 

service to undertake any requests or 

orders made by the committee would be 

considered as preventing the 

implementation of the rule of law, and 



   

rule of law, and thus it would receive the 

penalty stated in article 123 of the penal 

code.  The public employee cannot 

justify not following the requests and 

orders of the committee by claiming that 

it is to obey the orders of a higher boss 

whom he has to report to. 

thus it would receive the penalty stated 

in article 123 of the penal code.  The 

public employee cannot justify not 

following the requests and orders of the 

committee by claiming that it is to obey 

the orders of a higher boss whom he has 

to report to. 

Article (11): 

The Minister of Interior is to issue a 

decree based on the request of the 

President of the Committee early enough 

before the execution of the elections to 

assign the requested number of police 

force to work directly under the Higher 

Committee for Elections and receiving 

orders from the committee to preserve 

law and order during the electoral 

process in all its stages.  The Head of the 

Higher Committee for Elections or 

anybody delegated by him are the ones 

to make orders to the police forces as 

well as the Head of the General 

Committee and the branched ones 

according to each situation. 

On the other hand, the committee 

specified the missions of the sorting 

committees as well as their formation.  

The Higher Committee stated that the 

sorting committee would be headed by 

the Head or one of the members of the 

General Committee as well as the 

membership of two heads from branch 

committees.  The Secretary of the 

Sorting Committee is the Secretary 

General of the General Committee, and 

the sorting is to take place at the 

premises of the General Committee 

under its supervision with the 

attendance of the heads of all branch 

committees, each attending the sorting 

of the voting cards of his committee, 

and the committee is allowed to allow 

the Head of the Branch Committee to 

perform the sorting of votes under its 

supervision. 

The previous table shows clearly that when comparing the 

scheme drafted by the United Group as an NGO and their draft 

bill for the law for the execution of political rights (the elections 

law which was issued and distributed prior to law 18 for year 

2007) that the committee formed by the government and the State 

apparatus is quite away from the mere idea of independence and 

neutrality despite the fact that a number of judges is enrolled in it.  

This has affected truly negatively the role of the committee in the 

Shura Council elections held in June 2007. 

Third: Evaluation of the Performance of the Higher 

Committee for Elections in the Shura Council Elections 2007 

President Hosny Mubarak has issued a Republican decree in 

May 11, 2007 to assign a date for the elections of the Shura 

Council members who would be replacing half of the elected 

members of the Council who finished their term.  The Presidential 



   

decree decided that the elections would take place on June 11 

2007 and that the second round is to take place on June 18, 2007. 

President Mubarak also issued a Presidential decree for the 

formation of a Higher Committee for Elections, headed by 

Counselor Adel Zaki Andrawes, the Head of Cairo Appeal Court, 

and the membership of Hassan Ahmed Soliman, the Head of 

Alexandria Appeal Court, Mahmoud Ibrahim El Banna, Deputy 

of State Council, Helmy Zaki El Shanawany, a former Head of 

Cairo Appeal Court, and Malak Mina Ishak, a former Head of an 

Appeal Court. 

The committee also comprises Mr. Ahmed Radwan Mansour, 

former State Minister for Cabinet Affairs, Dr. Ahmed Awad 

Belal, Dean of Faculty of Law, Cairo University, and a former 

judge in the Cairo Appeal Court, and Ismail Hassan, the former 

governor of Central Bank of Egypt, as well as Louis Grace, a 

former Chief Editor of Sabah el Kheir magazine. 

The reserve members of the committee include Mr. El Sayed 

Salah Abdel Samad, Deputy Head of Court of Cassation, Moetaz 

Kamel Morsy, Deputy Head of State Council, Laila Abdel Azim 

Gaafar, the former Head of Administrative Prosecution Authority, 

Mohamed Mesbah El Kady, Deputy of Faculty of Law, Helwan 

University, Mohamed Aly Zayed, former Deputy Head of Court 

of Cassation, and Dr. Omar El Farouk Al Hossainy, former Dean 

of Faculty of Law, Benha University. 

The half seats renewal elections of Shura Council took place 

in 67 circles throughout the Egyptian governorates with the 

exception of Port Said and Matrouh whose members did not 

fulfill the full term for renewal.  According to the law, the half 

seat renewal of Shura Council is to take place every three years 

for the seats where the members spent six years occupying.  The 

half seat renewal in 2007 included 132 seats, 88 of which by 

means of election and 44 were newly appointed by the President, 

as the total number of the Shura Council members is 264.  One-

third of them, 88, are appointed, and two-thirds, 176, are elected.  

The elections took place on June 11, 2007, and the second round 

took place on June 18, 2007 in 11 governorates. 

According to the amendment of article 88 of the Constitution, 

the Higher Committee for Elections supervised the half seat 

renewal of Shura Council. 



   

Counselor Sameh El Kashef, the official spokesman for the 

committee, stated that the number of candidates who ran in the 

half seat elections of Shura Council, were a total of 574 after a 

wave of give-away and withdrawals in many circles. 

On the other hand, the committee specified the missions of 

the sorting committees as well as their formation.  The Higher 

Committee stated that the sorting committee would be headed by 

the Head or one of the members of the General Committee as well 

as the membership of two heads from branch committees.  The 

Secretary of the Sorting Committee is the Secretary General of 

the General Committee, and the sorting is to take place at the 

premises of the General Committee under its supervision with the 

attendance of the heads of all branch committees, each attending 

the sorting of the voting cards of his committee, and the 

committee is allowed to allow the Head of the Branch Committee 

to perform the sorting of votes under its supervision. 

The Higher Committee also emphasized that each candidate 

might assign a person on his behalf to attend the sorting in the 

relevant constituency or district, whose role would be only 

monitoring and following the sorting procedures and reporting 

and filing whatever he wishes to file of remarks in the 

proceedings of the sorting committee.  The sorting committee is 

to finalize a final report for the procedures of sorting every box of 

every branch committee and then the report is signed by the Head 

of the Sorting Committee and its Secretary General.  The 

committee also emphasized that the Head of the Branch 

Committee is not to leave the sorting station unless all the 

measures of sorting all the boxes of the branch committee that he 

heads is finished, and after handing over the envelopes of the 

electoral papers to the Head of the Sorting Committee after they 

are filled in. 

The Higher Committee also emphasized that the sorting 

committee will be in charge of deciding about all the matters 

concerned with the electoral process and about the validity of the 

voting of each voter, yet the deliberations of the committee are to 

be secret, and the Head of the Committee has the right to order 

clearing the hall during the deliberations. 

The Committee also pointed that the resolutions of the sorting 

committee are to be taken by absolute majority, and in case of 



   

tied votes, the President of the Committee can be the decisive part 

and cast his vote.  The decisions and resolutions of the committee 

are to be documented in the proceedings of the committee 

showing the reasons and justifications of every measure.  It would 

be signed by the Head of the Committee and its members, and the 

Head of the Committee is to read the resolutions publicly. 

The Committee also pointed that one box would be assigned 

for each candidate enough to store 100 votes, and if the number of 

votes obtained by the single candidate exceeds 100 votes, another 

box is added for him.  A list would be assigned for sorting each 

box, and the sorting boxes would be proportionate to the number 

of candidates and the number of votes.   

Yet regarding the inspection of the procedures of the 

peripheral committee box, the Higher Committee pointed that the 

report assigned for sorting the peripheral or branch committee 

will be made pointing the total number of electoral cards in the 

box, and the number should be matching the number stated in the 

report of the committee's elections; and the report would also 

include the total number of voters invited to cast their votes 

before the voting station, and the total number of cards received 

and the number of true and false cards casting the votes of voters, 

as well as the total number of votes obtained by each candidate.  

These cards will be put all in one envelope that will be sealed 

with red wax and signed by the Head of the Sorting Committee, 

its General Secretary and the Head of the Branch Committee as 

well. 

Regarding the report on the procedures of the sorting 

committee, the Higher Committee said that this report would state 

the date and hour of the convention of the committee and the 

name of the electoral constituency as well as the area and the 

governorate where the sorting takes place.  The report would also 

include the names of the Head of the Sorting Committee and the 

two accompanying members as well as the Secretary General of 

the General Committee.  The committee has to collect all the 

votes, one by each candidate, and write down these numbers of 

votes for each candidate in the report in addition to attaching this 

to the criteria of that candidate whether he is from the technocrat 

or if he is a or worker. 



   

Regarding the report on the procedures of the General 

Committee, it would be made in three copies and drafted by the 

committee where the Head of the General Committee would sign 

as well as the Secretary General, and it would list all the data 

previously mentioned in addition to documenting the name of the 

winning candidate and his nature and affiliation.  The Head of the 

committee is to announce the result of the elections and the 

number of votes won by each candidate in his or her constituency. 

In explaining the rules for declaring the winning candidates, 

the Higher Committee pointed that the members of Shura Council 

are to be elected by absolute majority of total number of correct 

votes collected during the voting, i.e. the winner is the candidate 

who gets more than half of the number of the correct votes.  In 

case of going to a second round of elections, the Head of the 

Committee would tell the attendants about the day when the 

second round of elections will be held, in addition to pointing that 

the committee itself that administrated the first round of elections 

would take charge of the second round.  The Higher Committee 

also explained the rules of its operations, saying that if two 

candidates, one of which at least is a peasant or worker, obtained 

the absolute majority, the winning of both would be announced.  

But if two candidates from the technocrat win the absolute 

majority, the winning of one of them would be announced, who is 

the one who took more votes.  The second round would take place 

among the two who got more votes from peasants and workers 

group, and the one who gets more votes in the second round no 

matter how many would be announced as the winner of the seat.  

If a candidate from the peasants and workers wins the absolute 

majority, he will be declared as the winner, while the elections 

would take place between the two candidates who got the higher 

number of votes regardless of their affiliation or nature, and the 

one who gets more votes in the second round of elections would 

be announced as the winner of the seat.   

Yet in case of the second round taking place, the Higher 

Committee said that if none of the candidates won the absolute 

majority, another round would take place between the highest 

four candidates who get the most of the votes,  with the condition 

that half of them at least would be from peasants and workers.  

Therefore, the four candidates in this case, or three of them, could 



   

be from workers and peasants, or at least two of them, in case it 

was required to elect two members in this circle.  Yet if it was 

requested to elect only one member, the second round of elections 

would take place between the highest two who got more votes. 

Among the most elementary resolutions made by the 

Committee before the execution of the elections was the decree 

no. 5 for the year 2007, dated May 17, 2007, which stated that the 

electoral campaign of candidates should abide with the following 

rules: 

 First: Not to address or tackle the private lives of any of 

the candidates. 

 Second: To commit to preserving national unity and not 

use any slogan or symbols or any activities in the electoral 

campaign that has any religious nature or connotation or that is 

based on discrimination on basis of sex or ethnic origin. 

 Third: Banning the use of buildings, facilities or 

transportation that is owned by the State or the public enterprise 

companies or the public sector ones, as well as the ones owned by 

companies where the State shares in their capital so as they are 

not used in the electoral campaign of candidates. 

 Fourth: Banning using or spending any public money or 

money owned by the public enterprise sector or companies where 

the State contributes in its capital in the electoral campaign of 

candidates. 

 Fifth: Banning the use of worship houses, schools, 

universities, and other educational facilities in the electoral 

campaign of candidates. 

 Sixth: Banning the reception of any money from abroad or 

from any foreign person, entity or state, or any of their 

representatives inside Egypt to finance the electoral campaign of 

candidates or to give the money to the voters in return of not 

casting their votes or to cast their votes in a certain way for the 

benefit of a certain candidate. 

 Seventh: Banning the use of violence or threatening to use 

it in the elections.  The committee urged the candidates to abide 

with the provisions of law and constitution as well as the norms of 

electoral campaign practices in the way that saves and reserves 



   

the rights of all candidates and prevents harming anybody or 

breaching law and order or violating the controls assigned by the 

law.  The committee also called the great people of Egypt to 

participate in the electoral process to make this experiment a 

success in order to enrich the democratic experience which would 

not go forward unless it is supported by the participation of 

everyone who has the right to vote.  It also called for respecting 

and appreciating every opinion expressed by the voters in the 

anticipated free and fair elections that we aim for within the 

framework of the democracy we are working for. 

The committee also urges the citizens, both the candidates 

and the voters, to fully abide with the provisions of law and 

constitution in order to arrive at true free and fair elections that 

would carry the name of the great people of Egypt. 

One of the immediate and direct outcomes of this resolution 

was that the half seats renewal elections of the Shura Council 

turned to a war against slogans, and therefore some of the 

candidates who would not desired were cast away as well as other 

candidates who were arrested because the ruling party was 

worried about the possibility of their win in this election.  Many 

reports mentioned that the security authorities have arrested more 

than 1000 people from the Moslem brotherhood candidates and 

independents as well as their supporters to prevent them from 

running in these elections with the claim that they belong to a 

banned group and have been using religious slogans.  Such 

scenario is more likely to repeat itself in any upcoming elections 

in Egypt. 

Regarding the evaluation of the performance of the 

committee in the elections, the reports of the society organizations 

that have monitored these elections as well as the tens of 

complaints filed to the National Council for Human Rights 

indicate a number of issues.  Therefore it is elementary to point to 

the following remarks in this context: 

- The judicial supervision attached to the Higher Committee 

for Election was very weak and thus it enabled the National 

Democratic Party to take over the Shura Council entirely.  Such 

outcome would not take us in any real democracy in the world, 



   

therefore the elections turned to be only a tool that leads to more 

manipulation of authority in the hands of the same ruling elite. 

- In light of the previous discussion, following the path of the 

elections and all its events and developments has revealed a great 

deal of violations by the candidates and the various political 

currents that ran in these elections.  These included reverting to 

violence and the gangsters‘ practices in a way that dominated the 

elections in general as well as distributing financial and inclined 

bribes to voters in most of the constituencies in addition to 

closing some voting stations before certain voters where the 

security barriers prevented them from casting their votes.  The 

phenomenon of filling in the electoral cards into the branch 

committees for the favor of certain candidates re-appeared, as 

there was no complete judicial supervision at that point.  There 

has also been an excessive use of religious and political slogans to 

attract voters and influence their choices. 

- The process of voting lacked transparency, as the observers 

from the civil society and the Organizations of Human Rights 

were prevented from undertaking full supervision of the electoral 

process.  In addition, the representatives of candidates were 

prevented from attending at the voting and sorting committees.  

The phosphoric ink that indicates that the voter casts his vote only 

once was absent from many committees.  The guarantees for 

secret voting were also demolished and in many cases the voting 

took place publicly and in groups, as the committees were short in 

curtains and other measures that would assure the secret voting.  

The lack of judicial supervision over the branch committees led to 

many violations and many observers pointed that many branch 

committees never saw any judicial presence.  In general, there 

have been lots of defects, shortcomings and violations in these 

elections, violating the texts of the law as well as the instructions 

of the Supreme Council for Elections. 

- Things were not much different during the second round of 

Shura Council elections that took place in 13 electoral districts.  

There have been numerous violations by some candidates and 

fights taking place outside the voting stations between the 

supporters of various candidates in many towns and villages.  In 

addition, many of the voters were prevented from casting their 

votes and were dismissed from outside the voting stations. 



   

The monitors of the Egyptian Organization for Human Rights 

pointed the repeated prevention of monitors from following the 

proceedings of the electoral process outside the voting stations 

and inside them. The security authorities confiscated the 

monitoring cards that were initially issued for the monitors by the 

Higher Committee for Elections, and the representatives of the 

independent candidates were prevented from attending inside the 

voting and sorting stations.  In addition, there was a very small 

turnout and a very low participation of voters in voting, as well as 

many incidents of collective voting in some areas and a collective 

transportation of voters from their homes and to some voting 

stations.  The observers and monitors also pointed that many of 

the voting stations opened very late, while others were closed 

abruptly because of the intensive security presence outside them.  

In many cases the security did not recognize or approve the proxy 

papers of the representatives of candidates. 

The civil society organizations filed many complaints to the 

Higher Committee for Elections which investigated all the 

complaints and ended up by referring most of them to the public 

prosecutor while the rest was sent to the Ministry of Interior.  

Regarding the electoral protests and complaints, they are referred 

to the Shura Council which has absolute authorization to decide 

whether to accept the membership of the candidate or not, 

typically like the Peoples' Assembly.  Therefore, the Shura 

Council sends the complaints to the Court of Cassation for 

investigation and to make reports about them, and then the 

Council has full power to decide whether to accept results of such 

investigation or not. 

- In this context, the percentage of participation declined 

remarkably and the Deputy Head of the National Council for 

Human Rights said that it is elementary to remedy this effect and 

called for studying the reasons for the weak turnout and weak 

participation of the Egyptian people in voting.  He pointed that 

the voter has got a great deal of apathy that drives him not to cast 

his vote in the elections because he feels that his vote will have no 

significant value.  The Deputy Head of the National Council for 

Human Rights also said that the electoral process is basically built 

on three pillars which are the voter, the candidate and the 

administration; and he called for these three pillars to integrate 



   

together to serve and achieve the anticipated objective of the 

elections. 

Fourth: Where does the Higher Committee for Elections 

Stand Compared to Other International Experiences? 

Reviewing the text of article 88 of the Constitution and the 

other ones related to the Higher Committee for Elections 

regarding the execution of political rights and after deliberations 

on the paper during the conference would reveal the following: 

 The independence of the committee is incomplete, where 

the General Secretariat of the Committee is headed by the 

Minister of Justice assistant for Judicial Inspection Affairs, and 

the members include one of the assistants to the Minister of 

Interior chosen by the Minister.  Therefore, the executive 

authorities and the Minister of Interior are interfering with the 

basic devices and components of this committee. 

 Another element limiting the independence of the 

committee is arising from the fact that there has been no technical 

or administrative bodies built to assist this committee.  The law 

also stated that all State devices should cooperate and coordinate 

with the committee while the committee does not have real 

general control over the elections.   

 The judicial supervision of the Higher Committee has been 

defected and felt short regarding its anticipated function because 

the branch committees were administrated by civil servants, 

which opens the gate wide for using many illegal techniques to 

influence the results throughout the electoral process. Participants 

in the conference stressed the importance of extending the 

jurisdiction of the committee to encompass the electoral process 

from early as preparing the tables of voters, to announce final 

results. Also of importance is the issue of securing the 

collaboration between government apparatus and the committee. 

The law in its current form does not specify any measures to be 

taken against those who refuse to cooperate with the committee. 

Yet, discussants said it can be resorted to law 123 in such cases.  

 The role of the Higher Committee is quite absent from the 

Egyptian political life and public life in general.  Its role was only 

limited to its activities during the elections time and it did not 



   

play any tangible role in political education of the public or 

training them for the elections, or even preparing for the 

upcoming elections or developing the culture of voting in the 

Egyptian society. 

 Despite that the President of the Republic pointed in his 

speech before the Shura Council and Peoples' Assembly meeting 

on the Constitutional amendments that the justification for 

amending article 88 of the Constitution is to set guarantees to 

ensure the appropriate expression of the public in choosing their 

representatives and enabling as many voters as possible to cast 

their votes, this purpose was not achieved whatsoever during the 

very first elections where the Higher Committee for Elections was 

in charge, i.e. the half seat renewal of Shura Council membership.  

It is most likely that the scenario of these elections would repeat 

itself in the future unless the existing the political régime and the 

political elite possess enough political will to run free and fair 

elections. 

Fifth: Towards Developing of the Performance of the 

Higher Committee for Elections in Egypt 

 Constitutional and legal reform represents one of the main 

entries for achieving political reform and regulating political 

practice. Therefore, the constitutional and legal framework 

regulating the operations of the Higher Committee for Elections 

in Egypt could be re-evaluated and restructured according to the 

following propositions and suggestions: 

 The judicial supervision over elections is a necessity in the 

stage of transition towards democracy.  There must be a 

distinction between administrating the elections and supervising 

them.  While the electoral committee is in charge of 

administrating the electoral process throughout its various stages, 

supervising the elections must be in the hands of judges, and in 

order to achieve that more than one committee can be aggregated 

together in one voting station so as it would be easier for the 

judges to monitor the elections. 

 The existence of a supreme electoral committee in charge 

of supervising the electoral process in all its stages and cancel the 

judicial supervision over every polling box and voting station 



   

would definitely cost a lot of skepticism and suspicion about the 

credibility of such committee, especially when the law stipulates 

ending the Presidential and the legislative elections in only one 

day and increasing the number of voting stations and voting 

committees.  Carrying on with such system would definitely face 

enormous challenges represented by the growing violence and 

gangster ship practices as well as buying votes where these two 

phenomena represent a critical situation that stipulates finding a 

legal deterrent that would limit the spread and domination of such 

practices. 

 The abundant phenomenon of buying votes and reverting to 

violence in elections would cast black shadows over the electoral 

process and the political community and regime as a whole.  

There is a dire need for vitalizing the law and implementing law 

firmly against buying votes and providing assistance or gifts or 

presents to the voters to influence their choices.  The Higher 

Committee for Legislative Elections should also be in charge of 

deciding a rigid ceiling for the expenses of electoral campaigns as 

well as revealing the sources of funding for all candidates in the 

way that prevents the intervention of any other parties in funding 

the electoral campaign of Party candidates or independent ones. 

 To assure the independence of the Higher Committee for 

Elections and to enhance its effectiveness and credibility, it 

should be granted the technical and material ability to preserve 

law and order inside the committees and polling stations.  In this 

context, enough members of police groups could be mandated to 

perform this law and security function with the condition that they 

should be under the direct supervision and control committee.  

This is the case that is present regarding the electoral committees 

in some countries like India which enables the committee to face 

the tendency towards reverting to violence during elections or 

using illegal ways and techniques that would limit or vanish the 

fairness of the electoral process. 

 The good management of the electoral process would 

reflect directly on increasing the degree of participation by the 

voters and enhancing the turnout in the elections.  This should be 

a main target for the Higher Committee for Elections and thus the 

role in the committee in spreading the culture of voting and 



   

political participation among the citizens should be intensified 

through various meetings, seminars and training programs in 

addition to using the media outlets to emphasize that the way 

towards to raising the standard of living of citizens and providing 

jobs goes definitely through the elections box, and this will more 

importantly regain the trust of the citizen in the integrity and 

honesty of the elections administration. 

 The Higher Committee for Elections should have a tangible 

role to play in the political life in the country prior to the 

upcoming Parliamentary elections in 2010.  Elections require a 

necessary effort to be allocated for revising and clearing the 

electoral tables and voters lists as well as increasing the 

awareness of the citizens of the necessity of having the national 

number identity card because according to the statistics of 2008 

some 5 million Egyptian citizens do not have this magnetic 

national ID card.  Most of them are concentrated in the peripheral 

and rural areas where the mechanisms and devices for issuing 

such cards are not available.  This would in turn stipulate that 

those citizens move to very far points away from their residence 

to receive such card.  Therefore, the Higher Committee for 

Elections could play a role in facilitating this problem and adopt 

the issuance of a national number magnetic ID card for every 

citizen as a national objective to be achieved especially in the 

rural and remote areas.  This would definitely enhance the 

credibility of such committee in the political life and during the 

elections time. 

 The Higher Committee for Elections bears a lot of burden 

and is in charge of numerous national missions that it should 

serve till the next legislative elections in Egypt due to take place 

in 2010.  On top of the missions and functions which the 

committee should perform is to revise the status quo and set an 

electoral system that would provide equal chances for the Party 

candidates and the independent ones and does not allow one 

category more authorization than the other.  Such electoral system 

should also lift all the obstacles and restrictions over candidacy in 

addition to providing the freedom of assembly, movement and 

transportation during the electoral process.  The committee should 

also guarantee the State devices and the civil servants during the 



   

elections.  Still this all needs a great deal of political will that 

truly wants to have free and fair elections. 

 Developing the law of the Higher Committee for Elections 

in any upcoming elections requires providing enough financial 

support to the committee to complete its internal administrative 

structure as well as to establish technical committees and 

monitoring and follow up devices that could operate efficiently 

during elections process. 

 One of the elementary remarks about the structure of the 

electoral committees in Egypt is that while many political systems 

in the world possess one electoral committee that administrates 

the elections campaigns at various levels whether Presidential, 

legislative or local, Egypt has two committees; one of them is 

supervising the Presidential elections, while the other is 

supervising the legislative ones.  This situation by default has 

created a sort of duality in the Egyptian political life and it would 

put more burdens on the State budget.  So the question is why not 

have one unified electoral committee that supervises all sorts of 

elections nationwide.  

 In addition to the previously mentioned points, determining 

the term of the Higher Committee for Elections in Egypt by only 

three years represents a great restriction to the committee and its 

ability to perform its role in the Egyptian political life.  Therefore 

it is very legitimate to ask what is the wisdom behind limiting the 

term of the committee to only three years, why not extend it to six 

years so as the committee would be more active and perform 

more its role in the transitional period between one elections and 

the other and help in developing the voting and participation 

culture in the Egyptian society. 

In general, it could be said that without real free and fair 

elections that gain the trust and credibility in the society, the 

value, credibility and significance of the electoral process would 

vanish completely.  As long as there are doubts and skepticism 

about the ability of the Higher Committee to perform its role, it 

would be most possible to propose strongly in the Egyptian 

political arena the possibility of the intervention of various 

external parties in the elections, and therefore demand a wider 



   

scope of monitoring and supervision over the Egyptian elections 

by internal and international/external forces. 



   

A Study About Electoral Management Body 

Independence 
By 

Juan Ignacio García Rodríguez 

Introduction 

In order to begin adequately this work we must first try to 

define or rather summarize some of the characteristics that a EMB 

has. To this extent we will name just a few so we can have a 

better idea of what it really is: 

First of all we should emphasize that this body must have and 

be ruled by its own legislation which should be of easy 

comprehension and application by the general public. It should 

have a Constitutional framework and a term of office clearly 

stipulated. Appointment and removal of its members also 

established. 

The EMB should have all the public characteristics so that 

citizens could have a better and adequate access to information. In 

this age of communication, it is essential that the EMB reaches 

the total spectrum of voters. 

EMBs should have independence in order to carry out their 

labor properly as well as to assure equal opportunity in the 

electoral process itself. It should be empowered to propose 

amendments to the electoral law. Likewise it should have the 

power to hire and fire its own staff.   

Finally, we must emphasize that the political parties ought to 

be involved with the proceedings of the EMB but not to the extent 

of compromising or trying to compromise the independence of 

this body.    

In this introduction we should also attempt to define some of 

the characteristics of the electoral administration process: 

The EMB must remain neutral in all aspects of the election 

and reject and refuse any outside influence that could tamper with 

this neutrality, having in mind that the user or client of the EMB 

is precisely the whole population that votes.  

                                                 

  Servicio Electoral, Chile. 

 



   

There must also be a higher court, a Electoral Supervisory 

Body, where electoral claims should be settled. Now, this High 

Court or Appeals Court should be of administrative characteristics 

rather than judicial, therefore making the due process more 

objective and agile than a jurisdictional counterpart.   

Independent Election Management Bodies 

There are three types of electoral management:  

 Independent model; 

 Government model; and 

 Mixed Model.  

We are concerned in explaining with the first one we mention 

above. Nevertheless, we shall a brief introduction on what does 

each one consists of. The Government Model is where the 

elections and their general administration are performed by the 

executive through a Ministry, for instance, the Ministry of 

Interior. A good example is Spain, where this Ministry manages 

elections. The Mixed Model has a little of both Independent and 

Government models. A administrative independence form 

government in the administration of elections and an organic 

dependence within a specific government agent or body.      

What is an independent EMB? According to some authors is 

one that it is formed as an independent body outside of 

government who is also not committed or serves the executive 

powers or political parties and the removal of its members must 

be on objective grounds.  

An independent EMB exists in those countries where 

elections are organized and managed by this body which is 

autonomous from the executive branch of government, and which 

has and manages its own budget.   

First we should start trying to define what the general notion 

of independent emb‘s actually relates to. In this matter we could 

try to classify independent Emb: In this topic we can mention 

some definitions of what the term independence embraces: 

The first classification we can mention is the one related to 

structural independence is about an EMB being independent from 

the executive branch of government. It is a formal independence 

that can only be found in the constitution or the electoral law. 



   

"Institutional or ‗structural‘ independence can only be found in 

the constitution or law. 

Fearless or behavioral independence, as some authors have 

defined it, which consists of a strict control of their independence 

form government or political influence.   

We should also distinguish two types of independence: 

Formal independence: Deals with the law and the function 

and the appointment of its members and conditions of service.  

Practical independence: This is concerned with the practice 

and operations of the EMB. 

Both of these conditions must exist in order for the EMB to 

be truly independent.  

Criteria for EMBs independence 

Independence of EMBs is usually related to the 

democratization in many of the countries which for a long time 

were under authoritarian and military rule meaning the 

introduction of, among other things, institutional reform, which 

included the writing of new constitutions, change of electoral 

systems, rules, and structures.  Widespread citizen distrust in the 

ability of government ministries to administer elections without 

favoring the government parties – many civil servants were seen 

as corrupted by previous undemocratic regimes - led to persistent 

calls for independent bodies to run elections in these newly-

founded democracies. 

EMBs were not generally intended to be independent from 

government, nevertheless only until recently, in the late 20
th

 

century, has there been a growing necessity to assure a broader 

independence to EMBs. This is due to different reasons. The first 

of them related to democracy itself, the election of public officials 

being its main asset. To this extent there must be an objective 

body that can assure an impartial mechanism that can oversee and 

objectively inform citizens of the election results, and other 

affairs of government. This is why elections must be administered 

by and independent body which is immune to any governmental 

or political influence.    

An independent EMB would also achieve more credibility to 

the electoral outcome and electoral credibility in general. This 



   

would probably lead to a fewer questioning of the electoral result 

and thus reduce any ulterior reaction form the population.  

Roles and responsibilities of EMBs 

EMBs are responsible for a wide range of activities 

throughout the electoral cycle. This can have the  advantage of 

promoting electoral integrity by ensuring that EMBs exercise 

controls that reflect their responsibility for the entire process. 

Apart from the powers and functions related to the essential (or 

core) elements of an EMB, non-core powers and functions that 

may be undertaken by an EMB include voter registration, 

boundary delimitation, political party regulation, the 

announcement and certification of electoral results, the 

adjudication of electoral disputes, civic education, voter 

information, electoral planning and logistics, training for EMB 

staff, and the organization of direct democracy instruments such 

as referendums. In the most cases, this body also checks the 

balance sheet of their electoral expenses. It also approves state 

financing for candidatures and political parties.  

Financing of EMBs 

The financing of EMBs is quite variable. Some have 

independent funding form single or multiple sources and others 

have the legislature to approve government funding. The latter is 

our experience in the Chilean EMB, where there is a general 

governmental budget approved by the legislature which includes, 

in one of its items, the Ministry of Interior which includes the 

Chilean EMB, that is the Servicio Electoral.  

In order to assure independence of this body, there should 

also be financial independence as well, leading to an objective 

and impartial management of elections and electoral funds, 

without the involvement of government or political parties. 

Forms of EMBs 

In this topic there are 2 types of EMBs, permanent and 

temporary. Usually members of the temporary EMBs have other 

duties to fulfill in none electoral years. This classification has to 

do with its formation. If it‘s a government body, then naturally it 

has to be a permanent entity.   



   

In order to define the importance of one or the other type of 

EMB, we must first try to define who the client of that particular 

EMB is. Usually EMBs have, as clients, political parties and 

voters. This naturally means that there has to be an EMB that has 

to deal on a permanent basis with these two different bodies.  

Permanent EMBs have the advantage of also having a stable 

relationship with the Government. This has great importance due 

to possible legislative initiatives which involve the electoral 

system and gives the executive o legislative powers permanent 

access to information or assessment.  

Another task that some EMBs have, like the Chilean case, is 

the control of electoral income and expenses of candidates and 

political parties during the campaign and in none – electoral 

years. This monitoring is permanent in nature.   

A temporal EMB is associated wit the fact that they coexist in 

their organization with a non electoral body, like it was the case 

in Sweden, where the electoral administration was held, until 

some years ago, by the Tax Authority.  

The Chilean EMB has a permanent structure due to many 

reasons, one of them being the permanent financing of political 

parties; the in put and opinion in the various legislative initiatives 

involving electoral laws; voter registration and others to be 

mentioned when we analyze the subject.  

There are a number of advantages of a permanent body: 

 Its members specialize themselves in the electoral field, 

which is very difficult. This is probably the most important factor; 

 It has permanent budget which only increases on election 

years, so it isn‘t onerous to the national treasury. 

 Elections are better organized due to the professional 

character of its personnel and the uninterrupted planning that can 

be achieved. 

  Other forms involve either centralized or decentralized 

EMBs. The Chilean EMB is decentralized but related to the 

Ministry of Interior.     

  EMBs’ role in Latin America and special study of the 

Chilean case 



   

As we start to analyze the different EMBs in Latin America, 

we will find a great variety in regards to their structure, 

composition and appointment.  

 

The more numerous criteria usually refers to EMBs being 

integrated by representatives of political parties, like some central 

American and Caribbean countries, El Salvador, Nicaragua, 

Dominican Republic and others. In this case, the EMB is 

representative of the majority of the political and electoral forces 

in the country. This type of system is very much enrooted in the 

political and historical tradition of these countries, for which it is 

very difficult to change. 

This same thing happens when the EMB has its whole or 

partial origin in the judicial power, like in Brazil or Argentina, in 

the last case the electoral administration is run by the Ministry of 

Interior, a government body and the jurisdiction matters by a 

judiciary body. 

In South America, besides the two cases mentioned above, 

the general tendency is for the EMBs to be installed by the 

legislative, like in Uruguay and Ecuador. In Bolivia, the executive 

is who appoints the members on the EMB.   

According to what we have explained previously, it is very 

difficult to establish a one type of law in order to determine the 

appointment of members of the EMBs, but one element that is 

common to all of them is that they are of public domain and the 

fact that they are exempt of arbitrary removal makes them 

independent bodies. In other words, the member who has been 

appointed must severe his o her political tendency thanks to this 

guarantee. 

Choosing one or the other tendency has a very close 

relationship with the idiosyncrasy and history of the people and 

their process as citizens in their own countries. One example of 

this, is the Mexican case, in which the evolution of the EMB is 

symptomatic to what we are expressing above. During the 

electoral reforms of the 90‘s there instituted the term 

―citizenation‖ of the Electoral Bodies which constituted an 

original and creative effort in these subjects. The members of the 

Superior Council of this body were citizens of diverse 

professions, foreign to the political conjuncture that reflected the 



   

general feelings and moods of the civil society before the 

electoral process.  

With the passing of time, this effort has weakened and 

gradually evolved into the appointment of members chosen by the 

political parties according to quotas or other formulas of 

distribution of offices. 

Once again we must be emphatic in that it is very difficult to 

promote one solution for such a complex problem. 

There is one element which should be analyzed and that is the 

political financing that virtually every country in Latin America 

has in its legislation. This element has accentuated the need for 

the EMB, which controls financing and the compliance to the law, 

to be a non – political entity. 

The fact that political parties could be part of the EMB could 

contravene the transparency of this electoral body. This type of 

questioning has arisen in diverse seminars being held in these 

countries in order to search for the independence and 

strengthening of these electoral boards, giving them higher and 

better attributes to apply sanctions for the infringement of the law. 

This allows them to act with absolute independency form political 

parties. 

The Chilean Case 

The Chilean case is usually characterized by the long 

historical tradition which converts the EMB into 2 bodies. One of 

them being jurisdictional in nature, which resolves electoral 

claims, proclaims candidacies and officially carries out the final 

scrutiny of the process itself, and the other is an administrative 

entity whose main role is the organization of the process itself in 

all aspects. The relationship between both of these bodies is of 

complete autonomy, but with the possibility of being able to 

appeal some of the decisions of the administrative organ before 

the jurisdictional.  

This dual mechanism also exists in Colombia and Mexico. In 

Chile it dates back as far as 1925, which makes it a historical 

phenomenon and which has remained practically without any 

reforms up to this day.  



   

The stability of the system has become a virtue due for 

example, that there have only been 4 Chief Directors of EMB in 

the 80 years of its existence.  

Now, it is important that the jurisdictional body, which has its 

origin in the Supreme Court, and the administrative one, which 

derives form de Presidency, are not entirely exempt from political 

standards.    

In Chile, the electoral procedure and organization is 

distributed among various boards and bodies, besides the ones 

that were already mentioned above. It is one of the main 

characteristics of the Chilean model, where different organisms 

are in charge of the diverse aspects of registry and the elections 

themselves. First of all, citizens must register to vote in ―Juntas 

Inscriptoras‖, or registry boards, where the only requisite is to 

hand their Identification Card. They must also inform their full 

name, ID number, their current address, profession and signature 

in the registry book itself. This information is later sent to the 

Chilean EMB where the data is incorporated into the system.  

There are the ―Juntas Electorales‖, a different body which 

will propose to the Director of the EMB where the Registry 

Boards will function and the citizens nominated for their 

appointment. The members of these Juntas Electorales are a 

public notary, and other public servants, including judiciary 

members. This organism will also choose by lot the citizens who 

will participate as one of the 5 members of the ballot table. This is 

a 5 member temporary body whose sole mission, and none the 

less very important one, is to receive the votes from citizens in 

that particular Registry Book, count the votes, fills in the electoral 

certificate and then sends all of this to another temporal organism 

which receives all of this information which is later used by the 

Higher Electoral Supervisory Body to proclaim de winning 

candidates.  

We must be very emphatic in pointing out the numerous 

entities which operate in the organization of an election are 

specially made up of citizens and not governmental bodies. It is 

important to point out that the ballots are counted by these 5 

citizens who have nothing to do with the government and are an 

essential part of the process.  



   

The electoral tradition in Chile runs quite deep to the point 

that in the last 50 years there has never been an electoral fraud, 

the suspicion of one or that has ever been proven in a Court 

Room. Even though it still consists of a very traditional 

mechanism, it has turned out to be quite transparent and full proof 

up now. Nevertheless, the system may need some modifications 

due to the advances of technology and the possibility to influence 

voters.  

Specific functions of the Chilean EMB (Servicio Electoral)   

As we already explained above, there is a division in the 

electoral administration where there are administrative and 

judicial bodies whose functions are defined by the legislation that 

rules them. In this case we shall focus on the administrative 

entity. 

Some of the more relevant functions of this EMB consist of 

the following: 

 Maintaining the voters registry (which is performed by the 

Registry Board); 

 Maintaining an alphabetical registry of citizens who have 

lost their right to vote; 

 Maintaining an alphabetical registry of citizens who have 

lost their citizenship; 

 Maintain a General Electoral Archive; 

 Resolve the design of electoral material in general. This 

includes the registry books and the ballots; 

 Control of the income and expenditure of electoral 

spending; 

 Receive, approve or reject candidacies. 

Some of the functions necessarily call for an independent 

EMB, assuring its objectivity and impartiality in the view of the 

public eye, though there isn‘t a financial independence of this 

body, there is a functional impendence which in some manner 

provides the conditions necessary to bring about a neutral 

administration of election, and specifically, the compliance of the 

functions already mentioned. 

Another important factor to consider is the Chief Director 

appointment and removal. He or she is appointed by the President 

but in agreement with the Senate. His removal must be made in 



   

the same manner in which he was appointed. He also has 

jurisdictional immunity which consists in the fact that in order to 

be summoned by a Court of Law, the Appeals Court must first 

allow it through a special due process.     

These are some of the most important guarantees which, in 

some manner, assist in the performance and accountability of the 

EMB and its Chief Director.   

Conclusion 

We can conclude that the following and ideal principles, 

which are somewhat difficult to accomplish: 

 An independent, permanent and apolitical EMB seems to 

have the best harmony for current and recent times, though 

keeping in mind that its origin will be legislative and, therefore, 

political. 

 The professionalism permanent and stable personnel of the 

EMB is direly required because the administration of an election 

relies mainly on their capacity to adequately organize it, therefore 

becoming the fundamental support of the institution, since its 

authorities are temporary.   
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Upgrading and Modernizing the Electoral Tables 

and the Voting System: An Information Technology 

Vision 

By 

Raafat Radwan & Gamal Mohamed Gheitas 

Prelude 

It is quite affirmed now that elections were executed and the 

results were greatly accepted and appreciated in tens of countries 

worldwide, based on certain tools and technologies provided by 

the current information and communication technology on top of 

which the electronic electoral tables systems as well as the 

electronic voting one in addition to the electronic monitoring of 

registration, voting, sorting and declaration of results.  Though 

elections used to be carried out through merely manual and 

human based concept where papers, pens and intellectual abilities 

of elections employees and the persons who are in charge of 

planning, administrating and monitoring, were altogether 

combining the decisive factors and new machines were used, 

things began to change dramatically as the electoral process 

abandoned the manual work environment and shifted towards 

another one where electronic devices, computers, information and 

communication networks, advanced software, mega specialized 

data processing systems as well as other technologies became the 

elements that undertake huge tons of data and complex operations 

into fractions of seconds.  Generally, with the advance of 

technology and more experience built, this trend became more 

apparent and emphasize in the way that would suggest that within 

few years the world will be witnessing a comprehensive shift and 

change towards a more comprehensive and much deeper 

phenomenon that can be called 'electronic democracy'.  In light of 

all that, it becomes a great mistake to debate the issue of public 

elections without tackling this huge development in the 

mechanisms implementing the electoral process. 

 

                                                 
 This paper was translated through CPRS, FEPS, Cairo- University. 

 



   

Requirements and Challenges of Information Technology 

Modernization of Electoral Process 

Shifting things from the paper manual human executed 

elections system where the supervision and monitoring is carried 

out by human being to another system where the voting 

supervision and all sorts of execution are done electronically is 

not a simple or easy thing.  It is actually a very tough and difficult 

process that requires true and devoted efforts exerted by all 

parties related to the electoral process and the democratic issue as 

a whole throughout Egypt.  This arises from the fact that there are 

numerous challenges and requirements as well as obstacles 

standing in the way that would take Egypt towards implementing 

such a new methodology.  In the remaining of this paper, the 

research will tackle the requirements and challenges regarding the 

three main components of the electoral process, which are the 

voters and the electoral tables - the voting process – the sorting 

systems and the declaration of results.  The research will tackle 

this particular point through a certain perspective of the 

relationship between the existing legal and circumstantial 

apparatus and the pre=requisites and the anticipated advantages of 

shifting towards information technology application elections. 

The First Component: The voters’ data and the electoral 

tables 

Lists and tables of voters in Egypt are carried out through a 

certain legal and procedural and informational technology system 

that is relatively old (or obsolete) dating back to the early years 

after the July Revolution, and introducing certain legal and 

procedural amendments and developments that were introduced 

to the system.  It can be noted that this framework is composed of 

the following: 

- The texts of law no. 73 for the year 1956 regulating the 

execution of political rights where the first article of the law states 

that: "Every Egyptian man and woman reaching the age of 18 

years old should practice his and her political rights by himself 

and herself".  The first article of the executive charter attached to 

this law considering the voters lists stated that: "A general and 

permanent table is prepared for each neighborhood in each of the 

various sections of a city and for each neighborhood in a village 



   

where the names of the people who are eligible for voting are 

listed as long as they are not facing any obstacle preventing them 

from exercising their voting rights". 

- The provisions that were introduced according to the 

amendments of the law no. 173 for the year 2005 stated certain 

elements regarding the authorizations of the Higher Committee 

for Elections including: 

 Article 3 (annex c) in chapter one (annex) that included in 

the authorizations of the Higher Committee for Elections "setting 

the rules for preparing the electoral tables, their contents, the way 

they are revised, purified and modernized". 

 Article 4 of chapter two regarding the electoral tables 

emphasized that listing people in the electoral tables is 

compulsory for every citizen who has the right to exercise his and 

her political rights (the first article of the law obliges every 

Egyptian man and woman who reached the age of 18 to exercise 

his and her political rights by himself and herself) which again 

emphasizes that listing the citizens' names in the electoral tables 

for those who have reached the age of 18 is compulsory. 

 Article 5 pointed that creating the electoral tables is the 

responsibility of a department that would be established to list the 

names of those who are eligible for voting.  The administrative 

body is to decide establishing and creating these tables for three 

months every year starting from the 1
st
 of November till the 31

st
 

of January of the next year and to have one more month 

(February) to present these tables according to the executive 

charter. 

 Article 6 of the law gave the executive charter the authority 

to decide the way of creating and preparing the electoral tables, 

their contents, the way they are revised, amended, presented, as 

well as the ways that would keep these lists.  (Still there is a 

question on this matter stating or wondering whether this will be 

carried out based upon the rules set by the Higher Committee for 

Elections as stated in article one, or is there a contradiction 

between the two articles of the law?) 

 Article 8 gave the listing committee (which appeared 

suddenly in the law without any prior definition referring to the 

administrating body that would be in charge of starting the 

function of creating electoral tables as stated in article 6) the 



   

authority to check the identity, age and nationality for any person 

who has registered his or her name. 

 Article 11 determined the electoral origin of the citizen and 

stated that it should be the area where the person regularly lives 

and allowed each citizen the right to choose another electoral 

origin or place according to certain rules set by the executive 

charter. 

 Article 12 determined the electoral origin or home place for 

the Egyptians abroad. 

Regarding the organization and regulation of the electoral 

process, the following articles of the law decide about these 

issues: 

 Article 14 in chapter three states that electoral tables must 

be presented and laid out to the public in the electoral committees. 

 Articles 15 to 21 are handling the way for correcting the 

electoral registration and how to settle the disputes in case of 

conflicts on this matter. 

 Articles 22 and 23 regulate the authorization of declaring 

the commencement of the elections and the assigned times to 

carry out the electoral process. 

In addition, article 29 of law 173 details the exact way and 

technique for voting during the elections in a sort of detailed 

manner that goes as follows: 

 The Head of the Committee hands over an open voting card 

(sheet) for every voter (on the back of which the stamp of the 

committee and the date of the elections). 

 Voting and expressing the viewpoint of the voter takes 

place by making a mark on the voting sheet (use of pencils is 

prohibited in this step). 

 The voting sheet is folded and handed over to the Head of 

the Committee to place it by himself in the voting sheets box. 

 The voter is to put his or her finger in a jar of ink that 

cannot be removed before 24 hours at least.   

 The voter is to sign or stamp his or her fingerprint next to 

his or her name in the voting list. 

This article of the law also has a special paragraph detailing 

how blind citizens or handicapped ones would vote verbally in the 

elections, or delegate others to attend with them and point their 

opinion in the elections.   



   

Therefore, a legal framework is established that makes the 

registration and amendment in the electoral tables bound to an 

initiative by the citizen only with the exception of the 

amendments arising from death, judicial verdicts, military service 

or security measures where the concerned authorities perform 

their tasks. 

Therefore such legal framework gave rise to a certain system 

of circulation and management of data and information used in 

the electoral tables that state the names of the voters where an 

information cycle is established made of the following steps: 

1. The citizen who is wishing to register his or her name or 

amend his or her voting home-place should go to the police 

station at the assigned timing stated by the law, and makes a 

request for the registration of amendment taking the data out of 

the details of the citizen's ID and other official documents. 

2. 'The concerned authorities of the Ministry of Interior 

receive the data of the citizens who are wishing to register 

themselves as electoral voters.  These authorities are to possess 

and handle these requests as well as receiving the data for the 

ones who wish to move themselves from one electoral circle to 

the other, and this is done through extensive long routine 

procedures and measures that are similar to those of changing the 

residence of citizens. 

3. The Ministry of Interior receives the data about the deaths 

from the Ministry of Health and records them. 

4. The Ministry of Interior is supposed to receive data about 

the military people and the ones who were sentenced judicial 

verdicts that would affect their right of practicing their voting 

capacity as well as those who immigrated outside Egypt from the 

Ministries of Justice, Defense, Immigration and Foreign Affairs. 

5. All the previously mentioned data is collected, indexed and 

organized in a specific time to be used in upgrading and purifying 

as well as modernizing the electoral tables accordingly. 

6. This cycle is repeated every certain period of time and 

generally all the handling administrating and processing functions 

for the electoral information are done manually. 

After this presentation, it becomes quite clear that according 

to the structure of this system, the citizen – like any other entity – 

is the first and principle source for feeding the system with the 



   

data and information needed for upgrading and modernizing the 

electoral tables to make them usable.  The system is using all the 

little assistance from additional information sources that were 

previously mentioned such as the Ministry of Health, Ministry of 

Defense and the security bodies. 

This overall situation has led to five major defects in the 

electoral tables demonstrating forgery of elections.  These five 

defects are: 

1.The legal texts made the citizen the main source for feeding 

in the data into the system.  Vast segments of citizens have 

refrained and are still doing so from taking the initiative and 

registering themselves in the elections tables because of the ill 

reputation of elections, the ill treatment of citizens inside the 

police stations and the civilian records department as well as the 

complexity of the procedures needed.   

The outcome of all that was apparent in the fact that the 

number of registered voters in the tables is much less than the 

total number of those who are eligible to vote.  This is the first 

information gap in the electoral tables leading to a great deal of 

discrepancy, deformity and lack of accuracy that can never be 

remedied except by purifying the tables, because this deformity is 

due to lack of data, not a mistaken one.  This gap also built the 

way for random registration of citizens even without their 

knowledge of that as well as introducing false fabricated names 

that do not exist in reality and adding them to the tables as if they 

were newly registered citizens (there have been numerous 

incidents of collective registration of voters lately, making use of 

this gap). 

2. The current system does not have a recognition code that is 

distinctive for every voter registered in the electoral list 

nationwide.  Such recognition code would be bound to the voter's 

name and it should be part of his electoral identity (there have 

been attempts to create the so-called electoral national number for 

every voter citizen, but still the fate of that attempt is unknown).  

The citizens' names that are currently extracted from the national 

ID number data and listed in the electoral tables register only the 

name of the citizen and omit his ID number.  This is the worst 

point of weakness in the tables from the information technology 



   

perspective, because it allows the name to be the only way of 

identification, and omit the electronic privilege allowed by the ID 

number. This condition represents the golden gate for 

manipulating the tables and adding the names of the dead people, 

the people abroad, the children, as well as repeating the names of 

the alive ones. 

In addition to all that, the amendments of 2005 paid much 

attention to specific details regarding the electoral tables issue, 

but still overlooked deliberately the point of identifying the 

voter's ID, which is the elementary guarantee for the success of 

electoral process.  if this latter issue was carried on properly it 

would be the base for omitting many false and wrong practices 

taking place in the electoral committees and the voting stations 

which usually lead to many discrepancies especially after 

reducing the judicial supervision over the branch committees.  It 

is elementary to point here that this item is the first one that needs 

amendment in order to correct this law. 

3. The vertical closed circulation of electoral data within the 

governmental system only led to a complete detachment between 

the electoral tables creation system and societal institutions 

concerned with the electoral data which are supposed to be in 

charge of the so-called the changing voting right (which would 

allow or prevent the citizen for a certain period of time to cast his 

electoral vote such as the ones who are serving the military tune 

or who are affiliated to a military or security school are not 

allowed to vote as well as the ones who are serving certain 

sentence according to a judicial verdict.  These categories of 

people are prevented from voting, immigration, or working 

abroad.  Collectively, the entities that are relevant to the voting 

right are the authorities of defense, national security, justice, 

immigration, foreign affairs and the Ministry of Health. 

This situation led to another information gap within the 

voting tables regarding the positions of such categories of voter 

whom their voting status changes from one time to the other.  

Such condition should be considered while creating and 

maintaining the electoral tables.  Due to lack of doing so, there is 

a great room for forgery because nobody knows for sure how the 

names and votes of such people – who are in millions – are dealt 

with. 



   

4. Receiving the data of voters directly from the citizens in a 

manual way led to the deterioration of the information quality of 

such data.  This deterioration is manifested in many aspects, and 

one of the evidences for that is the fact that many voters are 

registered with only three names (first name, middle name and 

family name), while others are registered in two names only, in a 

way that would not definitely define and identify the voter.  The 

repetition of names has been another problematic phenomenon 

which reached 10% in some occasions.  Some of the names listed 

in the electoral tables as voters do not match the data on the IDs 

or voting cards of the relevant citizens.   

Therefore, and due to all of these reasons, the data and 

information present in the electoral tables do not reflect correctly 

the identity of the voters, and thus this even disturbs the voters 

and the ones administrating the elections during the voting and 

allows a great room for forgery to take place on the elections day. 

5. The current electoral tables system does not enjoy 

whatsoever a unified central national information and database 

that can be trusted as a point of reference, and thus would be 

accepted by everybody for revising and scrutinizing the voters' 

tables and lists.  Such point of reference should be comprised of 

the following: 

- The full accurate lists of deaths with a consistent and 

continuous update. 

- The full lists of all military people, security people, 

Egyptians abroad, with consistent and continuous update. 

- The full lists of the citizens who moved to live from one 

place inside Egypt with consistent and continuous update. 

- The full lists of the citizens who received judicial verdicts 

that would prevent them from voting as well as the lists for ones 

who finished their term and regained their right to vote. 

- The full lists of the ones who reached the legal age of 

voting with consistent and continuous update. 

It is almost certain that the first four categories of such lists is 

not fully available in Egypt and do not enjoy regular and 

continuous update, while the fifth category of these lists is driven 

currently from the national ID number database of citizens born 

after 1982 in the system that is called the automatic registration in 

the electoral tables.  Still the question arises: On which basis 



   

should we update and modernize or even purify the electoral 

tables while 80% of the sources of update are not available?   

 Conclusion:  

In conclusion, we can definitely claim that the issue here is 

not purifying the electoral tables.  What Egypt needs is a new 

comprehensive system for creating and maintaining the electoral 

tables and circulating the relevant data within that structure in 

order to avoid the data and information gaps in the current system 

which allows numerous opportunities for forgery and corruption 

and each and every stage and step of the electoral process.  Any 

talk about purifying the electoral tables without tackling the issue 

of changing the system itself and the way the data and 

information is processed and circulated would lead to nothing but 

helping forgery and corruption of elections against the possibility 

of free and fair ones. 

 

What is the solution? 

Typically the solution would be using the advanced new tools 

and techniques of communication and information technology in 

amending the system of collecting, handling, processing and 

circulating the electoral data and the electoral tables.  Fortunately, 

Egypt has already succeeded in creating the appropriate sound 

layer of basic data that could serve as a launching point for 

changing the current attitude to avoid its defects.  This so-called 

infrastructure of information is found in the national ID electronic 

number granted for every citizen in replacement to the old paper 

identity card. 

The national ID number project was basically based on the 

idea of establishing a unique and distinctive unrepeated national 

number for every Egyptian citizen, and thus this number (or code) 

would be the basic key that leads to a comprehensive record about 

this citizen and allows identifying his or her identity easily.  So 

the citizen can be easily identified and all his records and 

transactions with State authorities and bodies can be tracked 

throughout his or her life.  The national ID number is supposed to 

link the name of the citizen, his or her date of birth, place of birth, 

nationality, residence, family relations, professional job data, 

scientific data (education), the electoral home place, the military 



   

service (for males) and all other relevant data altogether, so the 

citizen would have a comprehensive record.  The source of 

feeding in all these information would be the birth and death 

incidents provided by the health offices, marriage and divorce 

incidents provided by the Ministry of Justice, as well as other 

sources from other State authorities and entities.  In reality, the 

basic data of all Egyptian citizens are now being fed into the 

system covering all citizens born since 1900 till now in a unified 

national database with a lag period of two weeks only at any 

particular time. 

Therefore, this database provided a ready-to-use basic data 

that can help in creating and maintaining specific sub-databases 

that would be used for specific purposes such as the sub-database 

for issuing the smart supplies card, the sub-database for the 

national health insurance, the sub-database for elections which is 

used here to prepare and update the lists of voters in a regular, 

swift and precise way. 

Therefore, the national ID number database can contribute 

strongly to eliminating the five previously mentioned sources for 

forging the electoral tables.  This can be carried out by means of: 

- Eliminating the phenomenon of people not registered 

through the automatic registration using the national ID number 

for every citizen. 

- Enhancing the information quality of the voters' data 

because such data would be derived from the recorded database 

and the referential national system. 

- Providing all necessary elements to establish a unified 

national information point of reference that cannot be 

manipulated or forged, and thus it can be used for regular update 

as a database involving the data of all Egyptians. 

- Controlling and updating the lists of the citizens who have 

a variable voting right by means of using the data and information 

on employment, residence and travel. 

- Establishing a unified identification code that is distinctive 

for every citizen and making such code bound to the voter's name 

and part of his or her electoral ID. 

 

There is another question that might be raised here: Could the 

national ID number be used for fixing or reforming the current 



   

system used for administrating and handling the electoral 

information?   

The answer is no… This is absolutely impossible, due to a 

number of reasons, on top of which is the fact that the current 

system for preparing and maintaining the electoral tables has got 

its own legal and information wise structure that was initially 

designed and built as well as operated in an independent way that 

would not allow it to cooperate and coordinate with the national 

ID number database except in very few exceptions.  The other 

reason is that the legal texts make the citizen himself or herself 

the present source for feeding in the data and amending it.  And 

therefore, it is not legally allowed to transform the information 

from the national ID database and set it into the electoral database 

except for the new comers or the newly registered voters who 

reached the age of 18.  On the other hand, the national ID number 

database has got its own legal and information wise structure that 

created design and operated in a way that puts into consideration 

that the old electoral tables system and thus it is feeding that 

system with the data and information it has (as mentioned before 

for the new voters). 

Therefore, there is a comprehensive structural and functional 

difference between the two systems (the national ID number 

database and the current electoral tables system).  This 

discrepancy can never be solved or resolved unless one of the two 

systems is completely dismantled and redesigned or rebuild in 

order to cope with the other system.  Of course it is not logical to 

change the structure of the national ID number database that was 

initially created on more advanced or modernized basis 

forecasting the future, and it is impossible to take it back in time 

with the old fashioned legal and structural electoral tables system 

that is using the concepts, tools and techniques of the 1950s 

(which has proven to be completely corrupt).  The only logical 

alternative would be dismantling and deconstructing the legal and 

information technology structure of the old voters' tables system 

and erasing it completely, as well as all the tables and lists 

produced by such system.  It should be replaced by a totally new 

system for creating the electoral tables and voters' lists that would 

take into consideration the national ID number database and 

accept to cooperate and coordinate with it, making it the only 



   

source for feeding the new system with information and the only 

mechanism for updating these lists. 

Such solution can be achieved through two different 

tracks; each of them involves a package of procedures.  These 

two tracks are:  

The first track: comprehensive change, the second track: 

partial change 

The first track: Comprehensive Change 

 Comprehensive change means changing the legal and 

procedural framework used in creating, maintaining and handling 

the electoral tables.  There are eleven proposed procedures to be 

carried out in order to interview such comprehensive change.  

They are: 

 

- First: Making the national ID number database – not the 

citizen – the only source for feeding the electoral tables system 

with the data and information through the application of the 

concept of automatic registration and amendment for the voters' 

data out of the national ID number database (not through the 

Ministry of Interior).  Implementing such step will require 

canceling the first article of law no. 73 for the year 1956 

regarding the exercise of political rights and some of the 

provisions of its executive charter which is currently restraining 

the national ID number database from participating actively in 

preparing the active voters' lists.  Instead of this law and its 

executive charter, other articles and provisions must be issued 

stating that the national ID number database – not the citizen – is 

the only source for feeding in the electoral tables system with 

information and data.  All other legal texts that are specifying a 

certain period of time every year for registering and updating the 

voters' lists must be eliminated and replaced by other ones that 

allow the registration and update to take place throughout the year 

through the national ID number database. 

 

- Second: The national ID number database should be the 

principle and primary assembly point for all the data that signify 

any change for the electoral status of the citizen and his or her 



   

eligibility to vote, such as being enrolled in a military or security 

service and so forth.   This would also require a clear and decisive 

legislative amendment that assigns the concerned State bodies and 

authorities (such as the Ministries of Justice, Immigration, 

Foreign Affairs, Defense and Interior) to supply the national 

security ID number database with an update of such data in order 

to involve these amendments to the electoral tables system. 

- Third: Eliminating the canceling the data of the old voters 

who were registered in the electoral tables before the introduction 

of the national ID number database (i.e. people born before 1982).  

The data of those citizens must be reconstructed from scratch 

based on the data recorded in the national unified database 

system.  This would also require a legislative amendment that 

would cancel the current legal texts that assigns the citizen to be 

in charge of amending this data through a written request to the 

concerned authorities.  New legal texts must be issued that 

stipulate the cancellation of the old database system for the old 

voters before 1982 and restructuring it based on the national ID 

number database. 

- Fourth: Creating a comprehensive national electoral 

database that derives its data and information from the national ID 

number database system and works in coordination with it so as 

all the principle data of the newly established national electoral 

database for all voters would be derived from the national ID 

number database and related to it.  The series of information 

technology systems should be created based on this new electoral 

system to fulfill all the needs and requirements of the electoral 

process in all its stages. 

- Fifth: The national ID number should be the main key or 

code for identifying the identity of the citizen inside the national 

electoral database and within the voters' lists, and eliminating the 

use of any other code or number other than this one. 

- Sixth: Issuing a legislation (law or decree) that stipulates 

the automation of all voters' tables and setting them in an 

electronic format as well as canceling the preparation, update or 

purification of the electoral tables manually, in addition to using 

the digital files in printing the paper printout or tables. 

- Seventh: Issuing legislation that cancels the current 

electoral card and replaces it with an automated one, or 



   

integrating it with the national ID number card so as the elections 

card becomes a consistent component of it. 

- Eighth: Providing a legal mechanism that allows the citizen 

to change his electoral home place through dealing with the 

national ID number database directly without forcing the citizen 

to stick to his geographical residence in using the same way the 

new birth certificates are handled at the moment.  Therefore, the 

current mechanism that stipulates that the citizen goes to the 

police station and the civil registration offices to demand changes 

in his residence should be cancelled because of its long and 

complex procedures. 

- Ninth: Serious application of the principle of freedom in 

circulation of information and data regarding the electoral tables 

by issuing a legislation that allows the public to receive both 

electronic and paper format of electoral tables throughout the 

year, as well as providing them for free to all political parties to 

keep them updated about any updates in the voters' lists whether 

in the internet or any other means of information network to grant 

the maximum access to such tables and lists. 

- Tenth: The law should stipulate stopping any forms of 

updates or amendment to the electoral tables and voters' lists at 

least two months before the elections so as the final lists are 

prepared and presented to the public and political parties 

according to the latest situation. 

- Eleventh: Issuing a decree or legislation that transforms the 

Civil Affairs Authority into an independent corporation for civil 

information and allow the new entity to become the one in charge 

of issuing the new electoral cards away from the current 

domination of the Ministry of Interior. 

The second track: The Partial Change 

The principles of this track are based on making use of the 

latest amendments introduced to law no. 173 for the year 2005 in 

order to start directly to create new electoral tables based on the 

national ID number data without the need to amend the law or 

issue new legislations.  This situation can be handled through the 

following: 

1. The Higher Committee for Elections should determine the 

rules for creating these new electoral tables according to the 



   

authorization it is allowed in article 3 annex of the law or to use 

the other alternative of amending the executive charter of this law 

according to article 6.  In both cases, the new rules for creating 

the electoral tables should include the following: 

Canceling the current electoral tables. 

Issuing preliminary tables using the national ID number 

database for all Egyptian who are 18 years old or older.  A mark 

should be made next to every name deciding the citizen's status, 

whether he or she has an electronic national ID number or not. 

Adopting a modern electoral card (preferably to use a smart 

card or at least a magnetic tape)  The card should include a space 

for a photo for the electoral card holder. 

Issuing new electoral cards for all those who have national 

ID numbers including their data that are preserved in the national 

database, which include the national ID number – the full name – 

gender – date of birth – the electoral home place (out of the 

residence) – the date of start of using the card – a personal photo). 

Delivering the new electoral cards in the same way the visa 

cards are delivered to the person himself or herself.  The cards 

whose holders are not able to receive should be returned to be 

kept in the police stations where the electoral home place of the 

citizens is, either till the citizen receives it or to be shredded after 

five years. 

Specifying a time span for every citizen who wishes to 

change his or her electoral home place recorded in the new 

electoral card so as the citizen would go to the concerned 

authority to introduce the amendment according to the assigned 

rules.  The amendments to the electoral cards should be applying 

the same rules applied for changing the residence in the national 

number ID cards. 

For the citizens who have exceeded 18 years old and did not 

present their documents who have a national number ID card in 

the due time, the issuance of their electoral cards should use the 

same rules and regulations for the issuance of ID cards (if might 

not be logical to have an electoral card for a citizen who does not 

have a national number ID card, still there should be a national 

plan to issue an electoral card parallel to the national number ID 

card). 



   

The electoral cards should be issued later on parallel to the 

national number ID cards and it should state the date of starting 

the use of it. 

Marks on the tables (the national number database) 

regarding the amendments and changes of the electoral status of 

every voter should be carried out according to the regulating rules 

(in all cases, a mark about the deal of the voter should be made 

and it is elementary not to issue the death certificate without a 

national ID number). 

2. As the law did not regulate how the voters would recognize 

their voting stations, which is negatively affecting the 

participation rates, rules and regulations should be set in order to 

facilitate and organize the recognition of the voting stations and to 

make it easier for the voters throughout the country to find the 

voting stations where they are supposed to case their votes 

according to the provisions of the law, either by the rules set by 

the Higher Committee for Elections or those set by the executive 

charter of the law.  This is supposed to include the following: 

- Specifying the number of branch committees through the 

database.  This is supposed to take place automatically according 

to the average number of voters for each voting circle to ensure 

swiftness of procedures and to limit the possibility of crowded 

voting stations. 

- Extracting the lists of voters in every branch circle in an 

electronic way and printing them out. 

- Making the voting stations headquarters addresses and data 

available through the internet in a central way so as any voter 

would be able to find the place where he or she will case his or 

her vote before the elections day. 

- Regulating the ways and procedures for correcting any 

mistake in the registration of voting lists according to the assigned 

rules for data correction and the legal ones. 

Whether the choice would be for the first track (the 

comprehensive change) or the second change (the partial change), 

each set of the previously mentioned measures should be 

implemented as an integrated package according to a clear 

methodology with a suitable set timeline, because all such 

procedures are complementary to each other and cannot be 

segmented or divided. 



   

 The Second Component: The Voting System  

If the struggle for changing the legal and procedural 

environment for the creation of electoral votes the way it is in the 

exercise of political rights law (the elections law) happens to be 

successful, we can shift afterwards to tackling the electronic 

voting system.  Such system would be imitating the same steps 

and procedures in the conventional paper voting one, yet things 

will take place in an electronic way that avoids using paper 

according to fewer steps that ensure much more discipline and 

swiftness.   

The same way there were two tracks for changing and 

modernizing the electoral tables, we can move to the advanced 

modernized voting system through two tracks as well.  They are: 

the partial development track and the comprehensive 

development track. 

The first track: The Partial Development Track  
It is the one where simple, available and low-cost 

technologies are used to modernize the voting system according 

to the available information technology.  This track goes as 

follows: 

1. Providing each branch voting committee with two or more 

computers (the computer will be a replacement to the judge) 

according to the number of voters registered in this committee 

(one computer would be the main processor and the other one will 

act as a reserve in case the first one is not functioning).  Each 

computer should have a card reader according the type of card 

that would be used (most of the voting committees are located 

inside schools that are equipped with computers, so the issue 

would basically need a card reader only. 

2. These computers are to be provided with the specific 

software for identifying the voters as well as the list of the 

registered voters for this committee (equipping the computers 

with such data can be managed through various external devices 

that would not have much technical problems, i.e. CD or flash 

memory).  The provided data and programs should be secured 

against any change or amendment according to the international 

standards. (It is elementary that a specialized technical committee 

handles the revision and approval of such programs to ensure the 

highest possible level of accuracy, trust and security.) 



   

3. Emphasizing the principle of preventing voters from voting 

unless they have their voting cards (It is not logical that receiving 

the various food supplies is made through a specific card that 

stipulates identifying the identity of the citizen while the choice of 

the President of the Republic or the representatives in Parliament 

is managed by identifying the voter by the members of the 

committee without his or her electoral card. 

4. The identity of the voter should be identified and a mark 

should be made for his or her presence as well as the full count of 

every attendant through the computer.  Hence, the voter would 

present the electoral card to the committee's secretary to pass 

through the electoral card reader machine so as the data are 

processed automatically to check the validity of the card and the 

presence of the voter's name in the voters' list of this committee 

and to make sure that the voter did not case his or her vote before.  

As soon as the verification process is completed, the voting 

procedure would take place according to the system approved.  

After the end of the voting, the card is to be passed again through 

the card reader to register the voter's vote (as an alternative to 

signing or stamping the fingerprint).  In case using the smart 

cards, the card could also be marked and thus it could not be used 

again. 

5. As soon as the voting process is completed, the program is 

shut down, and the one who does so should print these tables and 

the data sheet that includes the total number of the voters of this 

committee and the total number of the ones who actually voted, 

comparing them to the total number of voters, to get the 

percentage of the turnout.  Also a list of the attendants would be 

printed, as well as a list of the ones who did not cast their votes. 

All these statistics and lists should be attached to the electoral 

voting boxes to present the referential framework for verifying 

the data and ensuring that no illegal practices were committed.  

(The total number of voting cards in the boxes of this committee 

should be equal to the total number of people who cast their votes 

according to the printed data and statistics). 

Such measures would definitely ensure the realization of the 

following: 



   

- Easing and facilitating the process of identification of the 

voter and preventing anyone from casting votes in replacement 

for another person. 

- Enumerating the total number of voters who actually voted 

on that day and eliminating for good the unfortunate phenomenon 

of casting votes for the ones who did not attend as used to be 

before. 

- Ensuring that the voting takes place only once for every 

voter and preventing the illegal practices which were not 

prevented by the use of irremovable ink in the previous electoral 

experiences. 

- Providing a referential framework that ensures the accuracy 

of sorting even if it takes place in a manual way. 

The second track: The Comprehensive Development 

This means developing the voting system in a comprehensive 

way to shift it towards a completely electronic voting one.  

Therefore, the voting process would take place as follows: 

- The voter would feed the computer or the electronic voting 

machine with his or her data or a code number that signals the 

voter's identity. 

- The system runs a verification of this number or this data 

matching the stored database for all voters listed in the electoral 

tables. 

- After the verification of the voter's identity and making 

sure that he or she has the right to vote and has not voted before, 

the system would allow the voter to continue with the process of 

casting the vote. 

- The screen would show the voter all the lists of the 

candidates, and the voter is only asked to make a mark to one 

name or symbol, and press 'yes' or 'enter' to confirm the choice. 

- The vote is electronically transferred to the mainframe 

systems and is registered in the sorting and counting software, 

and therefore the results would appear automatically. 

- The database of voters would record that the voter has cast 

his or her vote.  The identity number would automatically lose 

access to the voting system again in this electoral committee or 

any other related to the database.  Therefore the voter can only 

vote once. 



   

There are several patterns for electronic voting.  They would 

go as follows: 

- The electronic voting at the voting stations. 

- The electronic voting through the internet. 

- Voting by means of use of home pc. 

- Voting through the interactive TV. 

The Third Component: The counting and sorting systems 

for the voters’ votes, and the automatic announcement of 

results 

This component involves a system of statistical information 

that operates on the computers to facilitate counting and sorting 

votes as well as to reduce the necessary human effort, and to 

show the result immediately, reducing the lag time between the 

voting and the announcement of results.  This system is fed by the 

raw data and numbers extracted by the elections employees and 

the ones administrating the electoral process from the polling 

boxes so as the software would process the required sorting and 

counting for every candidate.  The total votes are automatically 

added together and collected so as the final result would appear.  

Till recently, such systems were operating away from the voters' 

database.  Then, enormous developments were introduced to the 

system using the advanced technology which made the 

information systems and applications directly related to the voters' 

data becoming an integrated component in it.  Egypt enjoys the 

availability of some programs and systems used in automatic 

sorting and counting as well as producing statistics, yet such 

programs and software operate independently, and they are not an 

integral component of the electronic voting system.  Therefore, 

Egypt needs a comprehensive modernization and restructuring of 

this process. 

The advantages of applying the previously mentioned 

system 

According to all the previous explanation presented about the 

application of the information technology with elections, it 

becomes apparent that using the information technology in 

administrating and controlling the electoral process requires a 

comprehensive system, not only a voting one.  In case such 



   

comprehensive system is introduced and operated, the following 

advantages would be available: 

- The citizen would be enabled to identify the path of his 

vote immediately after casting his or her vote in the voting box or 

at the voting station.  The voter would see on the screen 

immediately his name, national ID, number and the candidate he 

chose after casting his vote.  In addition, the voting incident 

would be recorded in a technical way that would not allow any 

sort of alternation or manipulation after the voter makes his final 

choice about the candidate he or she favors. 

- The electronic voting system could be designed so as to 

present detailed results for all voting boxes and present a total 

aggravated result for all the actions taken by the electoral 

committee.  Therefore, every one present at the premises of the 

voting committee or even outside (the representatives of the 

candidates, the civil society institutions and the voters) would be 

able to follow and monitor the whole process. 

- The electronic voting system makes the stages of voting, 

sorting and declaration of results at the level of the voting boxes 

or the electoral committee as a whole all integrated into one 

unified step or phase.  Hence, the opportunity for forgery, 

alteration or manipulation of votes inside the voting committees 

would be eliminated, or at least reduced to minimum. 

- The aggregation and declaration of results at the level of 

electoral circle, then the governorate, then the State as a whole, 

can be made in a successive way with very limited time lag 

between each incident and the other in case the modern tools and 

systems of data transfer is used to transfer the final results from 

the branch committees to the general one. 

- The counting, sorting and declaration of results systems 

could be designed in a certain way that allows the representatives 

of candidates, the concerned bodies, the civil society institutions 

and the voters the opportunity to supervise and monitor with full 

transparency every incident taking place inside or outside the 

electoral committees or even through the internet or TV. 

- If there is true intention to achieve such shift towards a 

serious application of information technology in the electoral 

system, the voter and the citizens as a whole will become true and 

active partners in monitoring and supervising the elections 



   

throughout the various stages of voting, and not only the judges 

would do that. 

- Nevertheless, participants in the conference stressed the 

importance of Infra structure required to support this ambitious 

project, as well tools to protect the electronic system against 

sabotage. Though in the next election 2010 it is very unlikely to 

be able to implement the whole project, yet it is still useful to start 

working on National Identity Card, as a pre-requisite for further 

steps to come.  

- Also, discussions pointed out to the necessity of convincing 

the government with the importance of the project. But priority 

wise, attention should be paid first to electronic registration rather 

than electronic voting. The former applies more to international 

standard and is less likely to be manipulated, while the latter can 

be abused and there are several cases where electronic voting did 

not halt attempts to fraud or manipulating the results.    

 



   

Technology, Transparency and Trust 

By 

 Ronan McDermott 

Part I – Voter Registration 

Why Voter Registration is so Important? 

―Voter registration is the most complex and controversial, 

and often least successful, part of electoral administration. By its 

nature it involves collecting in a standardized format specific 

information from a vast number of voters, and then arranging and 

distributing these data in a form that can be used at election 

time—moreover, in such a way as to ensure that only eligible 

electors engage in the voting process and to guard against 

multiple voting, personation and the like. The political sensitivity 

of these matters and the laborious nature of the task itself mean 

that voter registration is often one of the most expensive and 

time-consuming parts of the entire electoral process.‖
1
 

The voters‘ list is the foundation of any electoral process. It 

governs who is and who is not allowed to vote. Registration is an 

essential administrative control that ensures that polling takes 

place in an orderly fashion, that those who are eligible may 

participate by casting one, and only one vote. Registration is also 

a critical resource for Election Management Bodies (EMBs) as 

they plan the operational and logistical arrangements for polling – 

ensuring that the right amount of ballot papers, voting kits, 

polling staff and so forth are provided at the right places. 

Regardless of how polling, counting and result tabulation are 

conducted (and not to underestimate the importance of these 

electoral activities) it is the voters‘ list that, in large measure, 

determines the verdict of the public in the electoral process.  

                                                 
1
 IDEA Electoral System Design, p154  



   

Computerised Voter Registration Databases 

Common Problems with the Voters’ Lists 

1- Duplicate Registrations 

Most countries do not permit multiple-registration. However, 

most countries (Egypt included) allow a citizen to choose one of 

several possible places where they can register. These, typically, 

include: 

 The place of birth or the family or ancestral home 

 The citizen‘s current place of residence 

 Where the citizen works (to permit voting near the 

workplace, where Election Day is not a holiday) 

 Where the citizen owns property or has some other 

connection 

This diversity of possibilities, combined with inefficient or 

poorly-managed administrative procedures for transacting 

changes of address or relocation of voting choice, means that 

most voters‘ lists contain duplicates. The challenge to the EMB 

seeking to identify and remove duplicates is to distinguish 

between ―innocent‖ and ―fraudulent‖ multiple registrations. The 

former can be facilitated to regularise their data (perhaps by being 

reminded of their infringement and asked to pick which of the 

multiple registrations is the ―right one‖, or perhaps, as in 

Palestine, by the simple deletion of all but the most recent 

registration record) while the latter can be pursued through the 

courts. 

Simple mechanisms such as the use of electoral ink (a.k.a. 

electoral stain or indelible ink) can inhibit, but not eliminate the 

abuse of multiple registrations for electoral fraud. 

2- Deceased Persons 

The inclusion of voters who have died is, along with the 

exclusion of very young voters (those who have just reached 

voting age) is a common complaint about voters‘ lists. 

In a society where registration of deaths is sketchy and 

incomplete, and where even this partial data is not reported to the 

EMB, there is no way that the names of all deceased voters can be 

removed from the voters‘ lists. 

In societies where a financial or other benefit derives from 

not reporting the death of an elderly family member, this problem 



   

is exacerbated.  See ―Granny‘s finger in the pickle jar‖
1
, Ross 

Anderson‘s take on the issue of public databases and mortality. 

As with multiple or duplicate registration, other mechanisms 

exist to inhibit, but not to diminish, fraudulent abuse of this 

voters‘ list deficiency. 

3- Ineligible Persons 

The most common sub-category of ineligibility is that of 

failing to meet citizenship criteria. This is most frequently 

encountered where large numbers of refugees have taken semi-

permanent residence in a country and have begun to assimilate 

with the local population, moving out of refugee camps and 

assimilating with the community. Sometimes, identity documents 

that are acceptable for voter registration (that requires citizenship) 

do not themselves require citizenship. In this manner, persons 

who are ineligible can be added to a voters‘ list. 

The next most frequently reported sub-category of 

ineligibility is that of under-age registration. Where the age (or 

date of birth) of the person in question is entered into a computer 

system, the question of eligibility on the grounds of age can be 

validated immediately. However, where the age or date of birth 

has been incorrectly written on a voter registration form in the 

field, the question becomes cloudy, and the risk of 

disenfranchisement of a citizen becomes real. 

4- Voters Assigned to Wrong Polling Station 

In the vast majority of cases of reported disenfranchisement 

that this author has had the opportunity to investigate at first hand 

(Guyana, Sierra Leone, Haiti) in which a citizen has gone to a 

polling station only to find their name missing from the voters‘ 

list, it was later established that they were on the database, but 

assigned to the wrong polling station. The wording of that 

sentence suggests a failure on the part of the voter, but in reality, 

the responsibility rests with the EMB, not just to ensure that all 

                                                 
1
 Ross Anderson, ―Security Engineering‖, Chapter 13 ―Biometrics‖, 

http://www.cl.cam.ac.uk/~rja14/book.html contains the chilling scenario whereby ―in 

countries where fingerprints are used to pay pensions, there are persistent tales of ―Granny‘s 

finger in the 

pickle jar‖ being the most valuable property she bequeathed to her family.‖ Similarly, 

retention of Granny‘s Voter ID card for voting, while rare, is not unknown. 

http://www.cl.cam.ac.uk/~rja14/book.html


   

voters are assigned to the correct polling station, but, equally 

importantly, to make sure that the voter knows what polling 

station they are assigned to. 

In some countries the citizen goes to a Voter Registration 

Centre that is located at the same building where they will cast 

their ballot on Election Day. In this manner, there is no confusion 

in the mind of the voter – you vote where you registered. 

In other countries, voter registration is done at a central 

location (Police Station, EMB Office, other municipal office) or 

using a Mobile Voter Registration approach. In these scenarios, 

assignment to polling stations must be handled with extreme care. 

The voter must be informed, when they register, when they pick 

up their Voter ID card or at some subsequent time, where they 

will vote. 

Sadly, and for a multitude of reasons, correct assignment of 

voters to polling stations and the proper information flow on 

polling stations to voters is an area of extreme weakness amongst 

EMBs. In static, usually rural, communities, the issue is simple. 

But, increasingly, in urban and semi-rural communities, this issue 

is often overlooked. 

Where an EMB has polling station data associated with each 

voter record, this relation must be maintained and enhanced at all 

costs. 

5- Under-representation 

Simply put, under-representation is when the voters‘ lists do 

not include segments of the eligible population and these 

omissions can be identified, by examination of the lists or by 

running statistical reports on a voter registration database or 

comparing such databases with other sources. Most common 

examples of under-representation are of women, ethnic or 

religious minorities, young voters or groups from specific 

geographic locations. 

6- Mis-spelled Names and Other Incorrect Voter Details 

Generally, while these issues represent an inconvenience and 

perhaps an annoyance, they are rarely so serious as to 

disenfranchise a voter. However, complacency is dangerous - 

anecdotal reports are available of partisan polling station officials 



   

using a minor spelling mistake as a pretext for denying a properly 

registered voter the right to cast their ballot. In many countries, an 

error in the gender (male/female) field may effectively 

disenfranchise a voter if separate facilities for voting are provided 

for male and female voters.  

Where EMBs struggle to reach the basic standards of 

completeness and accuracy, time and resources are usually not 

devoted to the correction of minor spelling and biodata errors. In 

manual systems, where data is moved from document to 

document by hand, or in computerised systems where data entry 

is done without recourse to such quality control mechanisms as 

double-blind, high error rates can be anticipated. Where voter 

registration data is captured ab initio to a computer system and 

confirmed as accurate by the citizen, such error rates are 

significantly reduced.
1
  

Matrix of Voters’ List Problems and Computerisation 
List Problem Comments on Computerisation 

Duplicate Registration Databases containing voter registration information can 

be queried to identify obvious or suspected duplicate 

registrations. This is particularly easy where a unique 

identification number
2
 is used (either external, such as a 

National ID number issued by an agency other than the 

EMB) or internal (generated by the EMB itself, such as a 

Voter ID number). Even without unique ID numbers, 

other biographic attributes can be used to identify 

possible duplicate registration, though this is more 

difficult as many persons share the same names and 

dates of birth. 

Deceased Voters There is little that technology can do in this respect if the 

fact of the death of a voter is not reported to any 

authority. Then, if the authority in question fails to report 

to the EMB, there is virtually nothing that can be done. 

Another problem with removal of such data is that 

identifying elderly voters, in particular, can be difficult 

as they are less likely to have ID documents and less 

likely to have full date of birth data (knowing only year 

of birth). 

                                                 
1
 Examples of such capture include DRC (2004) and, in a pilot for Joint Civil and Voter 

Registration in Afghanistan (2007). In both these examples, the registrant was invited to 

check and confirm the accuracy of the data before it was saved or printed to an ID card. 
2
 It is a fundamental of database design that each record should be uniquely identified by 

one or more attributed (aka fields). In voter registration databases, the absence of this 

approach has implications for performance as well as integrity.  



   

List Problem Comments on Computerisation 

Ineligible Persons Determination of eligibility is first and foremost a human 

function. Whether the prospective voter applies in person 

to the EMB or is registered ―automatically‖ by transfer 

of data from a Civil Registry or similar agency. A human 

official will examine documents and determine 

eligibility. Computers simply capture the information for 

subsequent processing. 

That said, database analysis (such as querying certain 

attributes looking for tell-tale patterns) may facilitate 

identification of potentially ineligible names on a list. 

However, in general, the decision to remove a name 

from a voter registration database must be made by a 

legally-authorised official of the EMB and best practise 

dictates that any voter so disenfranchised must be given 

an opportunity to contest or appeal the decision. 

Polling Station Mis-

assignment 

It is extremely difficult to retrospectively correct such 

errors in a voter registration database. Where new 

registration is being conducted and with timely 

preparation, codebooks (directories or lists) containing 

valid address-Polling Station-Electoral District 

combinations can be made available to EMB officials 

filling or processing the voter registration forms. Data 

entry software can be programmed to only permit the 

entry of valid combinations and reject or flag for official 

scrutiny any anomalous transactions. 

Any information systems under consideration or 

development for voter registration must include 

functionality to manage polling station and electoral area 

data and – critically – to permit the bulk assignment / 

reassignment of voters to polling stations when, as is 

reasonably expected in routine electoral administration, 

changes are made to polling station schema or similar 

electoral area/district information. 



   

List Problem Comments on Computerisation 

Under-representation The power of database systems to generate reports can 

quickly highlight under-representation by showing gaps 

in such demographics as age, gender, ethnicity, religion, 

disability and so forth. The ability to relate voter 

registration databases with other sources of demographic 

data (from Census or Health or Education agencies) 

greatly enhances this reporting capacity. This is the 

contribution that computerisation can make to achieving 

full representation. 

Nevertheless, EMBs must use voter and civil education 

campaigns and take proactive steps to reach out to any 

segments of the population which, for whatever reason, 

may be under-represented. Computers can render such 

efforts more effective by identifying such gaps with 

greater accuracy (by age and geography, language or 

other characteristics) allowing highly focussed 

campaigns. 

Mis-spelled Names  Users of word processing software will be familiar with 

spell checker functionality. When the user types a word 

and the system does not recognise this word, it first 

offers the user a range of possible words closest to the 

entered word. The user may select from this offering or, 

if the word they have entered is actually correctly 

spelled, the user may add the new word to the system‘s 

dictionary so that future entries of this word will be 

accepted. 

Similarly, when data is being entered into a 

computerised voter registration database, dictionaries of 

personal names, addresses and place-names can be 

quickly developed. All new (previously unrecognised) 

entries will be either corrected (based on existing 

dictionary entries) or, with suitable oversight, added to 

the dictionaries. In this manner, the quality of the data in 

the voter registration database can be greatly enhanced. 

One caveat however. Where data is entered from a paper 

form completed in the field by the voter or by an EMB 

official, errors made by those persons (in copying 

information from a birth certificate or National ID card 

for example) may be faithfully reproduced in the 

database. All too often, the blame is placed on the 

computerisation process for inaccuracies in the list. 

Training, supervision and strict quality control 

mechanisms in the field are essential components of an 

accurate end-to-end voter registration database. 



DDEM – Database-Driven Elections Material 

Where accurate and complete information is available in a 

timely manner (that is, changes are promptly notified and 

applied) an EMB should consider using databases (as distinct 

from mere documents or spreadsheets) to capture such election 

data as: 

 Administrative Districts 

 Electoral Districts 

 Polling Stations 

 Voter Registration 

 Political Parties 

 Symbols 

 Candidate Nominations 

 Results 

Once an EMB has established such data sources (and they 

represent a significant challenge – not so much to create, but to 

maintain), enormous potential exists to develop database-

driven elections material. The most common (or most public) 

example is, naturally, the Voters‘ Lists. But other, less visible, 

but highly valuable possibilities emerge. An example is the 

automation of ballot paper design and pre-production. By 

integrating the data in Candidate, Political Party, Constituency 

and related tables with suitable desktop publishing software  

design templates, the actual ballot paper designs can be output 

automatically.  

Another example, developed by IFES for  Local 

Government Elections 2004, involved the automation of ballot 

paper distribution and tracking. The following figures 

illustrate. 

 

 

 



   

Figure1. IFES designed ballot paper tracking form at 

Ward Level showing the exact number of books of 100 and 50 

to be distributed to each polling station. Each form was 

automatically generated from database tables containing 

Polling Station, ballot paper production numbers and related 

information. 

 

Figure 2. Each Polling Station used this form to track the number of 

books of ballot papers supplied to each Presiding Officer. The actual 

serial numbers of books of ballot papers were recorded on this form at the 

point of handover. The forms were used as an audit trail when ballot 

boxes were returned to the EMB. This mechanism allowed greater 

accountability in the distribution and use of ballot papers.



   

Technology in Voter Registration - Lessons Learned In Other 

Countries 

Pakistan 

Pakistan has a highly sophisticated civil registration 

agency, NADRA, who are the proud owners of the world‘s 

largest facial biometric database (over 40 million). 

Unfortunately, this database is not a resource available to the 

Election Commission of Pakistan. ECP had collaborated in 

previous electoral cycles with the Civil Registry. But in 2006, 

they embarked on a house-to-house enumeration exercise in 

order to create a new voter registry. The fresh voter 

registration exercise was required because of major flaws and 

lack of stakeholder confidence in the previous voters‘ lists.  

Because it lacked in-house capacity in this regard, ECP 

decided to outsource the computerisation of the voters‘ lists. A 

competitive procurement process resulted in a consortium of 

Pakistani companies being contracted to uplift in excess of 20 

million voter registration forms from five ECP locations 

nationwide, establish, equip, staff and operate an 675-seat data 

centre (at Lahore), conduct double-blind data entry, print and 

deliver to approximately 125 District ECP offices 5 copies of 

the Draft Electoral Roll (DER). 

When published, the draft roll was characterised by solid 

accuracy, but serious problems with completeness. Briefly, the 

threshold for participation in the voter registration process was 

the possession by the registrant of a National Identity Card. 

But the Civil Registry had failed to reach tens of millions of 

citizens of voting age, with a disproportionate number of 

women, particularly in rural areas, amongst those 

disenfranchised by this prerequisite.  

While an IFES-supported Display Period (Claims & 

Objections period) netted almost 3 million additional voters 

(up from a mere 50,000 additions in previous cycles), it 

became clear in mid-2007 that the voters‘ lists would still be 

significantly smaller than the numbers required by any 

reasonable standard. The political implications were immense 

with the major opposition parties threatening to boycott the 

elections, then scheduled for late 2007.  

The principle opposition party moved to litigation and, in 

August 2007, secured an order of the Supreme Court 

mandating the ECP to augment the 2007 electoral rolls using 

information taken from the universally discredited 2002 lists. 



   

While this effort resulted in an increase in the number of voters 

on the 2008 electoral roll, the quality, accuracy and freshness 

of the supplemental lists is cause for considerable concern. 

ECP will have to embark on a substantial post-electoral effort 

in order to bring it‘s voter registration database up to the 

standard to which they rightly aspire. 

It need not have been like this. The technical feasibility of 

augmenting the DER using fresh, accurate and credible data 

taken from the Civil Registry had been established but, for a 

variety of reasons this option was never aired in court and 

therefore never considered by the Supreme Court bench. 

The lesson to be drawn from the Pakistan experience (that 

is still unfolding, this paper is being finalised five days before 

general election in Pakistan) are that computerisation, when 

properly done, delivers an accurate facsimile of the 

information captured in the field. If the field exercise is 

flawed
74

 then the GIGO (Garbage In, Garbage Out) principle 

applies. Another lesson is that, in certain situations (such as the 

massive undertaking involved in the creation ab initio of a 

computerised voter registration database) outsourcing is a 

useful strategy. The final lesson from Pakistan is that EMBs 

must avail of reliable data sources from other public agencies, 

in this case the Civil Registry, to validate and verify the data 

on its voter registration databases. 

IFES Pakistan is currently procuring the IT platform on 

which the ECP will place its voter registration databases and 

that will permit the sustainable management of the data. 

Guyana 

The voting population of Guyana, a small (and the only 

English-speaking) country in South America is of the order of 

400,000. Following 28 years of rigging, 1992 saw the first free 

and fair elections that heralded a paradigm shift in the 

country‘s democratic processes. Voter Registration was 

conducted at centres around the country – citizens were 

required to visit a VR centre, submit their identification 

documents, register their details and have their photographs 

and fingerprints taken. The resulting MRC (Master 
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Registration Card) was sent to a central location where data 

entry took place of their biographic details. 

In the late 1990s, it was decided to scan the photographs 

on the MRC and produce a Voter Identity Card for distribution 

to voters and that would be required to vote on election day.  

Guyanese electoral politics was characterised by distrust. 

The main opposition party was adamant that the IT department 

had engaged in, and were continuing to engage in 

manipulation of the voter registration databases. No evidence 

was forthcoming in support of these allegations, but such was 

the political climate that the integrity of the entire process was 

undermined. GECOM (the Guyana Elections Commission) 

requested and received support from the donor community and 

from civil society organisations to conduct a database integrity 

test. While this test discovered several vulnerabilities in the 

information systems, it concluded that no manipulation had 

taken place. A subsequent Systems Audit and Review 

conducted by an international team from IDEA also conducted 

in-depth analysis of the information systems. A data-driven 

forensics audit was also conducted. None of the allegations 

made about manipulation of the voter registration process or 

malfeasance by information technology staff at the EMB was 

upheld. A Technical Oversight Committee (of which this 

author was a member) was established consisting of IT 

professionals nominated by the main political parties, by the 

donor community and by civil society was created. This 

committee oversaw the operations of the IT department and 

made recommendations for best practise and process 

improvements. IFES provided technical assistance culminating 

in the development of an IT Policy and Procedures Manual in 

2003. In 2001 the voters‘ registration database was provided to 

the political parties in a proprietary searchable format on CD-

ROM. By 2006, the entire voters‘ lists were published on 

GECOM‘s website. After five years of intense scrutiny, the use 

of technology in the creation of voters‘ lists in Guyana finally 

emerged as a process enjoying widespread confidence and 

trust. 

The Guyanese experience is offered as an illustration of 

how distrust undermines the process, even where there is no 

abuse of the process or ongoing malfeasance. Perception of 

wrongdoing can be as damaging as actual wrongdoing. 



   

Other Countries 

Where data is captured in the field on paper forms for 

subsequent computerisation, these forms must be designed 

with such computerisation in mind. In one country where 

OMR (Optical Mark Recognition) was used to capture voter 

biodata, as many as 21% of forms returned from the field 

contained errors in completion. This was attributed to poor 

training and supervision. The lessons identified from this 

experience were applied to a neighbouring country where 

similar forms were used a year later. By paying greater 

attention to the recruitment, training and supervision of 

Registration Centre staff and by instituting strict quality 

control mechanisms (including rapid feedback to staff whose 

work was poor) 

Increasingly, Voter Registration involves the capture of 

photographs of registrants. In the past this has been achieved 

using analog (Polaroid or similar) photography but digital 

technologies are now widely used. Many countries simply 

place the photograph on the Voter ID card and, certainly, this 

is a valuable identification approach. However, some countries 

(Ghana and Yemen) showed the way forward by placing the 

Voters‘ photographs on the voters‘ lists. This approach reaps 

huge dividends in terms of public and political confidence in 

the voters‘ lists. The scale of the information systems and 

technologies required at the EMB are significant though highly 

affordable and reliable. 

Enhancing Stakeholder Access to the Voters’ Lists 

The information on a voters' list is public information. It 

is, in most countries, published and posted for public scrutiny, 

even if, in some countries, this happens at the local level and 

on paper only. In a growing number of countries, the list is 

made available to stakeholders in electronic format. Typically 

this takes the form of an electronic document that exactly 

matches the paper document
75

. In some countries, the voters' 

list is provided to key stakeholders (typically, registered 

political parties and key civil society organisations such as 

domestic observers) in a database format. As my IFES 

colleague Mike Yard puts it: 
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"Political parties are a major stakeholder in the creation 

and use of a voters list. Their attitude towards the legitimacy of 

the voters list can have a significant impact on the perceived 

legitimacy of the process. In addition, a voters list can be a 

valuable tool to political parties in identifying their 

constituents, tailoring their platform to more accurately 

represent the interests of constituents, and getting their 

message out to constituents 

Electoral commissions have a responsibility to protect the 

integrity of the list and to build public confidence in the list. 

Political parties can be powerful allies in the fulfillment of 

these responsibilities, or they can be destructive adversaries. 

Therefore, a decision must be made, based on the political 

realities in each country, as to how much access political 

parties are given to the voters list."
76

 

Almost without exception, the widening of stakeholder 

access to voters' lists has resulted in an increase in confidence 

in the list, and therefore in the electoral process as a whole. In 

the last few weeks, the Election Commission of Pakistan has 

received widespread praise for its decision to make its voters 

lists available on its website (search.ecp.gov.pk) and also in 

PDF format by constituency to all parties and independent 

candidates. Certainly, facilitating such public scrutiny has also 

led to criticisms but the overall effect has been positive as the 

criticism has been informed (rather than speculative) and 

constructive (rather than jingoistic). 

Part II - Technology and Elections Management Bodies 

Challenges of instituting election technology stem not just 

from the complexity and political sensitivity of elections, but 

also from the difficulties of implementing any large scale 

technology project. 

The authors‘ experience in implementing technology for 

election management has shown at least five prerequisites that 

must exist in order to make successful use of technology 

likely: 

 A clear definition of the EMB‘s mission to conduct free 

and fair elections. 

 Clear goals for the technology project. 

 Realistic expectations. 
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 Willingness to re-engineer other procedures to maximize 

effectiveness of the technology. 

 Selection of technology appropriate for the environment 

in which it will be used. 

To focus on the last of these pre-requisites more closely, 

we can ask what the criteria for considering a technology 

appropriate are. These include the following questions. Can we 

afford it? Can we maintain it? Will it integrate with our 

existing information systems? 

Other characteristics of appropriate technology include: 

 Cost effective 

 Easy to manage, deploy, support and extend 

 Mature 

 Interoperable
77

, modular and flexible 

 Standards-based 

Common Pitfalls 

Too Much Specificity in Legislation 

Legislation introduced in 1997 in the Philippines went too 

far and was too specific about the nature of the technology to 

be used to automate their voting system. In fact, it was alleged 

that the law was so specific as to limit the EMB‘s procurement 

scope to a single vendor. Similarly, in the Democratic 

Republic of Congo in 2005, a law was passed that specifically 

mandated the use of a computer in every registration centre. 

This, in a country the size of Europe with less than 500km of 

paved roads. EMBs must be given clear legislative 

responsibility but must be given the freedom to deliver their 

mandate as they see fit. 

Establishing the Legal Framework 

While legislators are usually rapid in voting themselves 

improved pay and benefits, legislative changes to electoral 

systems and procedures can take much longer to push through. 

Given the political sensitivity of electoral law reform, EMBs 

that enjoy any influence over the process of introducing new 

legislation must make realistic plans for the time this may 

require. The danger is in moving forward with implementing 

procedural or technical solutions without legislative clarity. 
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Lack of Clarity in Needs Definition 

The EMB must complete a thorough assessment of the 

needs for which technological solutions are being pursued. 

Research must be accomplished to determine what options are 

available. Where possible, they should draw on technical 

experts from the public and private sectors, appropriate 

nongovernmental organizations and academia for support. At 

all costs, EMBs must avoid the trap of letting vendors dictate 

the technology agenda – a solution in search of a problem. 

Successful technology but does not advance democratic 

principles 

What value does a satellite vehicle tracking system bring 

to your country if large numbers of voters still have to walk for 

four hours to the nearest polling station? Why spend millions 

of dollars on high capacity ID machines if you lack the 

logistical capacity to distribute them and thousands of voters 

don‘t get their cards in time to vote? 

These questions are based on actual failures of elections 

technology. The technology worked just fine but the 

democracies in question were weakened (or at minimum, not 

strengthened) by the EMB‘s choices. In the former example, 

the money spent on the vehicle tracking system could and, 

arguably should, have been spent on providing more polling 

stations in rural areas 

Unsustainable solutions 

Some systems, such as voter registration databases, have 

an alarmingly short shelf-life. If the systems and technology 

put in place to create a computerized voter register are not 

maintained and if the procedures, resources and personnel are 

not in place to update the database on at least an annual basis, 

sustainability cannot be achieved.  

Failure to Get Stakeholder Buy-In 

Stakeholders—including political parties, civil society, 

media and the voters themselves—play a crucial role in 

determining the success or failure of the new technologies. 

Therefore, it is crucial to involve these stakeholders from the 

very beginning of planning the implementation of a new 

technology. In order for a technology to be deemed 

appropriate, it must make a positive impact on the electoral 



   

process that is commensurate with the cost, and it must be 

sustainable in the environment in which it is used. 

Sustainability implies ongoing financial and human resources 

are available to support the new technology. EMBs searching 

for the ―next great technology‖ are encouraged to evaluate 

existing and well-established technologies first, as these 

provide a cost-effective set of tools that can have an immediate 

and powerful impact on effectiveness of management. 

Technology can help to improve accuracy, reduce costs, 

increase efficiency, and, in certain applications, provide 

greater transparency—or it can be a huge waste of resources, 

or worse, damage the trust and confidence of voters. It is up to 

the EMB to proceed in a manner that promotes, rather than 

impedes, effective electoral processes. 

Part III - Electronic Voting – An Unequivocal 

“Maybe” 

There are some fundamental differences between the use 

of computers for voter registration and for voting. By contrast 

with the open nature of voters' lists and election results data, 

the information captured by and stored in electronic voting 

systems requires a high degree of confidentiality in order to 

protect the secrecy of the ballot. Such secrecy is essential to 

prevent voter intimidation, selling of ballots and other sorts of 

electoral malfeasance. However, this requirement conflicts 

directly with the fundamental need for transparency in every 

part of the elections process.  

Some mature democracies with highly educated 

populations well used to technology in many aspects of their 

lives, where trust in government and in the electoral process is 

at a high level, have found themselves in the middle of a crisis 

of confidence when it comes to electronic voting systems. In 

emerging democracies, where existing and perhaps murky 

electoral processes suffer from low or zero trust by the voting 

population, the introduction of electronic voting systems 

renders the process utterly impenetrable. Transparency 

promotes trust, opacity erodes trust. 

Electronic voting is complex, expensive and must be 

approached with great caution by any EMB considering its 

use. The two countries that are regarded as having achieved 

success with electronic voting have several things in common 

– firstly, they took a very, very long time to get it right. India 



   

and Brazil spent five and nine years respectively from the first 

pilot schemes to the nationwide use of electronic voting. 

Secondly, their EMBs enjoyed the widespread trust of the 

voting public and of the majority of key stakeholders.  

In those countries where electronic voting has foundered, 

the issue of trust is at the forefront. In my country, Ireland, a 

hugely expensive procurement of electronic voting systems 

was essentially abandoned as public and stakeholder trust was 

eroded. Following pilot schemes in seven constituencies in 

2002, questions surfaced as to the reliability, accuracy and 

transparency of the systems in use. It is worth noting that no 

specific deficiencies or inaccuracies were identified in the 

exhaustive review of the systems by the CEV. However, the 

emergence of such problems and the general vulnerability of 

systems could not be ruled out. The Irish Government 

established a Commission on Electronic Voting whose interim 

report, in April 2004
78

 led to the decision not to use electronic 

voting in the June 2004 nationwide elections to the European 

Parliament.As of 2008, there is no clear end in sight in Ireland 

to the question of how or even whether to deploy expensive 

electronic voting systems
79

.  

More recently, the State of California in the United States, 

withdrew all electronic voting systems that did not include a 

VVAT (Voter Verified Audit Trail). This eleventh-hour 

decision left elections officials scrambling to revive ballot-

paper and other old, but trusted, polling methodologies in time 

for recent Presidential primary elections. 

The UNDP have researched the possible introduction of 

electronic voting systems in Egypt. The paper states that e-

voting is 

―partly contingent upon the design of the technology used, 

its management as well as the human factor, i.e. the intentions 

of those implementing it and the capacity of those using it (i.e. 

voters). Thus, as a tool, e-voting in and of itself cannot 

guarantee the enhancement of good governance‖
 80

 

Electronic voting is no panacea to the problems 

encountered in the running of free, fair and transparent 

elections. 
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Part IV – Technology in Election Results 

When we turn out attention to result tabulation and 

transmission, we must again examine the contrast with 

electronic voting. Election results are, like voters‘ lists, public 

information and, in order to achieve the maximum stakeholder 

confidence in the elections process, must be handled with as 

much transparency as can be delivered consistent with speed, 

authenticity and cost. 

This starts at the place of poll. Best practise dictates that 

the count is conducted immediately following the close of poll 

and that the count takes place in full view of part agents, 

election observers and interested members of the public. The 

results are signed, copies of these results are (sometimes) 

handed to party agents and the results are posted at the polling 

station. 

Then the results from each polling station begin their 

journey up the chain. The number of stages in this chain 

depends on the nature of the election being run (Local 

Government, parliamentary, presidential, referenda etc) and 

the size and environmental characteristics of the country. 

At each stage of the consolidation of results, the tally 

sheets or documents used by election officials must be made 

public so that it may be transparently verified that all results 

have been included, that the calculations in the tabulation are 

correct and that no spurious results have been added. 

In many countries
81

, the polling station results are entered 

into a database, either following fax or paper transmission 

from the source. Such systems are a powerful tool that EMBs 

can use to ensure accuracy and completeness in results 

tabulation. Also, in order to widely disseminate results beyond 

their original channels of communication, such systems allow 

the automated publishing of results to websites. 

In some countries, results make use of fax machines, 

cellphones (including SMS mechanisms), fixed or mobile 

internet connectivity in order to collect and disseminate results. 

Such ICTs are essential tools to open up the ―black box‖ 

of the calculation and communication of election results that is 

so often the source of suspicion. As with the presence of 

observers, the existence of well implemented results tabulation 
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and communication systems has a powerful deterrent effect 

against manipulation by corrupt or otherwise compromised 

election officials.  

 



   

Part Tow: 

Project Events 
 

 



   

Summary of  Discussions: 

Seminar of "Modifying the Egyptian Electoral System" 

14 – 17 February 2008 

Session One: 

Speech of Dr. Abdel Moneim al Mashat 

I am glad to welcome you all in the workshop concerned 

with studying and analyzing the Egyptian electoral system. 

We have invited about 50 people from members of Peoples' 

Assembly and Shura Council, journalists, media people, and 

others from various political currents in order to represent in 

the best possible way the Egyptian political fabric and to arrive 

at a better conclusion regarding drafting a new electoral 

system. 

When we extended the invitations, there has been great 

enthusiasm for attending and participating in the workshop.  

Yet in the morning, I was surprised that many participants 

apologized and declined from attending due to various reasons, 

which is not a very pleasant thing for the organizers, especially 

for those who were enthusiastic from the beginning. 

The goal of the dialogue is to come out with draft projects 

for new laws that would be useful to our country regarding the 

electoral system as well as all relevant issues.  We hope that 

the decision makers would pay attention to such proposed 

documents.  I should extend special thanks to all of you for 

accepting our invitation and allow me to welcome dear friends 

and honorable specialists who came all the way from other 

countries to share with us their experiences; from Chilly Juan 

Garcia and Ronan McDermott from Ireland.  I also wish to 

thank the writers of the papers for the efforts they did. 

Today we will inaugurate the workshop, then we will move 

directly to the first session about the relationship between the 

elections and the democratic transformation.  

In the context of the attempts of the Centre for Political 

Research and Studies (CPRS) to go out from the campus of the 

university to the outer world, we are happy to cooperate with 

the United Group in this workshop, as well as other activities.  

Now I give the floor to Mr. Negad el Boraei, the Head of the 

United Group. 

Mr. Negad el Boraei: 

Let us start from the beginning: These discussions are 

midway of a process.  They are not the beginning or the end of 



   

it.  This process started more than a year ago and it will be 

concluded till the end of next June. 

In the first phase, the United Group formed a committee of 

a number of experts, some of them are present here now, and 

others are on their way.  The committee worked for around six 

months or eight months in order to come out with an integrated 

draft law for exercising the political rights.  This effort was 

prior to the government's attempts to introduce Constitutional 

amendments.  The works of that seminar were crowned by a 

concluding session at the Faculty of Economics and Political 

Sciences. 

The hardcore of the deliberations taking place during this 

activity was the issue of the Elections Committee.  As we 

proposed, regarding its composition, funding and 

specializations, the committee must be fully independent.  At 

that time, the government was not adopting the individual 

candidate system for elections, and we have prepared an 

integrated system for the representation of women and 

minorities.  We proposed our draft project to the government, 

but most of its items were disregarded with the exception of 

the specializations of the Higher Committee for Elections.  

Except for this one particular point, the government introduced 

its own vision which was contradictory to most of the items of 

our proposed document.   

Yet, fortunately, three major developments took place in 

the Egyptian political arena: 1. the elections of the Shura 

Council, which allowed the opportunity for testing the Higher 

Committee for Elections in a real experiment on the ground.  2. 

The Constitutional amendments which allowed the legislator to 

adopt any electoral system that would be seen fit (whether the 

individual candidate system or the party system).  3. 

Generalizing the use of the national ID number in an absolute 

form starting 2007. 

In light of the above, the following questions and inquiries 

emerged: 

- Is it about time to discuss the electoral system once 

again, regarding the lists candidates system, the party lists, the 

representation of women or the individual candidate system? 

- The Higher Committee for Elections is a fact, yet we 

have to revise it over and over again, and evaluate its 

performance.   



   

- The electronic registration (there has been a confusion in 

the voters' lists, whether this was intentional or not), yet it is 

assumed that if we are able to present a draft project to the 

government about the electronic registration of voters, this 

might help in solving some of the registration problems.   

 When I proposed this idea to Dr. Al Mashat, he was even 

more enthusiastic than what I expected.  Therefore, we agreed 

to organize our activity at two stages: 

A. The current workshop which is meant to have little 

number of attendants so as the discussions would be denser 

and more enriched. 

B. We will take the outcomes of these sessions and 

deliberations and move to three governorates (Luxor and 

Aswan – Alexandria – Gharbeya) to hold similar workshops.  

We will be meeting with academicians from these 

governorates, as well as political leaders and syndicate leaders.  

The workshops will gather 35-40 individuals each to present 

the outcome of our discussions in this workshop and elaborate 

on them.  A final step would be preparing the whole draft 

project again for the third time, and present it to the Committee 

so as we lay before them our proposed amendments for the 

electoral system, the Higher Committee for Elections and the 

voters' registration. 

Again, I wish to thank Dr. Al Mashat, the Centre for 

Political Research and Studies (CPRS) and the Faculty of 

Economics and Political Sciences for being a very important 

academic support to us since 1997.  The Centre has been 

providing such support as a specialized institution to me and to 

others.   

I wish also to thank the foreign experts who are here with 

us, and our experts Dr. Shadia Fat'hy and Dr. Rafat Radwan 

for their effort they exerted in preparing the research material. 

Session Two: 

Chairman of the Session, Parliamentarian Mohamed 

Anwar el Sadat 

I am delighted to be here with you in a seminar held by the 

Centre for Political Research and Studies (CPRS) in 

collaboration with the United Group.  I have had the honor of 

participating before in the committee headed by Mr. Negad el 

Boraei working on this project.  I also wish to thank everyone 

who participated in preparing and coordinating for this 

seminar. 



   

Mr. Abdel Ghaffar Shokr will speak for 15-20 minutes, 

then we will open the floor for discussion till Dr. Aly el Sawy 

arrives to present his paper.  

Mr. Abdel Ghaffar Shokr is a well known politician and he 

has an extensive experience and long practice in issues of 

municipal councils and elections.  He and we believe that the 

future of this country will be determined by fair and free 

elections.  

Mr. Abdel Ghaffar Shokr 

I wish to thank the Chairman and the organizers.  I don't 

assume that I will be presenting something new as I am here 

attending before an audience who are experienced in the issues 

of elections (academicians, activists and members of Peoples' 

Assembly and Shura Council).  Yet I will be presenting a basic 

introduction for discussion.  First of all, Egypt has been 

witnessing a stage of democratic transformation since 1968 till 

now.  We have some democratic characteristics running in 

harmony and full reconciliation with other authoritarian ones.  

Yet the achievement so far is not enough to describe the 

Egyptian society as a democratic one. 

The simplest meanings of democracy entails accountability, 

monitoring, circulation of elite, and this has been emphasized 

along the history of the capitalist societies. 

When the class division and struggle deepens in a society 

and one party or group dominates and monopolizes power, 

such party or group will abuse the legislation and the executive 

power to support its own interests.  This will take the society 

again into a stage of conflict and turbulence.  Such cycle of 

development took place in Europe during the two waves of 

democracy, the first and the second, and it is currently taking 

place in Latin America. 

The real moment of true democratic foundation came when 

the monopolizing ruling elite realized that its interests would 

be in danger unless it ends this monopolization and accepts the 

circulation of power. 

The pillars of democracy include: 

- Recognition of multiplicity of interests and allowing 

multiple ways for expressing them. 

- Recognition of a group of basic rights and duties in the 

society. 

- Everybody should be subjected to the rule of law and the 

State should be administrated through stable institutions. 



   

- The importance of the existence of a strong civil society. 

- Securing a minimal level of economic and social rights 

for citizens so that they can participate in the political 

competition. 

- Decentralized municipal governance. 

- Free democratic media. 

These pillars are elementary so as the elections would serve 

its role and purpose, i.e. the peaceful circulation of power. 

There are many criteria for judging the fairness of 

elections: 

The legitimacy of the ruling régime should be based on the 

consent of the public as expressed by regular elections where 

the public secret voting is practiced as well as the right of 

individuals for candidacy and voting.   

Such system is considered one of the basic and elementary 

human rights, and it is an integral component of a universal 

declaration for human rights.  Therefore, the elections must 

take place: 

1. Under the supervision of an independent entity. 

2. Through public and secret voting. 

3. Equality among all voters, and the authority should be 

committed to enable all voters to express their opinions. 

4. The right of individuals and political parties to launch 

electoral campaigns. 

5. The right of individuals and political parties to access 

various outlets of media. 

6. No interference by external forces. 

When all these elements are secured, the objective 

circumstances for the emergence of democracy are served. 

What happens in Egypt: 

You all know that Egypt recognizes the multiplicity of 

interests and multi-party system.  Egypt also had an experience 

in implementing the Parliamentarian system.  Yet, throughout 

the previous 32 years and despite many Parliamentary rounds, 

no elections ever in Egypt led to the circulation of power.  On 

the contrary, it used to lead to the ruling power winning the 

majority, and thus controlling all sorts of legislations, elections 

and Constitutional amendments.  Therefore, elections in Egypt 

are used as a tool for safeguarding and securing the monopoly 

of power, not as a mechanism for the circulation of power.  

Throughout the Egyptian experience, the elections are 

administrated by the Ministry of Interior, without real judicial 



   

supervision.  Also the voters' lists are infected with lots of 

problems and defects, thus jeopardizing the voters and 

subjecting them to pressures.  The mass media is totally biased 

to the candidates of the ruling party in addition to the 

interlacement between the ruling institutions and those of the 

ruling party.  No party is allowed to compete with the ruling 

party over the resources, and thus the political stagnation and 

the monopolization of power is served.   

Regarding the elections in Egypt, voting is taking place as a 

form of swap or deal (votes for services or votes for money).  

Therefore, the elections do not reflect true and genuine 

political choice of people as the process is no more than a deal 

for money or services. 

Under these circumstances, the role of money (and that of 

the businessmen in the elections) has escalated.  This has been 

accompanied by a number of negative manifestations such as: 

 Use of public money for supporting a candidate 

against another. 

 The collective registration of voters from outside the 

constituency. 

 The broadening scope of electoral bribes and the use 

of technology for that (such as the mobile phones). 

 The escalated and privatized violence, as private 

gangs are higher in the elections.  The situation in the past was 

liable to violence, yet in a much lesser scale. 

 Investing NGO and public charity in attracting votes 

in the elections. 

 The poor turnout and the low level of participation in 

the elections (the total number of the people who have the right 

to vote is 41 millions, the registered ones are 32 millions, and 

those who vote do not exceed 8 millions). 

What is needed to enhance democratic transformation and 

democratization through elections: 

On the formalist legal level there are very well-structured 

regulating rules, yet they are not enough to ensure free and fair 

elections.  Therefore, the existence of the legal format should 

be accompanied by the following: 

1. Restoring the political nature of elections (which could 

be achieved by means of proportional unconditioned candidate 

lists system).  Such system should not necessarily be political 

parties' lists (as the individuals should be allowed to form their 



   

own list).  The lists should not necessarily cover all the seats in 

each electoral district or constituency. 

2. Elections must take place under the supervision of an 

independent neutral entity that is not liable for impeachment.  

Such independent entity should administrate the electoral 

process in all its stages and should be granted the right to issue 

abiding decisions to all parties involved in the electoral 

process. 

3. The police force assigned to operate during the elections 

should be under the control of the Head of the Electoral 

Committee. 

4. The media should be instructed to give equal 

opportunities for all candidates. 

5. Redistributing or re-dividing the electoral circles to 

become more realistic according to the existing population. 

Introducing all these reforms requires a democratic 

environment for political reform as well as separation of the 

various State devices from the party ones in addition to the 

freedom of establishing political parties.  Still, all these 

conditions might not be necessarily enough to introduce a real 

electoral reform.  Thank you. 

Discussions 

Mr. Anwar el Sadat 

- There is no argument about the crucial importance of the 

issue of elections, yet before tackling the elections we must 

emphasize the importance of public participation.  The fact is 

that the Egyptians during the past few years became so 

desperate and unwilling to participate.  The problem of apathy 

and negative attitude towards elections as well as the poor 

participation must be tackled thoroughly as well as 

emphasizing the importance of a higher entity of supervising 

the elections.   

- The violations taking place (in the form of 

authoritarianism and security control) do not differ much to the 

existing situations inside many Egyptian political parties.  The 

Egyptian political parties have numerous defects, therefore, it 

is difficult to call for real elections while the parties are not 

efficient, active and viable. 

- There is one real positive element in the elections of 

social clubs or sports clubs, as they truly differ from the 

political or legislative elections.  We should wonder why and 



   

why are people willing to participate in party elections, not 

legislative ones. 

The effort of the NGOs is truly important and it is helping 

to support participation.  Yet the real problem is to translate 

the discussions of such workshops and conferences into real 

things on the ground.  There would be no solutions as long as 

nobody is willing to listen to what we say. 

Parliamentarian Ahmad Abu Baraka: 

 I have a number of remarks: 

- Elections present a tool and mechanism used by various 

nations to reflect the will of the public.  Still it is a system and 

a mechanism when the real meaning of elections is shattered, 

we would see other forms serving other objectives.  What is 

the use of the researches we do if we cannot reach to 

conclusions that can be functionalized on the ground?   

- Is the crisis of Egypt basically a crisis of its electoral 

system?  Of course the problem is very much beyond that.  The 

monopolization of power for a long time makes the individual 

citizen so desperate losing any hope of reform or 

democratization.  It is important to note that the first ones to 

use the weapon of money and violence in elections were the 

Ministry of Interior and the ruling party.  Others only 

followed. 

- Public participation could be promising.  There has been 

a little hope for enhancing the participation as we saw in the 

elections of 2005.  Yet when people lose confidence they 

would lose hope and lose the willingness to participate.  The 

internal conflicts of political parties are very much related to 

the political party law imposed by the government, as it has led 

to numerous problems.   

- There is a great gap between what is said and what is 

practiced, and that is a problem. 

I do not differ with the propositions of Mr. Abdel Ghaffar 

Shokr about the multi-candidate list system.  Yet this system in 

itself is not enough to introduce reform.  From my own 

perspective, the crisis lies in the Egyptian elite, not the 

Egyptian public.  The political elite are not ready yet to pay the 

price for its freedom.   

We need an intensive activation of making awareness 

campaigns, not only the electoral campaigns.  The social 

climate lacks awareness, and sometimes the elections can lead 



   

to a deadlock if the public are not oriented to the importance of 

participation.  In some countries, the NGOs play an important 

role as a partner in administrating the electoral process as in 

Australia. 

Sometimes the legislator imposes certain texts and 

legislations that are not meant to be implemented, such as the 

penalty against the ones who do not vote, or forcing the 

Ministry of Interior to present a train round ticket for the voter 

who is away from his electoral district.  Usually nobody cares 

for those who do not vote because their votes are being 

manipulated.   

There is a necessity to give the Higher Committee for 

Elections enough discretional authority to supervise and 

administrate the electoral process. 

Mr. Negad el Boraei 

The public participation in elections in Egypt is not as low 

as some people might think.  It is a considerably good 

percentage of participation, yet it takes place only when people 

are confident that their participation counts.  The idea is how 

to guide the public participation, not how to vitalize it.  The 

Fascist currents could come to power through the elections 

poles, so it very elementary to guide the voters' choice because 

if they mis-choose once it could be the first and the last at the 

same time.  

Regarding the political will of the State, the issue is how to 

counter-violence and adopt peaceful circulation of power.  The 

elimination of violence would typically be in the favor of the 

ruling régime because the current political stagnation can 

overthrow these elite and us all. 

Mr. Ahmad Abdel Hafeez 

There are a number of concepts derived from the title of 

this discussion.  The condition of Egypt for the last 24 years 

points clearly the relationship between the elections and the 

democratic transformation.  The only free and fair elections 

that took place in the Egyptian history were in 1924 and 1976 

because at that time there has been great hope in introducing a 

real democratic transformation.   

When the elections are taken out of their context, this 

would definitely lead to authoritarianism. 

- The more we attempt to reach to an equilibrium point in 

the political attitude, the more we regress backwards. 



   

- The idea of political bargaining is adopted everywhere 

in the world because the voters' interests come first. 

- Democracy needs a value loaded culture. 

Mr. Abdel Rahman Kheir 

- I have a remark, as I wish to point that the elections of 

1924 are not the best experience in the Egyptian history.  

Tarek el Beshry, in his book "Saad Zaghloul Negotiates with 

Colonialism", has pointed that "I think the best experience was 

the elections of 1950". 

- Regarding the collective registration of voters, there 

could be a different interpretation of that in case of the military 

factories constituency in Helwan.  The Trade Union adopted 

collective registration of their members so as to ensure that 

those laborers would have a seat in Parliament anyway. 

- Violence is not new for the Egyptian elections, yet the 

way to counter violence is by vitalizing this civil society.   

- Mr. Abdel Ghaffar Shokr did not tackle the issue of 

family and tribal connections especially in Upper Egypt, while 

they play a very influential role in elections in these areas.  

- There is also the problem of the sectarian fanaticism that 

is escalating in the Egyptian society as well as suppression of 

women. 

- The Egyptian elite have paid the price for its freedom in 

its own way.  Yet, the Egyptian society as a whole rejects 

violence even to introduce change.  The public participation 

requires enormous effort that is very much targeting changing 

the predominant culture of the society. 

- Clarifying the voters' lists is a very elementary issue and 

we must encourage the public to participate. 

Mohamed Anwar el Sadat 

 If we allow collective registration of voters, this would 

open the gate for exceptions and call every segment and group 

of the society to search for a seat in Parliament.  This would be 

a dangerous sign. 

Parliamentarian Mohamed Farid Zakaria 

When we tackle this issue we've got to be very much 

detached from idealism.  Mr. Abdel Ghaffar Shokr tackled a 

number of negative aspects, yet the question is: if we deal with 

these, will democracy take place in Egypt? 

Are the elections in the opposition parties' true ones?  Is 

there a younger generation leading in the opposition parties, 

are they truly opposition? 



   

No ruling régime has every given away its power willingly.  

Could the political parties on their own win the elections? 

People speak about amending or changing the Constitution.  

Yet what is more important is to protect the Constitution.   

Parliamentarian Ragab Abu Zeid 

Talking about the elections is highly bound to tackling the 

political environment, or else it would be just talk in the air.  

There is a very much corrupted political climate characterized 

by monopoly of power and wealth.   

The Egyptian people are aware enough and mature enough.  

We truly need a coalition of all opposition wings in order to 

invite all political forces to revise the political system in Egypt. 

Counselor Noha el Zeiny 

We must focus in our discussions on the topic of this 

session, which is the relationship between elections and 

democratic development.  We all know that elections cannot 

stand alone as an evidence for democracy. 

Parliamentarian Rabeh Basta 

I support Noha el Zeiny in her remark, and we should focus 

on preparing a new elections law, and recognize that elections 

alone do not make a democracy.   

We have not tackled a number of details, and still they are 

elementary.  There are some developments that should be 

highlighted, such as: 

- The grassroots elections taking place inside the National 

Democratic Party (NDP). 

- The Supreme Committee for Elections is composed 

mainly of people from the judicial authorities which matches 

the proposed project of Mr. Negad el Boraei. 

- There is a serious study inside the National Democratic 

Party (NDP) about the optimal system for elections which 

would match the Constitutional amendments and suit the 

Egyptian society. 

Mr. Abdel Ghaffar Shokr 

Now we give the floor to Dr. Aly el Sawy to present his 

ideas about this topic. 

Dr. Aly el Sawy 

I am sorry to be late, yet I was committed to discuss a PhD 

dissertation.  What I will convey to you is my personal 

experience through dealing with various Arab parliaments.  I 

will try to illustrate how people view the parliament regardless 



   

all other aspects and problematic related to Arab Parliamentary 

life. 

There has been a serious revision of the value of the 

electoral process as a whole in the Arab World.  In Kuwait for 

instance, there has been an enormous development, yet people 

are still skeptic of the value and meaning of the electoral 

process because of the stagnation of relations between the 

executive power and the legislative one as the executive 

dominates the others.  The same goes for Emirates, Bahrain 

and Oman, and there is a great deal of worry in Algeria about 

the results and consequences of the internal political dynamics.  

The same goes for Tunisia and Morocco.  So generally 

throughout the Arab World there is an implicit revision of the 

whole political and electoral process. 

- There are various Arab trends regarding the degree of 

moving towards reform.  The introduced amendments and 

changes in the political systems in the Arab countries are 

basically quantitative not qualitative. 

- In other parts of the Arab World the quotas and 

resources are distributed outside the Parliament where the 

society is stronger than the Parliament as in the cases of 

Lebanon, Kuwait and Iraq at the moment. 

- Yemen and Morocco are attempting to restructure the 

internal political environment according to the elements of 

international external situation. 

- This all tells that people can adapt to the changing 

political mechanisms. 

- The electoral system is a comprehensive structure that is 

based on three elements: the legislation, the mechanisms to 

implement and protect the legislation and the external 

environment. 

There are four main points of concern: 

1. The authorization of the Parliament after the electoral 

process and the relationship between the Parliament and the 

executive authority.  We must care for researching whether the 

Parliamentarians are truly equipped and qualified to become 

partners in ruling and administrating their countries.  Members 

of Parliament must try to investigate the nature of their 

authorization and power.  Do we search for partners in ruling 

and administrating the country or do we only look for 

observers to the activities of the government? 



   

This issue has not been clear in the Constitution of 1956 or 

that of 1971 in Egypt. 

2. The independence of the Parliament: do we wish to 

produce an electoral system that would lead to an independent 

representative Parliament working autonomously independent 

from the government and the political parties? 

3. The way the Parliament is formed: can we combine the 

individual candidate and the party list systems?  Can we have a 

balance between citizenship and privatization?  The latest 

Constitutional amendments in Egypt left the gate open for all 

these choices and it allowed the executive authority to have the 

final say about how things should go.  So still the question is 

'What is the most appropriate way for administrating the 

electoral process'? 

4. Evaluating the performance of the members of 

Parliament inside the Parliament. 

The Egyptian electoral system needs to be empowered 

in three different domains: 

- The independence of the entity administrating and 

supervising the elections which means investigating the 

mandate authorization, power and budget of the Higher 

Committee for Elections, as well as dealing with the resources 

and the staff of the Committee, i.e. Who Runs the Business. 

The Committee's members are basically judicial people, yet 

how could the committee do its job without qualified technical 

teams that can help doing things.  What we have for now is 

only a committee for setting the strategies of elections in 

Egypt. 

- Administrating the candidates' affairs, the amount of 

electoral campaigns expenditure, the appeals and complaints, 

the Party commitment and how to deal with the ones violating 

the rules. 

- The electoral awareness of the public is one of the 

missions of the Higher Committee for Elections.  The 

Committee is mandated to spread the culture of participation.  

Yet if we revise the activity of the committee so far, we find 

that it did very little in this aspect.  The campaigns for 

awareness were executed by basically three parties: the NGOs, 

the State Information Service (SIS), and the ruling National 

Democratic Party (NDP). 

Thank you. 



   

Session Two: 

Chairperson: Dr. Mona Makram Ebeid 

 First Paper: Dr. Abdel Moneim el Mashat 

Dr. El Mashat presenting his paper: 

- The aim of this paper is to arrive at the optimum 

representation system for the Egyptian society through which 

all the points and trends would be represented. 

- The competitive elections require a high degree of 

political awareness among citizens among a sound role played 

by the media. 

- The elections are either to be through an individual 

candidate system or a proportional representation list. 

- Is the political and Constitutional reform necessary for 

reforming the electoral system?  Is there a deterministic 

relationship between the two, or could we separate the two 

processes, i.e. the political and Constitutional reform from 

reforming the electoral system? 

- The idea of equality among electoral districts compared 

with the idea of granting a higher weight to some of them. 

- The importance of proportional representation as it 

guarantees better representation for minorities and lowers the 

impact of money and violence in elections.  Yet at the same 

time, the large size of electoral districts would make it difficult 

for the voters to know more about the candidate. 

Between the individual candidate and the proportional 

representation list systems, how could we choose?  Is it better 

to combine the two systems? 

- The right of the Egyptian voters abroad to cast their 

votes (there are technical difficulties, yet it is possible to 

overcome them). 

Dr. Mona Makram Ebeid 

My personal experience arises from my participation in all 

of the three models, the individual candidate, the proportional 

representation and the combined system.  The proportional 

representation list plays an important role in giving the 

elections a political nature, contrary to the services nature 

predominant in the individual candidate system. 

- Regarding the division of the electoral districts under the 

lists system, it is true that geographically the districts might be 

very large, but the multiplicity of the candidates in the same 

list could enable them to coordinate their electoral efforts.  



   

Now Mr. Osama Kamel will start presenting his paper about 

the quota system and the elections. 

Mr. Osama Kamel, a trainer of monitors of elections made 

a presentation of the elementary aspects of his paper. 

Commentator, Dr. Shawky El Sayed: The speakers on 

the panel have presented everything:  The optimum electoral 

system that would present the will of the individuals in 

choosing their representatives.  They also tackled the 

relationship between the political reform and the electoral one. 

On the fact level, let us consider what has been happening 

in Egypt historically.  The individual candidate system has 

been historically predominant in Egypt.  Yet lots of defects 

were bound to that system.  I believe that it is about time to get 

rid of that and overcome these problems as well as tackling a 

new way for preparing the voters lists, administrating the 

electoral process and supervising it.   

There are inevitable political reforms that must be 

introduced before talking about the electoral system because 

even if we adopt the very best system, our efforts will be 

shattered if we do not fix everything preceding the electoral 

process. 

Regarding the electoral systems: 

All systems are now very well known to everybody.  There 

is article 62 of the Egyptian Constitution which grants the 

legislator the right to choose whatever system seen fit as an 

electoral system.  I have already said that the individual 

candidate system is not valid anymore.  So we must go to the 

proportional representation lists system.  Still there are real 

problems in dealing with political party lists system as long as 

97% of the Egyptian people are outside any political party.   

- Who has the right to run as the candidate?  The 

Constitution almost restricts this right to those who are 

members of political parties, and there is no room for the 

independent candidates. 

- Granting the legislator an absolute right to choose 

whatever system is seen best is a very grave matter, because in 

some cases the legislator might be biased, and therefore it is 

elementary to have a societal supervision over that choice. 

- We wish to open the gate for all political parties to 

participate and at the same time not deprive the individual 

independent candidates from running in the elections.  The 

party lists system could be sound for the large electoral 



   

districts, while we can allow the individual candidates to 

compete in other districts. 

- There are some problems regarding the party systems, 

such as the monopoly of choosing who comes first in the list 

and who comes next, by the Head of the Party.  The Party 

Head monopoly might lead to certain problems and defections 

inside each party. 

- Therefore, the political life and the electoral system 

must combine both, the individual candidate and the list of 

candidates together.  We can use that even temporarily till the 

society is politically mature, and after that we can do without 

any individual candidate system. 

- We must pay more attention to the municipal elections 

which are the true school for a sound Parliamentary life. 

Dr. Rafat Radwan: 

- Any electoral system must be presented to the people in 

a referendum. 

- Limiting things to the party lists system would impose 

the Egyptian people to choose from only 3% marginalized 

people who are affiliated to the political parties.  Still there is a 

valid question: who has the right to allow the establishment of 

political parties in Egypt?  (It is predominated by the State) 

- There is also the problem of the media environment 

where the predominant ruling party owns the media and uses it 

to create certain symbols and characters.   

- The relationship between the ruling régime and the elite 

(the régime would attract certain people from the elite while 

others are acting on their own to join this régime).  This will 

influence eventually the names in the political parties' lists. 

- The order of names in a list is also another element of 

competition.  It can reflect another form of power just as evil 

as the power of money and violence in the individual 

candidates system. 

- The number of the Egyptians under 30 years old is 45 

million people.  Therefore, the voice of the youth is very 

elementary and we must revise the idea: can we make the 

minimum age for joining the Parliament 30 years only? 

- When assigned the quotas or percentages in the case of 

merging individual candidacy and party lists system, we must 

bear in mind that there is a great deal of misbalance between 

3% of population members in political parties, and 97% 

outside political party life. 



   

Ahmad Abdel Hafeez 

- The relationship between democracy and the electoral 

system is an elementary one.  Yet the basic element and value 

is democracy, because in democratic countries there are all 

types of elections, so the democratic values are more important 

than the political mechanisms. 

- The question is: Is there a real potential for reform in 

Egypt – the Egyptian Constitutional text allows the ruling 

authority to interpret it as it pleases. 

- On the other hand, Egypt has experimented all sorts of 

electoral systems, yet the régime has never been democratic.  

The principal thing here is to talk about democracy and fight 

for it. 

Dr. Noha el Zeiny 

- In 2005 the Muslim Brothers nominated Dr. Makarem el 

Ghamry as a candidate, and she won; not because of her 

contribution, as she is totally unknown, but actually she won 

because she got the votes as a candidate for the Brothers.   

Mr. Essam Shiha 

- There is no political will for change in Egypt, nor a 

societal one to introduce change. 

- The optimal electoral system for Egypt is the mixed one, 

combining both individual candidate system and party lists 

system. 

- The problems of the political parties are bound to the 

way the State is administrated and due to the monopoly of 

wealth and power. 

Mr. Abdel Rahman Kheir 

- Have we asked the Egyptian people about their opinion 

on this matter?  Have we gone to the villages and remote areas 

asking the people: how would you like to elect your 

representatives?  We have a very heavy heritage of illiteracy 

and retardation.  All that we are deliberating and discussing 

here will not lead to any change as long as there is one 

monopolistic power controlling everything (monopoly of 

wealth and power).  There should be a genuine political will to 

introduce a political change based on participation.   

- We must attempt to make the Parliament representative 

to all Egyptians (even Bedouins, Nubians and minorities) in a 

real way, and not a formalistic one. 

- The quota system would be a regression compared to the 

struggle of the Egyptian people since 1919 Revolution. 



   

Mr. Ahmad Abu Baraka 

- The Constitutional amendment has closed all prospects 

for change. 

- There is contradiction among the provisions of the 

Constitution. 

- How could the public practice their sovereignty without 

protecting the right of candidacy and voting? 

- The right of voting should be granted to the political 

detainees, the ill people and the ones living abroad. 

- The problems with the municipal elections reflect the 

state of despair, as people are not expecting any positive 

change especially after the latest Constitutional amendments. 

- There is a necessity for establishing a supreme council 

for political parties and revising the electoral system and the 

elections law once every five years at least. 

Mr. Ragab Abu Zeid 

- We are looking for the most suitable electoral system 

that suits the conditions of the society, not the best or the 

optimal one. 

- The electoral system must bear into consideration the 

Constitutional principles.  It should be complementary with the 

Constitutional principles as they are integrated with each other. 

- The concept of citizenship is contrary to the concept of 

quota whether it is a social quota, a geographical or a political 

one. 

Mr. Mohamed Farid Zakaria 

- Research is different from practice.  There must be 

integration between the personal experience, the practice and 

the academic research.  All the points Osama made about the 

types of electoral quotas must be related to the political and 

social atmosphere and analyzed within the framework of the 

relationship between the ruling power and the political forces.  

I believe that personal experienced is far more important than 

lectures. 

- It is elementary to speak about democratic reform before 

talking about electoral reform. 

- The political parties in Egypt are not qualified yet to run 

in real elections.  They need rehabilitation so as they could 

compete and participate actively in any elections.   

Mr. Ahmad Gamal 

- The individual candidate system is the optimal one for 

the Egyptian circumstances because it allows opportunity to 



   

everybody and links the Parliamentarian to its constituency 

and its needs. 

- The dual system (made of party lists and individual 

candidates) has been studied in the legislative committee in the 

Shura Council, yet after amendment of the Constitution.  In 

fact, we should listen to the citizens because they are the ones 

concerned by this issue.  We must reach the public in order to 

learn about their opinions and orientations. 

- Then there is a question: how could a citizen reach the 

Higher Committee for Elections to represent a complaint or 

something like that? 

Mr. Rabeh Rateeb 

- The issue about the Egyptians abroad is an important 

one and I propose that we dedicate a whole seminar for this 

issue.  The National Democratic Party (NDP) has established a 

special secretariat to link the Egyptians abroad with their 

homeland Egypt.  The Ministry of Immigration must be 

returned and granted real authorizations because it plays an 

important role. 

The final session 

Technology as an alternative to judicial supervision 

Head of the session: Counselor Noha el Zeiny 

All the discussions inside and outside the hall tackled the 

issue of how to introduce reform and to build democracy. 

In fact, we have established a micro model of democracy.  

We all have agreed that the texts alone would not create a 

democratic practice, yet they provide the mechanisms that 

could be used in a positive or negative way.  This session 

involves the presentation of three research papers presented by 

Dr. Rafat Radwan, Mr. Gamal Gheetas and Mr. McDermott.  

So shall they present their papers… 

Mr. Essam Shiha commenting on the two papers: 

- The title of Mr. Gamal Gheetas looks like a proposed 

law rather than an information technology IT perspective. 

- The definition of Dr. Radwan about 'Technology as an 

alternative to judicial supervision' has a certain perspective.  

Yet I believe that no matter what sort of technology is 

available, technology alone cannot stand as the only 

alternative.  

- The problem in Egypt is how to provide a political and 

societal will that would adopt this project and implement it. 



   

- Recently there has been the cut of internet, so the 

question is: what if this happened on the elections day while 

we use an electronic voting system?! 

- How can we convince the executive power especially 

the Ministry of Interior that it should trust this project and give 

away part of its authority? 

- We need a whole system of legislations (a package of 

legislations). 

- There is a problem about monitoring the electoral tables 

as there is a complete mistrust between the government and the 

citizen.  So what is the alternative which IT could provide to us 

other than the national ID card number?  How can we get the 

Egyptians to trust the electoral process once again? 

- The repeated voting and the relevant problems. 

- Is there a suitable environment for implementing such 

project? 

- The necessity of separating the State from the rural party 

in order to regain the trust of the public. 

- Transparency leads to trust. 

Mr. Rabeh Rateeb 

- I have my own reservation against using the example of 

Shubra district as a model for collective registration. 

Dr. Mona Makram Ebeid 

- The presentation is excellent.  Yet it is too early to 

present all that because the upcoming elections will be in 2010.  

Could the civil society contribute to that?  We should arrange 

our own priorities such as the national ID number and putting 

the picture of the voter on the voting card. 

- Women do not want to go to the police station.  The 

venue for registering women must be changed and made 

somewhere else other than the police stations. 

Parliamentarian Gamal al Tohamy 

- Among the specific specializations of the Higher 

Committee for Elections is dealing with the electoral tables or 

the voters' lists.  Therefore, the specializations of the 

committee must be vitalized. 

Parliamentarian Farid Zakaria 

- Regarding the electronic voting, I would say that the 

genius element is the human being who would develop 

programs for the computer.  Therefore, there is a room for 

forging the elections through the computers and the electronic 

voting.   



   

- It's elementary to emphasize transparency in software 

programs and the electronic voting process. 

- The control of the executive authority over the mayors 

and the local authorities in the villages lead to controlling the 

voters in the countryside. 

- There is a valid question: is the international community 

capable of dealing with the outcome of a public choice such as 

that which took place in Algeria or in Palestine? 

 



   

Summary of Regional Workshops 
(Aswan 5 April, Fayoum 20 April and Behaira 31 May) 

To achieve the greatest degree of community consensus on 

the draft law, three workshops have been held, for one day, in 

Aswan 5 April, Fayoum 20 April and Behaira 31 May. 

       155 participants have attended the three workshops 

with different intellectual and political parties' attitudes. The 

political parties have been represented by 37 participants from 

Al Wafd, Al Tagamoa, National Democratic Party, Al Ghad, 

Al Arabi Al Nasery, Al Ahrar, Misr Al Fatah, Al Gomhori Al 

Hor, Constitutional Social Party and Al Shab Democratic 

Party. 

23 parliament members have attended the workshops, 9 

from Shura Council, 2 from the People's Assembly, 12 ex-

parliament members. Representatives of the local councils 

reached 36. The NGOs and civil society activists reached 12 

participants, 3 from Behaira, 3 from Fayoum and 6 from 

Aswan including representative of the National Council for 

Women. The workshops have been attended by 18 lawyers and 

8 constitutional law professors. They have also been attended 

by 24 media specialists from regional newspapers at the 

mentioned governorates in addition to businessmen and 

governmental officers. 

       The three workshops have witnessed the submission of 

three main approaches: 

1- The proposed electoral system 

2- The Higher Committee for Elections 

3- Electronic registration  

In the few following lines we will discuss the most 

important points of view on the draft law. 

 

First Approach: the Suitable Electoral System 

       Some of the attendees opposed the idea of mixed 

electoral system and others welcomed the idea in the three 

workshops, as, some of them prefer the individual electoral 

system than the list, because the list contains many defects that 

can not be treated. Some of the attendees said that there is not 

an ideal electoral system to be followed worldwide; so it is 

better to collect the advantages of all the electoral systems in 



   

one applicable system; the proposed law is based on this point 

of view. 

Some of the participants opposed allocating a quota for 

women at the elected councils; they said that a step like this 

open the door to allocating quotas to other groups like 

Christians and Nubians, which raises the local discrimination 

of the Egyptian society. If it is necessary that women get 

involved in these councils, she should relay on her own efforts. 

One of the attendees supported the idea of allocating a quota 

for women saying that the constitution opened the door to this 

kind of women representation. If the political parties and 

political life went more active, there will be female political 

cadres who can reach the parliament without quota.  

Second Approach: the Higher Committee for Elections 

Some of the participants supported the juridical supervision 

on elections confirming that the election processes could have 

succeeded if the police did not prohibited the voters from 

reaching the polling boxes. The majority of the participants in 

the three workshops supported the idea of having an 

independent committee for operating the electoral process, in 

order to enhance the electoral climate. Some of the participants 

opposed including the dean of the Faculty of Economics and 

Political Sciences in the committee and preferred dean of the 

Faculty of Law in addition to the representation of all the 

Egyptian syndicates. The committee holds its meetings in 

attendance of 12 members and takes decisions with the 

majority of 8. In special circumstances, the committee holds its 

meeting with all its members, 17, and issues its decisions with 

a majority of 9.  

Third Approach: Voter Registration   

All the participants of the three workshops supported the 

necessity of applying the electronic voter registration. The idea 

provides more flexibility in the polling process and benefiting 

the national electronic information network in Egypt. 

Throughout this information network, we can easily obtain 

information about anybody using his national ID that can not 

be changed. It will make the citizen able to vote only one time 

in any place without having the red electoral card, but applying 

this system in the countrywide will take long time in addition 

to modifying the national ID date to eliminate those who are 



   

deprived against practicing their political rights. The update of 

the national ID should be inserted to the electoral lists 

automatically. 

According to the three workshops, the participants 

preferred the individual electoral system than the electoral list 

and that might happened because the citizens got used to this 

system and many of them can not realize the advantages of the 

list. And that requires great efforts in the governorates to 

illustrate the idea of electoral list and its benefits. 

There has been resistance of allocating a quota for women 

in the elected councils, even if it is temporary, until women 

can go on the electoral battle relaying on their own skills and 

abilities, which reflects the social culture that opposes the 

enhancement of the woman status. 

Although, some of the attendees supported the idea of the 

juridical supervision on elections, the majority of the 

participants in the three workshops supported the idea of 

giving the supervision on the electoral process to an 

independent committee. The formation of the committee and 

the method of making decisions have been reviewed according 

to the discussions. The idea of voter electronic registration has 

been accepted by all the participants, hoping it can be applied 

in Egypt in the near future.    



   

Attachment no. 1 

List of participants of Ein Sokhna Seminar 

(Alphabetically arranged) 

  
Position  Name  Seria

l no. 

IFES Jeffrey Carlson 1 

IFES  Juan Ignacio Garcia  2 

IFES Ronan Mc Dermott 3 

Member of the Legislative 

Committee of the People's 

Assembly  

Dr. Ahmed Ibrahim 

Abu Baraka 

4 

Member of the Legislative 

Committee of the Shura Council  

Mr. Ahmed Gamal El 

Din 

5 

Lawyer, member of Al Nasery 

Political Party 

Mr. Ahmed Abdel 

Hafez 

6 

Expert of Electoral Systems – 

IFES 

Mr. Osama Kamel 7 

Center of Political Researches and 

Studies  

Dr. Amal Hamada 8 

Editor in Chief of Loghat Al Asr 

Magazine 

Mr. Gamal Ghittas 9 

IFES Dina Ammar 10 

Secretary of the Legislative 

Committee of the Shura Council 

Dr. Rabeh Rateb Basta 11 

Secretary General of Arab 

Federation for Information, Arab 

League  

Dr. Rafat Radwan 12 

Member of the Legislative 

Committee of the People's 

Assembly 

Ragab Mohammed Abu 

Zaid 

13   

Deputy of the Legislative 

Committee of the Shura Council 

Mr. Taher Al Misry 14 

Member of Shura Council  Abdel Rahman Khair 15 

Deputy of Arab and African 

Research Center  

Mr. Abdel Ghaffar 

Shokr 

16 

Head of Center of Political 

Researches and Studies 

Dr. Abdel Moniem Al 

Mashat 

17 

Lawyer  - Al Wafd Political Party Mr. Essam Sheha  18 

Professor of the Political Science – 

Cairo University  

Dr. Ali Al Sawi  19 



   

Ex-parliament member  Mohammed Anwar Al 

Sadat 

20 

Member of the Legislative 

Committee of the Shura Council 

Dr. Mohammed Shawki 

Al Sayed 

21 

Ex-Shura Council Member  Mr. Mohammed Farid 

Zakaria  

22 

Arabic Language Teacher  Manal Al Gharabawi  23 

Professor of political science  Dr. Mona makram Ebid  24 

Attorney at Law – Main Partner – 

United Group  

Mr. Negad Al Borai  25 

Deputy of the Administrative 

Prosecution  

Councilor:  Noha Al 

Zini  

26 



   

Attachment no. 2

List of participants of Aswan Workshop  
(Alphabetically arranged)  

 
Position  Name  Seria

l no. 

Headmaster  Ibrshim Ali Ahmed 1 

Officer  Abu El Ela Mohammed 

Ragab 

2 

Businessmen Foundation in Aswan  Ahmed Khalel Ahmed  3 

Aswan Faculty of Education  Dr. Ahmed Mohammed 

Al Mahdi  

4 

Lawyer  Mr. Ahmed 

Mohammed Abdel 

Ghani 

5 

Lawyer Ahmed Moawia 6 

Al Tagamoa Political Party  Ahmed Hashem  7 

News Reporter, channel 8 Ashraf Ahmed Diab 8 

Al Tagamoa Political Party Amal Abdel Latif  9 

TV news reporter Anas Ahmed Khalifa  10 

Al Tagamoa Political Party Haber Hashem madani  11 

Engineer Gamal Abdel Rahman  12 

Officer  Hamed Mahmoud 

Hamed  

13 

Al Naseri Political Party Hassan Mohammed 

Hassan  

14 

Local Council  Hussain Mahmoud 15 

Press reporter  Hamdi Taha Ahmed  16 

Channel 8  Khaled Hassan Kenawi 17 

Free business  Khaled Salama Abdel 

Seid  

18 

Shura Council Member  Dr. Rabeh rateb Basta 19 

Channel 8 Ragab Yousef 20 

Al Nasery Political Party  Refit Abdel Ghani 21 

Al Tagamoa Political Party Ramadan Ahmed 

Ismail 

22 

Free Business  Zakaria Abdel Rahman 23 

Head of Aswan investor 

Association  

Sotohi Mostafa Ali  24 

Pensioner  Saad Ibrahim Hassan  25 

Engineer  Said Ramadan Ibrahim 26 



   

Lawyer  Sayed Abdel Hamed 27 

Lawyer  Salah Fakhri  28  

Ex-parliament member  Aref Siam Hassan  29 

Al Tagamoa Political Party Abbas Mohammed 

Abbas  

30 

Al Naseri Political party  Abdel Samia 

Mohammed   

31 

Deputy of Arab and African 

Research Center  

Abdel Ghaffar Shokr  32 

Al Naseri Political party Abdel Farrag Abdel 

Basit  

33 

Engineer  Abdel Kader 

Mohammed   

34 

Al Tagamoa Political Party Abdollah Abdel Fattah  35 

Journalist of Asrar Al Ganob 

Newspaper   

Alaa Hamada  36 

Al Tagamoa Political Party Ali Saleh  37 

General Assembly's Member  Ali Fateh al Bab 38 

Al Tagamoa Political Party Fawzi Sayed Ahmed  39 

Al Gomhori Political party  Mazin Tawfiq  40 

Announcer – Sawt Al Ganob Press Mubarak Hanafi 

Mohammed  

41 

Announcer  Mohammed gad Abdel 

Salam 

42 

Al Misri Al Youm Newspaper  Mohammed Hassan  43 

Channel 8 Mohammed Hassan 

Ezz El Din  

44 

Chief accountant Mohammed Radwan  45 

Al Naseri Political Party  Mr. Mohammed Sonosi 

Abbas 

46 

Al Tagamoa Political Party Mohammed Taha Said  47 

Al Naseri Political Party Mohammed Abdel 

Azem Seddik 

48 

Lawyer  Mohammed abdel 

Kader  

49 

Middle East News Agency   Mohammed Awadallah  50 

Local council  Mohammed Kamal Al 

Sayed  

51 

Channel 8 Mahmoud Abdel 

Mawgod  

52 

University professor  Modather Salem 53 



   

Lawyer  Mostafa Al Hassan 

Taha  

54 

Ex-police general  Mostafa Hassan Salehia  55 

NGO Mamdoh Mahros 

Ibrahim  

56 

Journalist for Aswan Al Mostakbal  Nahed Gaber Hashem 57 

Attorney at Law, Main Partner – 

United Group  

Negad Al Borai  58 

Journalist for Sot Aswan 

Newspaper  

Naglaa Abdel Latif  59 

Lawyer  Nawal Fawzi Shnoda  60 

Head of Aswan Laborer 

Federation  

Helal Ahmed Al 

Dandarawi  

61 

Officer  Haitham Ahmed Naiem  62 

Lawyer  Waled Sayed 

Mohammed  

63 

Attachment no. 3 

List of participants of Fayoum Workshop  
(Alphabetically arranged)  

 
Position  Name  Seria

l no. 

Journalist – Al Dostor Newspaper  Ahmed Saif Al Nasr 1 

Secretary of Political Parties' Unit   Ahmed Sadek  2 

Lawyer  Ahmed Sabri  3 

Journalist – Al Ahrar Newspaper  Ahmed Abdollah Aziz  4 

Sinnoris Local Council  Hassan Sayed Ahmed  5 

Representative of Rosa Al Youssef  Hussin Fatehi  6 

Social Development Association   Hamada Abdel All 7 

Al Mandra Local Council  Hanan Mohammed Al 

Shafai 

8 

Social Development Association in 

Nawara   

Khalaf Khalel Masoud  9 

Lawyer  Dalia Husaini 

Mohammed  

10 

Shura Council Member  Dr. Rabeh Rateb Basta  11 

Family and Local Society 

Development Association  

Ragab mohammed 

Goma  

12 

NGO member Rehab Eshak 

Mohammed  

13 



   

Local Council Member  Reham Ali Abdel 

Rahman  

14 

Democracy development Group  Sameh Omar 

Mohammed  

15 

Fayoum City Local Council  Sami Ali Mohammed  16 

Al wafd Newspaper  Sayed Al Shora  17 

Member of Atsa Local Council  Sayed Nadi  18 

Lawyer  Shehata Mohammed Al 

Kilani 

19 

Head of the Regional Federation of 

NGOs 

Shaban Mohammed Ali   20 

General Assembly's Member  Saber Mohammed 

Mohanna  

21 

Deputy of the Regional Federation 

of NGOs 

Saher Mostafa  22 

Editor – Anbaa Al Fayoum 

Newspaper   

Sabah Ahmed  23 

Shura Council Member  Mr. Taher Al Misri  24 

Local Council Member  Talat Abdel Baki Morsi  25 

Editor – Al Youm Al Sabea Adel Abdel Fattah 26 

Regional Federation of NGOs Abdel Baset Abdel 

Baset   

27 

Secretary General of Bani Suef 

Syndicate of Applicators   

Abdel Khalek Safwat  28 

Member of Regional Federation of 

NGOs in Fayoum  

Abdel Ati Mohammed  29 

Head of Bani Suef Local Council   Abdel Aliem Saber Ali  30 

Chairman of Social Development 

Association 

Abdel Ghaffar Haggag  31 

Deputy of Arab and African 

research Center  

Abdel Ghaffar Shokr  32 

Head of Social Development 

Association 

Abdel Fattah Sayed 

Soror  

33 

Member of Shura Council   Abdel Kawi Ebid   34 

Lawyer  Abdollah Saleh  35 

Professor of Political Science, 

Head of Political Researches and 

Studies Center, Cairo University  

Dr. Abdel Moniem Al 

Mashat  

36 

Bani Suef Governorate Local 

Council  

Ali Mohammed 

Mohammed  

37 

Member of Al Tagamoa Political Emad El Din Abdel 38 



   

Party  Hakim  

Ex-parliament member  Awatif Abdel Kader 39 

Governorate Local Council Awad Soliman Dawood 40 

National Democratic Party  Fahmi Mohammed 

Rafat  

41 

Sinnoris Local Council Magda Abdel Maged  42 

Inspector in Al Azhar  Mohammed Ibrahim 

Ewis  

43 

Journalist Mohammed Ahmed Al 

Foll 

44 

Journalist of Al Ahram Al Masai Mohammed Talat  45 

Al Ahrar Political Party  Mohammed Abdollah  46 

Al Tagamoa Political Party Mohammed Abdel 

Wahab 

47 

Al Ghad Political Party  Mohammed Esam Al 

Sherif  

48 

Regional Federation of NGOs  Mohammed Mahmoud 

Mizan 

49 

Professor of law Mostafa Ahmed Abdel 

Gawad  

50 

Head of Society Development 

Association  

Makram Yakob  51 

Local Council Member  Mahdi Ashri Ahmed  52 

Local Council Member Nadia Sayed Abdel 

Maged 

53 

Lawyer – United Group  Nebal Al Borai  54 

Shab Misr Newspaper  Nabel Khalaf  55 

Local Council Member, Bani Suef Nabel Morsi Hozain  56 

Headmistress  Nenaaa Awadallah 

Hussain  

57 

Ex-Education General Manager Nor Arafa  58 

Journalist  Hala Ali Abdel 

Rahman  

59 

Office Manager of Agriculture 

Ministry's Undersecretary  

Wafaa Mohammed 

Yasin  

60 

Local Governing Information 

Center Manager   

Yaser Galal  61 

Attachment no. 4 

List of participants of Behaira Workshop   
(Alphabetically arranged) 



   

  
Position  Name  Seria

l no. 

Ex-Shura Council Member    Ibrahim Shahn  1 

Head of Bar Association in 

Behaira  

Ahmed Salem 

Basyouni  

2 

Editor in Chief – Behaira 

Newspaper  

Ahmed Abdel Haliem  3 

Expert of Electoral Systems Osama Kamel  4 

Attorney at Law  Al Sayed Mohammed 

Soliman  

5 

Lawyer  Amera Gaber Al 

Khamari  

6 

Lecturer of Agriculture Faculty  Dr. Iman Al Aragawi  7 

Journalist  Hatem Sarhan  8 

Ex-Head of Health Committee, 

People's Assembly  

Hussain Al Serafi  9 

Shura Council Member Helmi Abdel Sattar  10 

Attorney at Law  Khairi Al Kalg 11 

General Manager – Ministry of 

Health   

Zakaria Mohammed 

Abd Rabo  

12 

Head of Competing Arts 

Department  

Seria Mohammed 

Mekki 

13 

Head of Research and Studies 

Department  

Sabah Ahmed Ibrahim  14 

Shura Council Member  Mr. Taher Al Misri  15 

Member of Law Drafting 

Committee  

Abdel Ghaffar Shokr  16 

Deputy of Governorate Local 

Council   

Fadl Mohammed Al 

Asar  

17 

Local Council  Member  Mohammed Ahmed 

Ashiba  

18 

Vice dean of the Faculty of 

Commerce    

Dr. Mohammed Belal  19 

Professor of Planning and 

Management  

Dr. Mohammed 

Gaballah Emara 

20 

Businessman  Mr. Mohammed Nageb 

Al Battat  

21  

Ex-Shura Council Member  Mr. Mahmoud Abu 

Amra  

22 

Al Tagamoa Political Party  Mr. Mahmoud Doir  23 



   

Behaira Laborer Federation  Madiha Basyouni  24 

Member of Shura Council  Nadir Al Meligi  25 

Head of Abu Hommos Local 

Council  

Nabel Saad Emara  26 

Member of Law Drafting 

Committee 

Mr. Negad Al Borai  27 

Professor – Faculty of Commerce  Dr. Hisham 

Mohammed Emara  

28  

BA Hend Abdel Wahab  29 

Lawyer  - Al Tagamoa Political 

Party 

Haitham Taiser Othman  30 
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